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ABSTRACT
The problem of determining the. sampling distribution of a statistic 
is quite important in statistics, The statistics often considered are 
symmetric functions of the sample values, For a completely known population, 
exact sampling distributions can generally be derived; otherwise sampling 
distributions are approximated by deriving the lower moments, The deriva­
tion of moments of moment-statistics is very complex.
A great step forward was made by Fisher (1928), who introduced 
k-statistics as unbiased estimates of the population cumulants and gave a 
combinatorial method to write the cumulants of k-statistics. The problem of 
moments of moments was much simplified by this approach. Dwyer (1937) 
introduced a general function f of the sample values and showed that 
k-statistic is a special case of the function f. He also obtained as 
another special case the sample symmetric function h^ which is the unbiased 
estimate of the central moment y^ of the population. Dressel (1940) and
Tukey (1950, 1956) introduced the generalized k-statistic (polykay) k ,pq. . .
as the unbiased estimate of the product k k ... of cumulants. Wishart (1952)
p q
adapted Fisher’s combinatorial method to write products of k^. Dwyer and
Tracy (1962, 1964) and Tracy (1963, 1968) developed a combinatorial method
for writing products of polykays as linear functions of the same. They used
this form to write their moments when sampling from a finite population.
The aim of the present work is (i) to generalize Dwyer's (1937)
h-statistic to generalized h-Statistic h which is the unbiased estimate
pq...
iii
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of product of central moments, (ii) to develop a combinatorial
method and a method using ordered partitions to express powers and products 
of these statistics as linear combinations of such statistics,and (iii)' 
to develop the relationship between this system and the system of genera­
lized k-statistics.
After a brief review of the literature, certain algebraic properties 
of ordered partitions are studied. Using ordered partitions, relations of 
k-statistics with symmetric means and unrestricted sums are established, 
and Carney's (1970) method for double products of polykays using ordered 
partitions is extended to multiple products. A complete set of specific 
products formulae of polykays of weight 7 is presented.
The h-statistics and generalized h-statistics are developed using 
different approaches. Relationships between h-statistics and k-statistics 
are established. Using ordered partitions, relations of h-statistics with 
symmetric means and unrestricted sums are obtained. Methods, using ordered 
partitions and combinatorial approach, for expressing powers and products 
of generalized h-statistics as linear combinations of such statistics are 
developed and illustrated. General formulae for products h^ jh r, where 
{ } symbolizes any set of subscripts and p + q + r < 3, are given. A 
complete set of formulae for specific products of generalized h-statistics 
through weight 6 and seminvariant products o£ weight 7 and 8 is presented.
Finite moment formulae B(pq..,) = E„ {(h - H )(h - H ) ...}
N p P q q
(where E^(h^) = H^, being the expectation over the finite population of 
size N) and their estimates, using "substitution products" of Schaeffer 
and Dwyer (1963), through weight 8 are presented. Certain results on 
linearly independent statistical seminvariants and estimates of seminvariants
iv
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first given by Dressel (1940) are extended to higher weights.
Lastly, possibilities for further work, e.g. in obtaining approxi­
mations to sampling distributions of ratio-statistics and extending the 
univariate system of generalized h-statistics to bivariate and multivariate 
systems, are indicated,
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BASIC MATERIAL
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 History
In case the parent population is completely specified, exact 
sampling distributions can often- be described. But when the parent popu­
lation is not completely known, a general method for finding an approximate 
form for the sampling distribution of a statistic is to use its lower mom- 
ments. In general'such" statistics are symmetric functions, of sample observat 
ions, e.g. moments. The.problem of moments of moments,originally formulated
by Karl Pearson in the late 1 9 ^  century and studied by many like Thiele,
tHSheppard, Student, Tchouproff and Church in the late 19 century and in
til
the first quarter of the 20 century, led to algebraic complexity of 
results. Craig (1928), while extending Thiele's results to write semi­
invariants of moments and product semi-invariants, called attention to the 
need, if the algebraic formulation was to be made manageable, of the use 
of functions other than crude moments. Fisher (1928) introduced sample 
symmetric functions, called k-statistics, whose expectations are the 
cumulants of the infinite population. He found that if the sampling cumu­
lants of the k-statistics were expressed in terms of the population cumu­
lants, the formulae were much simpler than the analogous expressions derived 
in other ways. He also developed a combinatorial method to expre.es cumulants 
and product cumulants of k-statistics.
References are not always to original sources, but to convenient ones
1
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2Fisher's k-statistics were later extended to generalized k-statis­
tics (also called multiple k-statistics - Schaeffer and Dwyer 1963, poly­
kays - Tukey 1956, 1-statistics - Kendall and Stuart 1958). Dressel (1940) 
introduced symmetric functions L ... (r,s,...#l) whose expectations are
IT S
products of cumulants k  k  .... Tukey (1950), (1956) introduced k
it s rs •«•
(r, s ... may be 1), calling them polykays, to estimate unbiasedly the
products of cumulants k k .... He also showed that polykays k arer s rs•••
unbiased estimates of the corresponding finite population parameters K
TC S • • •
Wishart (1952), using a combinatorial method, expressed the powers
and products of generalized k-statistics (polykays) as linear combinations
of such statistics. He used these results to obtain sampling moments and
product moments. Later,"Tukey (1956) suggested a direct algebraic method
for products of two polykays.
Dwyer and Tracy (1962), (1964) developed a combinatorial method for
obtaining products of two polykays. They also gave general formulae for the
products k,. k , where the symbol {} represents the set of subscripts
i j rs...
p^, p£, ... and r+s+.,.« 4, Tracy (1963), (1968) developed further rules 
for obtaining multiple products of polykays by the combinatorial method. 
More work in this direction was done by Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) and 
Nagambal (1969). Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) introduced the concept of 
"substitution products" which are discussed in chapter 5. They 
showed that with the use of substitution products the same formulae could 
be used for estimation of moments as well as for the moments themselves. 
Nagambal (1969) extended the general theory of Tracy (1963), (1968) for 
multiplication by products of polykays of weights 5 and 6. She gave general 
formulae for multiplying k by polykay products of weights 5and 6.She pre­
sented seminvariant polykay products,finite moment formulae and their 
estimators for weights 11 and 12.
f(x).homogenous of degree p, is seminvariant if f(ax+c) = a^ f(x).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3Carney (1968), (1970), using an approach involving ordered partitions 
(discussed in sec. 1.2.2), developed a method for multiplying two polykays 
and expressing them as a linear combination of the same.
Kendall (1942) worked with seminvariant statistics. He looked into 
the possibility of finding a seminvariant statistic which would obey even 
simpler rules than Fisher's (1928) k-statistic,
k = £(x ... x )-± r 1Tr------------- ' (1.1)p ■ r. r n(n-1)...(n-p +1)
]?
where the summation extends over all the ways of alloting the suffixes
r, repetitions included, from the n variables and is the number of
different suffixes r, and (x ... x ) denotes the power product sumsr, r
1 P
multiplied by the corresponding partition coefficient (ref. def. 1.4),
tl
DWyer and Tracy (1962, P.5). Kendall (1942,P.304) remarked that the signi­
ficance of this way of looking at k-statistics is that there are no
numerical factors in equation (1.1) depending upon the numbers r other 
than p itself. It would seem that this does not hold for any other semi­
nvariant, for if 1 were such a one it could be expressed as 
k + cn k _ k +etc., and the products of k's, themselves expressed inp 1 p-2 2
the form of (1.1)-, would involve factors depending on the r's, which 
would complicate either the determination of the numerical coefficients
I
or that of the pattern function or both.
Dwyer (1937,p.40) proposed a statistic h^ as unbiased estimate of
r
the central moment jj. with E(h^) = . This statistic, except h^, is
seminvariant and is expressible in the form of the equation (1.1) without
having any numerical factors depending upon the numbers r. This statistic
can be expressed as k + c, k „ k„ + etc.Relations of h-statistics withp i  p-2 2
other symmetric functions are much simpler than those of k-statistics (see, 
Table 10).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
41.1.2 Aim of Present Work
The main aim of this work is (i) to introduce a new system of unbiased 
estimates (called generalized h-statistics)of powers and products of central 
moments , (ii) to develop a combinatorial method and a method using ordered 
partitions to express the powers and products of these statistics as linear 
combinations of such statistics,(iii) to develop the relationship between 
this system and the system of generalized k-statistics. Keeping this aim in 
mind the following has been done:
1. After a brief review of the literature, certain algebraic properties
; . . of ordered partitions are studied.
2. Some relations of generalized h-statistics with other symmetric funct­
ions, such as power product sums(augmented monomial symmetric functions), 
power sums, etc., are established and certain results are listed.
3. Carney's method for double products of polykays, using ordered 
partitions, is extended to multiple products of polykays. A complete 
set of specific products'formulae of polykays of weight 7 is given.
4. h-statistics are developed (i) using the relations of central moments 
with ordinary moments,(ii) using expressions of k-statistics in terms 
of symmetric means, and (iii) by means of a general function fr;Dwyer
(1937).
5. Using various approaches, in chapter 3, generalized h-statistics h ,
plp2’*‘
defined as E (h ) = jU, ... (if some p.=l,the corresponding JJ.. is
, P1P2 * P1 P2 1 1
1L, ) and E (h ) = H , where E is the expectation over the1 N PjP^.. pjp2... N
finite population of size N and H is the same function Of the
plp2'*•
population of size N as h is of the sample, are proposed.
P1P2‘‘*
6. Relationship between generalized h-statistics and generalized 
k-statistics is established. Also, relationships between
generalized h-statistics and other symmetric functions such as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5power product sums , power sums, etc., are established. Tables 
expressing symmetric means in terms of generalized h-statistics and 
vice versa, and polykays in terms of generalized h-statistics and 
vice versa, through weight 12, are presented.
7. Methods for the multiplication of h-statistics, using ordered 
partitions and a combinatorial approach, are developed and illus­
trated.
8. A complete set of specific products formulae through weight 6 and 
seminvariant products formulae for weights 7 and 8 for h-statistics 
is presented.
Finite moment formulae B(p.p0...) = Ev,((h -H ) (h -H ■)•••}1 2  “N Pl ?1 p2 p2 
and their estimates B(p^p2>..) for p_^  ^ 1, using "substitution 
products", through weight 8, are presented. Relationship between. 
M(...), the finite moments of k-statistics, and B(...) are established 
and these relations through weight 8 are listed.
10. Results of Dressel (1940) regarding linearly independent seminvari­
ants are extended through weight 12. Also his results on estimates 
for seminvariants (1940) using Dwyer Double Expansion Theorem are 
extended to weight 9.
1.2 Basic Material
In this section certain pertinent terms, related to the work, are 
discussed. Some description of ordered partitions, generalized k-statistics, 
and of other relevent material is given. The multiplication of symmetric 
means (termed angle brackets by Tukey, 1950), used by Tukey (1956), is 
described and illustrated by an example. In order to facilitate the under­
standing of the combinatorial method for the multiplication of generalized
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6h-statistics, Dwyer and Tracy's combinatorial method (1962) for the 
multiplication of generalized k-statistics is described. Some modifications 
of this method to get the combinatorial method for the multiplication of 
generalized h-statistics (sec. 1.1.2) are given. More details and 
modifications follow in chapter 4.
1.2.1 Notation and Discussion of Terms
Following the common system of notations, n, k and h are used to 
denote the sample size, k-statistics and h-statistics respectively; N, K 
and H are used to represent the finite population size and the correspon­
ding parameters respectively, k and y denote respectively the cumulant and 
the central moment of the infinite population.
Let x^, X£, ,.,,x^ be a random sample of size n from a finite popu­
lation of size N, the sampling being done without replacement. The popu­
lation is specified to be such that its N moments exist. The finite popu­
lation may be looked upon as a random sample of size N from an infinite 
population.
Definition 1,1 A sample symmetric function is a function of sample values 
X p  X£, . xr whose value remains unchanged when any number of x's is 
permuted among themselves. Thus for example,
2 ^ 2 _l 2 S 2X, +  x +  , . . +  x = £ X
X“1
is a symmetric function of the quantities x^,..., x^.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Definition 1.2 (Dwyer, 1938), The sample power product sum (called augmen­
ted monomial symmetric function - David and Kendall, 194q), corresponding 
to any r-part partition p^^... Pr °f P is defined as,
P1 p2
£>1P2 ” * Prl = i* ...Xi Xj
Pr
V
where p = X p^ is the weight and r?the number of parts of the partition, is the 
order of the power product sum. If Pi is repeated tt times then the power 
product sum or augmented monomial symmetric function (a.m.s.f.) is defined
as
r ^  V ,  - p l p l P 2 P 2
[P, ••• P_ 1 =  1 u 5 a x  ... x  x  ... x
J i f  \  Ji 3 ^
where 2 p . ir. is the weight and Z it . is the order of the a.m.s.f.
i=l 1 1 i=l 1
Thus, for example,
[432] = . I xj x? xj 
i*tfk k
is the power product sum ( a.m.s.f.) , where p^ = 4, p2 - 3, p^ - 2, 
ir^ = = ^3 = 1. Weight is 9 and order is 3. It is necessary that the
sample size n exceeds the weight w of the a.m.s.f. If n < w, it is not 
possible to find an a.m.s.f. whenever the number of parts of the partition 
becomes greater than n.
The monomial symmetric function denoted by [ ]*, MacMahen (1884), 
is defined as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8Thus,
while
r *1 f *1 "si /
LP 1 • * * *ps J = lPl * * *Ps J 1 *2'S ’ ‘"s'.
[ ? }  = x x3 x3 = 2 E x3 x3 = 2 [32]*
i!*J 1 3 i<j 1 j
f32] = z x 3 x? = Z ( x3 x2+ x? x? ) = [32]
i<3
so that, power product sums and monomial symmetric functions are distinct 
only if one or more parts of the partition are repeated, otherwise they 
are the same.
Definition 1.3 The symmetric means or mean power products are defined as
the means of products of powers of different x^s. Since the sum [PiP2’,pr] 
n P P P
~ Z  x.1 x.2.,.x r is over n(n-l)...(n-r+1) terms, the symmetric mean
w . .  1 J '
(angle bracket) <pjl>2 * •Pr> can defined as
< P 1P2--Pr> " [plp 2,,prl .
nCr)
Then, by a basic theorem of finite sampling theory (Dwyer, 1938; Tukey, 
1950; "inheritance on the average"),
EN  <p1p ^**p r > = < P 1P 2 * ’Pr >N
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
where denotes the average over N possible unordered sample values 
when sampling without replacement and < P^P2 ••*Pr>N corresponding
population bracket. In case sampling is from an infinite population (or 
from a finite population with replacement),
t i »
E < p p . . . p >  = p u ...» (1.2)
1 2  t'j r2 *r ,
f
where y ’s denote moments about the origin, Kendall and Stuart (1958, 
p. 276) , Dwyer (1937).
Definition 1.4 A partition coefficient (p^...p j of p is defined (Dwyer
(1938), Dwyer and Tracy (1962), Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963)) as the number 
of ways that the distinct units of p may be collected into distinct parcel 
described by the specified partition of p. For the r-part partition
7T , TTI s
(P ... pg ), the partition coefficient, which later we denote by C(P), 
(Dwyer and Tracy, 1964),is
TT TT p  I
/ 1  S s -
(P ) = ------------------------
TT. TTa
(pi!) ^-.(Pg!) ir ! •••7Tsl
S Swhere £ p. tt. = (weight), £ tt, = r (order). The multinomial theorem
i=l 1 1 i=l 1
can then be expressed as
[l]p = 2 (p ...pr) f  P1 - •. Pr] ,
where the summation is over all the r-part partitions of p and r = 1,2..., 
The p th central moment y of the infinite population can be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
expressed in terms of the crude moments of the same by the formula
- x  « > r
which may also be written as
hp = E(-l) »?-(P1**-Pr) V Pl" ,y pr (1.3)
where the summation is over all the r-part partitions of p, r = 1, 2, P>
and (i) ">} = r-1 if each p_^  = 1 y (ii) r) = 1 if there is only one p^ > l^or 
(iii) >) = 0 if there are more than one p^ > l .
Similarly the p th cumulant of the infinite population can be expressed 
in terms of the crude moments of the same by the formula
K = 1 E (-l)r~^ (r-1) j (p ...p ) u ...y (1.4)
" r=l r fixed  ^ r
where the second summation is over all the r-part partitions of p.
i
If Pj = 0 , (1.3) becomes the identity
yp = yP
and (1,4), becomes
K = E E (-if (r-l)l(p . ..p ) y . , ,y
P c- a  ' 1 r p rp,r r fixed i i
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
where the second summation is over all the r-part partitions (not invol­
ving unit parts) of p,
1,2,2 Ordered Partitions
Definition 1.5 (Carney, 1968). Any list of m symbols if it can be deter­
mined which are equal and which are unequal, is a representation of an 
ordered partition, and will be called an ordered partition.
Ordinarily an ordered partition is specified by a list of m symbols, 
but the equality - inequality of the symbols rather than the symbols them­
selves determine the ordered partition.
An ordered partition a = os^ ... a determines a partition of weight 
m with the sets of identical symbols as parts. Thus, for example,
1112234, 1123214, 1232141, ...
determine the 4-part partition, namely 3,2,1,1,of weight 7.
Let d>( cst) denote the number of parts of the partition represented by
a = ai',,am * T^en 'K01) may be defined as the number of distinct symbols
a in the representation of «.
For the sake of convenience we denote a. = a, and a. ^ a, by i a j
i J -t 3
and i & j respectively.
Definition 1.6 (Carney, 1968). Let a =a ...a and 8 =8, ...8 be ordered ---------------------- j  ’ l m 1 m
partitions of weight m. Then a is said to be an ordered subpartition of
8 ( a$8 ) if and only if i a j = i 8 j for each (i, j) ; i,j = 1,2, ... , m.
Moreover if a is an ordered subpartition of 8, then
<K a) £ <K 8) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Let be the set of all ordered partitions of weight m f It can 
easily be seen that (S^, A) is a partially ordered set.
Theorem (Carney, 1968). The set of ordered partitions of weight 
m, with the subpartition partial ordering, is a lattice.
For illustration, lattice diagram of S,. is given.
1•2•3 Generalized k-statistics
Definition 1.7 (Fisher, 1928). The pth k-statistic is a sample symmetric
function such that E (k ) = k . If the population is finite, E„ (k ) = Kp p F  ^ N p p,
where the K-parameter K^ is the same function of the finite population as
kp is of the sample. From (1,2) and (1.4), since E (k^) = we have
kp = I E (“I)1"1 (r-1) { (pr .. Pr)< Pj... Pr> • 
r=l r fixed
The statistic k is uniquely determined, see Kendall and Stuart
t
(1958), for if there were two statistics k and k such that E (k ) =
P P Pt t
E (k ) = k , then their difference k - k would have a zero mean. Since 
P P P P
this difference itself is a symmetric function, it implies a relationship
»
among the moments, which, in general, is not true. Hence, k - k vanishes
i
identically and so k = k .
P P
Kendall (1940a) showed that k^, p >1, is seminvariant. As mentioned 
earlier, it is necessary that n be greater than p (weight). If n < p, k^ 
is not defined.
The k^ s  are homogenous polynomials of degree p and can be written 
in terms of power sums. Such expressions for k^, ..., k^ are given by 
Fisher (1928), for ky and kg by Dressel (1940), for kg, k^^ and k ^  by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Zlaud - Din (1954) , (1958) and for k-j^y Ziaud - Din arid Ahmad (1960).
The generalized k-statistics k are sample symmetric
P1 V 2 " '
functions having the property that they are the unbiased estimates of the 
products of the corresponding population cumulants.i.e.,E(k ) =
P j P 2 ’ • •
k  k  .... If the population is finite, then 
p l p 2
E (k ) = K
lp 2’’ * PjP2 • • •
where K is the same function of the finite population as k
PjP2 ••• pip2***
is .of the sample.
The generalized k-statistics k , with p. f 1, were first
P 1 P 2 ' ' '  1
observed by Dressel (1940), who denoted them by L He obtained
P1P2 * '' •
L p ^ 1 and Ip. ^8, in terms of power sums using Dwyer
P P ... , 1 1
1 2
Double Expansion Theorem, Some details of k (L ) are given
P t) ••• p T) •••
1*2 * 1 * 2 .
in chapter 6, where we obtain k (p. ^ 1, Ip. =9), in terms of
P1P2*••
power sums.
Tukey (1950) introduced these statistics without any restriction 
on p^ ’ s i.e. p^ may be 1. He obtained them by employing a symbolic 
multiplication of symmetric means (angle brackets).
The o- multiplication possesses the following properties, (Tukey,
1956):
(i) Except when a bracket is multiplied by a bracket of the same 
family (brackets defined on the same set of values), multipli­
cation of the elementary quantities (sample symmetric functions) 
is ordinary multiplication,
(ii) o- multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, sub­
traction and multiplication by real numbers.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(iii) o- multiplication of brackets from the same family Is accomplished 
by combining indices e.g. *? ab> 0 <; cd> =< abcd>.
Thus,
k = k o k ° '*•
P1P2*”  P1 P2
= £(-1) E(ri_1) Jl{(r..*-l)|} [ C p n ... Piri)(P21--- p2r2)’" ]
< pH-.. P ^ ^  P21 •••> C1.5)
where summation extends over all combinations of partitions p., ...,p.
X1 ^4
of p. for all i. r i
It follows from Cl*2) and (1.5) that
x
E(k
PlP2-
> -  [ c p n . . .  Plr k p 21... ,
‘11 lr *■
= K K
P1 P2
Thus k is an unbiased estimate of k k
P^P2 ••• P1 P2 ’’*
It may be proved, as for k-statistics, that generalized k-statistics
are uniquely defined. It may also be noted that generalized k-statistics
are seminvariant when no Pi = 1, see Tracy (1963, p.10).
As described earlier, if the population is not completely specified
a general method to approximate the sampling distribution is to derive its
lower moments. In order to derive such moments and to find their estimates
we need to express powers and products of polykays as linear combination
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the same.
For example, let us consider the variance of
V - EN ° ‘3 ~ K3> - EH ° S >
K
where is the expectation over the finite population of size N.
2
Now by expressing k3 as linear combination of polykays of weight 6, we 
have
w r-t / i , 9 , . n+8 , 6n , , 2
N ( /n 6 n-1 42 + n-1 33 + (n-1)(n-2) 222 * K3
' 1/n K 6 +  h ? T  K ,2 +  S f  K 33 +  K 222-K 3
while the estimate V is obtained simply by replacing K by k
xs••• ‘ rs. • .
Thus,
V = Ik + JL k + S±§. k + ___ k
n 6 n-1 42 + n-l 33 + (n-1)(n-2) K222
1 , . 9 , . N+8 ,k r + —r k,,„ + tt-t kQO + 6NN 6 N-1 42 N-1 33 (N-1)(N-2) 222
Tukey (1956) gave a method of multiplication for angle brackets 
(symmetric means) and used it to express powers and products of polykays 
as linear combination of the same. In chapter 4, using Tukey's method of 
multiplication for angle brackets, we develop a method to express powers 
and products of generalized h-statistics (proposed in chapter 3) as linear 
combination of such statistics.
Now, in the following section, we study Tukey's multiplication of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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angle brackets.
1.2.4 Tukey's Method of Multiplication of Brackets and of Polykays
Tukey (1956) introduced a method of multiplication of generalized 
k-statistics by using the multiplication of angle brackets (symmetric 
means). First we illustrate the method of multiplication of angle brackets 
by considering two simple examples.
Thus
<a> <b> <c> = [<a> <b> ] <c>
<c>
F 2 1
= |_l/n {n(n-l) <ab> + n <a+b>} J <c>
—  <ab> <c> + 1/n <a+b> <c> . 
n
Proceeding as above, we obtain
<a> <b> <c>
(n-1)(n-2) <abc> + n-1
n n
<a+b+c>
In a similar way we find
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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*;abc><;de> _ (n-3)(n-4)
n(n-l)
+ <b+d,ace> + <b+e,aed> + <c+d,bae> + <c+e,acd>}
{<a+d,b+e,c> + <a+e,b+d,c> + <b+d,c+e,a>
+ <b+e,c+d,a> + <a+d,c+e,b> + <a+e,c+d,b>} .
The latter example is the same as considered by Tukey(1956).
In general, we obtain "all brackets which can be obtained by match­
ing some (including none) of the letters in one bracket with letters in 
the other and then replacing matched letters by their sum", Tukey (1956,p.46)
a = number of factors in the resulting bracket 
p,r,” = number of factors in the 1st bracket, 2nd bracket,.,. ,
We further illustrate Tukey's bracket multiplication using Tukey's 
(1956) example ^21^2" lkls Is later expressed as a linear combination of 
generalized k-statistics using combinatorial method.
Tukey (1956^.43) observed that when a bracket with g unit parts is 
written in terms of polykays, only polykays with at least g unit parts
when expressed linearly in brackets or polykays, contains at least g unit
The coefficients which are functions of n may be obtained as
• * *
where,
II
appear and vice versa". He used 0(1®) for a set of terms each of which,
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parts. He also used the term unit weight of an expression for the maximum
number of unit parts appearing in any term of that expression. We may
describe it briefly as follows:
While expressing a polynomial in polykays as a linear combination 
of such statistics, the unit weight on the linear side can not exceed the 
unit weight on the other side. Thus Tukey's (1956) rule of modulo unit . 
parts states that the coefficient of every k,.. having more unit subscripts 
than the set of original subscripts is zero.
This method of multiplication of polykays is worked out in three
steps:
(i) expressing each k.., as a linear function of brackets,
(ii) multiplying out the brackets, and
(iii) reconverting the resulting brackets to polykays.
As described in section 1,2.3, Tukey used " o- multiplication” to 
obtain gene^ized k-statisfeics.
For example, ~
^ 2 1 ^ 2  (1^ 2 0^ )  , k2
= [{<2>-<11>}o <1> ] [<2>-<ll>]
[<2>o<l> - <11>o<1>1 [<2> - <ll>]
= [<21> - <!!!>][<2> - <ll>]
<21><2> <lll><2> - <21><ll> + <111><1 1> (1.6)
n(n-l) (n^ -2) 
n. n(n-l)
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n(n~l) (n^2) . 2nCn<rJ)
" 2 nCn-i) nCnJVCn-2) <221> + HCn-TV nCn-I) ^  + 0(1 >
, (■ n(n-l) (n-2) .
T o / i v ■/" i~t\"y' <221> “f* 0Q1 )n(n-l) n (n-1) (n-2)
—  <221> + ^<32> + i<41> - <221> - - J - ~■ <32>
n n n n(n-l) n(n-l)
+ — 7~TT <221> + 0 (12) n(n-l)
= .n. ~5n^ 2 <221> + <32> + i<41> + 0(12)
n(n-l) n(n-l) n
Using the rule of modulo unit parts,
2
k k = H ~jg±l2. { k + 0(12) } + k + 3k + 0(12)}
21 2 n(n-l) 221 n(n-l) 32 221 '
+ S fkm + 3ka2i  + 0 ( l 2 ) )  +0( l2)
n “ 3 k + - k  + ^  k, . (1.7)
n(n-l) 32 n i+l n-1 221
It may be noted that this method of multiplication of brackets and 
of polykays is also applicable to generalized h-statistics(sec.1-12).The rule of 
modulo .unit parts is also true in the case of h-statistics. However, for 
h-statistics, the number of brackets involved is less than that for k- 
statistics. The details of this method for h-statistics are discussed in 
chapter 4.
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1,2,5 Combinatorial Method
1.2,5,1 The Direct Method Using Patterns. Dwyer and Tracy (1962) modified
Tukey's (1956) algebraic method to a direct combinatorial method using
arrays (patterns). This method consists of the same three steps.
The details of the method are illustrated below by considering an
example, the one considered by Dwyer and Tracy (1962), i.e, k ^ k  , We also
consider the example h h^ for generalized h-statistics and give some
details as we proceed. We list details for k , k and h h in Table IA 
^ 21 2 21 2
and in Table IB respectively.
Since h21 = k21 and h^ = , the first step, as in Tukey's method,
gives (1,6) which appears at the top of Table IA and Table IB.
The multiplication of brackets is achieved more directly, To express 
<21> <2> , for example, since
(£x^x.)(£x?) = I x^ .x. + E x2x3 + I x2.x.x2 (1.8)
1 J k=l^ WJ 1 J i *  1 3 l W k  1 J k
or, [21] [2] = [41] + [32] + [221]
or, r? (n-l).<21><2> = n(n-l)<41> + n(n-l)<3£> + n(n-l) (n-2)< 221> , 
we have,
<21><2> = ^<41> + ^<32> + ^ < 2 2 1 >  . (1.9)n n n
The coefficients in (1.9) are termed n - coefficients, (Dwyer and Tracy,
1962). They can be easily obtained as follows: The n - coefficient for a 
bracket having p parts, in the expansion of k k , or h
(p) pi V * *  < ^ 2  ••• Pl V
h is simply - v-- t-\ , where r, s are the total number of parts
q , V  n n
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of the partitions of the p and q respectively, In the example, then,
n(3) n „ 2
the n - coefficient for « 221 > is = — ——  and so on.
_ (2) (l) n *n n
These results are listed in Table IA and Table IB, Both partitions 
of 2 1 , i.e. 21 and 1 1 1 , are matched with both partitions of 2 , i.e. 2 and 
1 1 , in all possible ways ( except for permutations by rows ), filling in 
0's where needed, The method leads to the 12 patterns which appear in 
Table IA and IB. In each of these the first column represents a partition 
of 21 and the second a partition of 2 while the marginal column represents 
the resulting bracket, In general the patterns appear in the order of 
expansion of bracket products. However, for convenience, they are grouped 
in the tables according to the number of rows. The coefficient obtained 
from formula (116) at the top of Tables IA and IB is termed a formula 
coefficient and is listed in the row directly below the patterns. Patterns 
resulting from the permutation of the entries in the second column are 
attributed with a corresponding combinatorial coefficient shown in the row 
so labelled. The n - coefficient is obtained as described earlier. The
• T
product of these three coefficients is the bracket coefficient (y 
coefficient) for the moment product or the bracket indicated by the 
marginal column.
Thus, the result after the first two steps is
k2, k2 - l/n <41> + 1/n <32> - <32> - ,
and h21 h2 = l/n <41> + l/n <32> - <32> - ..
We note that upto this stage the results obtained for hgj h, and for
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k ^ k 2 are exactly the same, In {act they are expected to be so, since
»
K3 R ^3' KZ m y2 anc* K2 R difference occurs in the third step
»
when p 's are transferred Into sc’s or p’s i.e. when Brackets are expanded 
in terms of generalized k-statistics or generalized hv-statistics. To 
expand brackets in terms of generalized k-statistics tables of symmetric 
function, (Tukey, 1956, p.44), (Abdel-Aty, 1954), (David and Kendall, 1949),
may be used while to expand them in terms of generalized h-statistics
tables are provided in chapter 3, However, this may also be attained by 
using the device (Kendall, 1952, p,15) of introducing parent cumulants or 
parent central moments and obtaining the final formula by estimation 
Thus, using (1.2), we have
r^, , 1 1 ' ' , 1 ' 1 2 ' » 2 (n-2) ' ’ 2 ,E k k = - p p H p p  7 r-r- p p  -f Ts- p p + . . . ,
1 21 2j n 4 1 n 3 2 n(n-l) 3 2 n(n-l) 3 1
1 1 1 1 » 1 o * 1 K vl— 2.') ' ’ 2
E th21h2^= n y4 yl + ny3 y2 “ ^T^T)“ y3 y2 ~ n(n^T)' y3 yl + *** *
1
Then we can expand the p 's in terms of k 's and p’s respectively
and take estimates of each side to obtain the desired formulae,
In the direct method the usual formulae (Kendall and Stuart, 1958,
»
p,6 8) can be used for changing from p ’s to k's and p's. In general,
except for the most trivial cases, the algebra is extensive though it can
be reduced somewhat by the use of modulo unit parts (Tukey, 1956). The
only point to keep in mind is that in adapting the transformation from 
?
p 's to k's and p's using patterns, we need to distinguish the two compo- 
1
nents of the p 's corresponding to the two columns of the patterns. This
t
can be done by using the multipartite notation, Thus the p of the first
row of pattern number 1 of Tables IA and IB is treated as the bipartite 
»
p . Then the expansions in terms of bipartite k 's and p's are 
22
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V n r. " + 2 k  +  2 k K +  K K +  2 k  k2 2 2 2 21 03 12 IQ 2Q Q2 11 .1 1
+K20K01K10 + k 02k10k 01 + 4 kh ki o k o i + kj o ki o k oi'coi (1-10)
and
*22 -  * 2 2 +2*21*oi + 2 *12*2 0 + *20*01 * 1 0 + *02*10 *01
+ 4* n * i o  *'oi+ * io  *10 *'oi *'oi ° - n )
I t
and the transform of p p becomes the right side of (1 -10) and (1 -1 1)
22 10 
I
multiplied by,, Q and p^Q respectively. The paired subscripts identify the 
rows of the different patterns of Table IA and Table IB respectively.
The coefficients of (1.10)are then listed in the first row of "Transfor­
mation coefficient" of Table IA and those of (1.11) in Table IB. Similar
!
transformation coefficients for the p 's indicated by pattern numbers 2,3, 
... , 12 are listed in row numbers 2,3,..., 12 of the "Transformation 
coefficient" of Table IA and Table IB, Coefficients from the unipartite 
expansion are available for checking.
We note here that only the first row of the "Transformation coeffi­
cient" of Table IA, is different from the corresponding row of Table IB.This
t
is due to the fact that the unipartite expansions of p^ in terms of k ’s 
and p's exhibit different sets of coefficients, i.e.,
p^ = + 4k3 + 3<  +6k2ki + K 2 >
and
» i 12 i k
+ 4p 3 p2 + 6p 2p2 + p2
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The calculation of the k-coefficient and of the h-coefficient 
corresponding to each pattern is then simple. We just multiply the trans-
i
formation coefficient (as indicated in each column) by the M- - coefficient 
(as indicated by the column of the diagonal term) and form the sum.
Thus from the results of Table IA and Table IB, we have,
r 1 1 2 2
E k k “ K K +  - K K ---- 7--K < +  K K K +   T K K K
1 21 2J n 4 1  n 3 2 n(n-l) 3 2  2 2 1 n-1 2 2 1
and
2
E [ h 21h 2 ] - I V l '  +  5 «3«2 - d b j  ^3^2 +  ^  ^2^2^1 +(n-1)  n h p 1 T n (n-l)
w ;
so that, taking estimatesj we have
k 21 k 2 = n k 41 + n k 32 " n(n-l) k 32 + k 221 + k 221 ’
1 1 2 n-1 2
and h21 h2 - - H i  + £ h 32 - n n^_1  ^ h32 + h221 + jy h2 21 »
which compare with the result obtained by Wishart (1952) , Tukey (1956) and 
the result obtained in chapter 4 respectively.
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TABLE IA. An Illustration of the Direct Method Using Patterns for h2ik2
k 21k 2 = r<21>_<111>lr<2>"<ll> l = < 2>-<21> <11>-<111> < 2> + < 111> <11>
PATTERN NO. . 1 2 3 4 3 8 9 10 I' 1 2 •
22 4 20 2 21 3 21 3 1 2 3 20 2 20 2 11 2 20 2 10 1 11 2 10 1
PATTERNS
10 1 12 3 11 2 10 1 10 1 10 1 11 2 11 2 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1
01 1 10 1 0 2 2 01 1 10 1 0 1
0 1
1
1
10
0 2
1
2
10
01
1
1
10
01
01
1
1
1
FORMULA COEFF. 1 1 1 -1 L L -1 1 1 L 1 1
COMB. COEFF. 1 1 2 2 3 L I 6 1 L 6 1
n-COEFF.
1 1 1 n-! L n -2 n-•2 1 (n-2)(n-j) n -3 n-3 (n-3) (n-4)
n n n(n-l) n(n~ t n n , nfa-1) n(n-1) n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
BRACKET OR p T-COEFF.
1 1 2 -2(n-3 3 n -2 -2(n-2) 6 -(n-3(n-3 -fa-3) 6(n-3) (n-3) (n-M
n n n(n-l) n (n 4) n n n(n-i nlSn-l) n(n -1) n nfa-l) n(n-l)
1 1 2 2 L 2 1 L 4
2 1 1 L 2 1 L 2
3 L 1 1 2 L 3
4 1 L 2
TRANSFORMATION 5 1 1L 2
COEFFICIENT 6 1 L 1
7 ] L 1
8 1 2
9 L
10 1
11 1
'
12 1
k-COEFF.
1
n
1
n n(n-l)
0 0 1 0
n
2
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0 0 0 0
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O
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•1*2.5,2 Condensation of the Direct Method
Definition 1.8 (Dwyer and Tracy, 1962). A proper part of a partition of 
an integer is any positive integral value less than the integer.
Definition 1.9 The combined patterns (c-patterns) of a given pattern are
obtained by combining rows; those patterns which are admissible are called
c-patterns (Dwyer and Tracy, 1964). For example in obtaining the patterns 
appropriate to k. to, th® admissible patterns are all those listed in
Table IA. The partitions of 21 are placed in the first column and those
of 2 in the second and this forms a pattern, All possible pairings of parts
except for permutations are recorded. Note that in Table IA patterns 1,2
and 3 have no c - patterns whereas others do have since their rows can be
combined.
Definition 1,10 (Dwyer and Tracy, 1962). The sum of n-coefficient of a 
pattern and all its c-patterns is called the pattern function (algebraic 
coefficient).
Rule of proper parts (Dwyer and Tracy 1962). The pattern function is zero 
for every pattern in which there is at least one row in which a proper 
part appears alone.
Corollary. Rule of modulo unit parts (Tukey, 1956). The coefficient of 
every k,.. having more unit subscripts than in the set of original subscripts 
is zero. This follows from the rule of proper parts since any additional 
unit subscript must come from a row with a single proper unit part.
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For h-statistics, the rule of proper parts becomes the rule of
proper unit parts i.e., the pattern function is zero for every pattern in
which there is at least one row in which a proper part which is a unit
part appears alone (for details and proof see chapter 4).
Dwyer and Tracy (1962) further gave the condensed form of the direct
method. From Tables IA and IB it is observed that the k-coefficient and
the h-coefficient of every pattern having a marginal column with two or
_more unit parts is zero. This agrees with Tukey’s rule of modulo unit parts. 
Thus from Tables IA and IB, all patterns with, more than pne marginal
unit subscripts may be omitted, reducing them to Tables 2A amd 2B respec­
tively, In Tables 2A and 2B it is seen that the k—coefficient and the
h-coefficient corresponding to the pattern 2 0 is zero, This fact is not
1 1 
0 1
covered by Tukey's rule but does follow from the rule of proper parts
(Dwyer and Tracy, 1952) and for h-statistics it follows from the rule of
proper unit parts, established in chapter 4, Since the 1 in the third row
of the pattern above is a proper part of the 2 , the coefficient is zero
and the pattern need not be considered,
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Table 2A'
k21 k2’ U s * n 8 Condensed Form of the Direct Method
k2i k 2 = <^21> ~<1i1i>!! C<2>-<11> 3
= < 21><2>-<21x l  1>-<1 1 1> < 2> + < 1 1 1> < 11>
PATTERNS 22
10
4 20 2 21
1 12 3 11
20
10
02
2 20 2 11
1 11 2 11
2 . 01 1 10
FORMULA COEFF. 
COMB. COEFF. 
n-COEFF.
BRACKET OR 
|i’ -COEFF.
1
1
1
n
I
n
1
1
1
n
1
n
-1
2
1
n(n-l)
- 2
n(n-l)
1
(n-2)
n
(n-2)
n
-1
2
(n-2)
n(n-l)
-2 (n-2)
n(n-l)
6
1
n(n-l)
6
n(n-l)
TRANSFORMATION
COEFFICIENTS
k-COEFF. In
1.
n n(n-l) 0 (n-1 )
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TABLE 2B
^21 ^2* Condensed Form of the Direct Method
h21 h 2 = [<21>-<111> 1[<2>-<11>1
= <21> <2>-<21> < 1 1 x 1 11> <2>+<lll> <11>
22PATTERNS
02 01
FORMULA COEFF
COMB. COEFF
(n-2) (n-2) 1
n n(n-l) n(n-l)
-2(n-2) 6
^ n(n-l) n(n-l)
n-COEFF n(n-l
- 2
BRACKET OR 
p' -COEFF.
(n-1)
TRANSFORMATION
COEFFICIENT
n-1
h-COEFF (n-1 )(n-l)
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1,2,5.3 Combinatorial Method Using Distinct Units . in order to eliminate
combinatorial coefficients we mate use of distinct units, see Dwyer and
Tracy (1962). For this we use somewhat different terminology. The various
patterns obtained by separating the elements of the rows of a given pattern
into more rows are called the separation of the given pattern, Thus the
transformation coefficient may be looked upon as a separation coefficient,
indicating the number of ways a CT-pattern can be separated into a parti-
cular “separate"' (Fisher, 1928, p. 222; Tracy, 1963,p>22)For example, in Table
IA pattern number 4 is a separate of pattern number 1 whereas number 1 is
a c-pattern of number 4,
Let e , e be the two units comprising 2 of k and e constitute 
1 2  21 3
the 1. Again, let e , e be the units in the 2 of L .  Then, pattern number
4 5 z
8 , Table IA, with a combinatorial coefficient of 6 , represents the follo­
wing six patterns with distinct units;
o
Obviously the contribution of the last four patterns to k - coefficients
as well as to h - coefficients is zero, since e ,e are proper unit parts
1 2
appearing alone in a row.
Also,it is easily seen that when we use distinct units there is 
either one or no separate from a c-pattern. Thus, the separation coeffi­
cient is either 1 or 0 according as there is a separate or not. Omitting 
the patterns which contribute 0 to k-coefficients or to h-coefficients, 
Tables IA and IB are transformed respectively to Tables 3A and 3B.
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In Table 3A, It is seen that patterns 2,, 4 and 7 can he obtained
respectively from patterns-1, 3 and 6 ( simply by permuting the elements in
the second column. Clearly the contribution from patterns 1 and 2 to
k k is 
21 2
i  (k (e^e^+Ce^+ep .e^kCe^e^ ,e3+Ce4+e5) ) 
which can Be expressed as
I kfe1+e2J,*3+fe,+e,.l(0 - ^ *2,1 + 2>0
where the ’+ ’ in the subscript indicates the sum of the k ’s with sums of 
permuted subscripts, Dwyer and Tracy Q962). Thus k„ _ . = k + k .
^ $ IT U ^1 c-Zi
Similarly the contribution from other patterns may be obtained, Thus
k k i  k + k + n~^  k
2 1 2  * n S i  + rTCn^ T) ^32 + n - 1  S 21 *
In the same way, from Table 3B, we have
, , 1 ts. 1 n~^ t- 1 n 2-2n+3 ,ti h r— n. r \ -1 \ ■ fa- r -1 \ fa •
2i 2 n 1+2 n (n.T-1) 32 n(n-l) 2 21
To illustrate the method further for h-statistics, we consider one
more example i.e, h 31h2« This is worked out on the same lines as the above
examples and is presented in Table 4,
From Table 4, we obtain
, , _ 1 v. 2 , 1 n 2-5n+10 , 6 ,
31 2 n hsi " n(n-1) + n h 33 + nCn-1) 321 + n (n-l) h 222*
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TABLE 3A k 21 k 2 With the Use of Distinct Units
PATTERN NO. 1 2
F ’
3
l
4 5 6 7 I
el+e2 ®4+e5 el+ e 2
0 el+e2 e4 el+e 2 e5 el+ e 2 0 ®I e4 61 6 5
PATTERNS e3 0 e3 V s e 3 e5 e3 e4 e3
0
0
e +e 
4 5
e 2 e5 
6 3 0
e 1 e4 
e3 °
FORMULA COEFF. 1 1 -1 * -1 1 1 1
n-COEFF.
I 1 1 1 n-2 1 1
n n n(n-l) n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
BRACKET OR 1 1 1 1 n-2 1 1
p.1 -COEFF. n n (n-l)n n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1
SEPARATION
COEFFICIENTS
3
4
I
1
’
5 1
6 1
7 1
k-COEFFICIENT '
1 1 - 1 1
1
1 1
n n n(n-l) n(n-l) n -1 n-1
u>i£>»
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TABLE 3B h ^  h 2 With the Use of .Distinct Units
PATTERN NO. I 2
! 3
4 5 6 7
e1+e 2 e4+e5 el“ 2 ° el+ e 2 e4 e i H i 2 e5
eL+e2 0 el 6 4 el %
PATTERNS e3 e3 e4+e5 e3 e5
e e 
3 4 e3
0
0
e4+e 5
e2 e5 
e3 0
6 2 e4 
e3 0
FORMULA COEFF. I 1 -I -1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 n-2 1 1
n-COEFF. n n n(n-l) n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
BRACKET OR I 1 1 1 n-2 1 1
p.' -COEFF. n n 'n(n-l) 'n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
1 1
2 1 1 ‘
SEPARATION
COEFFICIENTS
3
4
1
1
5 1
6 1
7 1
h-COEFF.
1 1 ~ 1 1 n -1 1 1
n n n(n-l) n(n-l) n n(n-l) n(n-l)
CJ
Cl
TA
BL
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4 
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1 ,2,5,4 Steps of the Combinatorial Method . The complete combinatorial 
method for products- of generalized h-statistics can be summarized into fiye 
steps as follows,
Write each generalized h-statistic of the product required in terms 
of Brackets,
List all possible arrangements of the procucts of brackets in which 
the components of the first bracket are placed in the first column, 
those of the second bracket in the second column, etc,, to form the 
patterns, In this process ignore any pattern which has a proper 
unit part as a single nonrzero element of a row.
Compute the combinatorial coefficient for the pattern by multi­
plying all partition coefficients associated with every partition 
appearing in the columns of the pattern.
Compute the pattern function for each pattern, using the rules of 
chapter 3.
Multiply the pattern function by the combinatorial coefficient to 
get the h-coefficient for each pattern, The listing of the h-coeffi­
cient under the corresponding h-term gives the result.
Remark; The combinatorial method for h-statistics follows the same steps
as for k-statistics, see Tracy (1963). For details see chapter 3,
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CHAPTER IT
ORDERED PARTITIONS AND POLYKAYS
After the review of the basic material in the first chapter, we now 
propose to study ordered partitions and polykays in this chapter,
Carney 0-968} studied some algebraic properties of ordered parti­
tions, He proved that the set S^ of ordered partitions of weight m with the 
subpartition partial ordering forms a lattice. In this chapter we further 
prove that the set of ordered subpartitions of any ordered partition of 
weight m forms a sublattice, The symbolic product of ordered partitions of 
weight ujj, m2, * mn forms a suhlattice of the lattice of ordered
partitions of weight m 1 + ,,, + m^, "Various other properties are studied.
A technique to generate ordered partitions is developed. Relations of 
polykays with other symmetric functions such as power product sums and 
unrestricted sums are studied, using ordered partitions, and certain 
specific formulae are presented. Carney's (1970) method for double products 
of polykays, using ordered partitions, is extended to multiple products of 
polykays, A complete set of specific pro'ducts' formulae of polykays of 
weight 7 is given.
In order to better comprehend the work of this chapter, familiarity 
with Carney's (1968), (1970) work is recommended.
It may be remarked here that certain results on h-statistics 
obtained in chapter 3 and 4 are based on the results obtained in this 
chapter. However, if one is interested in studying h-statistics, using the
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combinatorial approach, one way ignore this chapter completely,
2.1 Ordered Partitions
2.1.1 Definitions
Definition 2.1 (0*Toole 1931; Dwyer 1938), Consider the integer r to be
composed of r indistinguishable parcels, We define the partitions of r to 
be all those different groupings into new parcels, each new parcel 
containing one or more unit parcels, such that each resultant grouping of 
parcels contains exactly all the original r unit parcels. For example the 
partitions of 4 are
4$ 3,1 * 2,2$ 2,1,1} 1,1,1,1,
The numbers of the grouped unit parcels indicate the parts of the 
partition, Thus the partitions of 4 above have respectively
1; 2} 2} 3; 4 parts,
When the parts of a partition are arranged in non-increasing order,
as above, we call it an initialized partition. For example, 2,1,1 is an
initialized partition whereas 1 ,2,1 is not,
Dwyer (1938, 1971), considered the partitions of the multipartite
numbers consisting of the p units of p, If these units are placed in a row,
the first unit is associated with the first variate, the second with the
second variate, etc. Then the partitions of this multipartite number consist
of collections of units in different rows, xdiose sum is the multipartite
number with unit elements. Thus 1010 is a multipartite partition of weight
0101
4,i.e., a 2~part partition of the multipartite number 1111. The rows 
represent the different parts of the partition and the sum of the unit
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elements J,n a row Is. a univariate part, Livers (19451 represented these
partitions in a compact form, He used a single row to specify the number
of the row of the unit element in each column of the expanded form. Thus
1010 is represented by 1212, It may be noted here that the highest integer
0101
in such a representation indicates the number of parts of the partition, as
in this example 2 is the number of the parts of the partition 1010, As
0101
mentioned above, the sum of the unit elements in the row of the expanded 
form of these partitions is a univariate part. Thus in the compact form, 
the number of identical symbols determines the parts of the (unipartite) 
partition. For example 1212 represents the 2-part partition 2,2 of weight 
4, Carney (1968) called such partitions as ordered partitions. However it 
may be mentioned here that Carney defined them independently, not relating 
them to multivariate situation. He observes that any list of m symbols, if
it can be determined which are equal and which unequal, is a representation
of an ordered partition, Ordinarily an ordered partition is specified by a 
list of m symbols, but the equality-inequality of the symbols determine the 
ordered partition, not the particular symbols themselves. More formally we 
define it as
Definition 2.2 An ordered partition a of weight m is a list of m symbols
a  ... a , any two of which are either identical or distinct i.e. for each 
1 m
pair (i‘, j), we have either a., = a. or a. f a.. For example 112334,
J 1 3
111234, ... , are ordered partitions determining the 4-part partitions of
weight 6 .
For the sake of convenience, throughout this work, we denote 
ai = aj and ai ^ aj 1 a 3 and i $ 1 respectively.
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Definition 2,3 (Carney, 1968, p. 647). Let ot t,» a and 8 = 8r
... 8 *>e two ordered partitions of weight m.-a is said to be an ordered
m
subpartition of 8 C a<8 ) if and only of ia j ^  i8j ? f°r Ci> j)» 
r, 1 ^ 1 , 2 , m,
For example, 11.122345 is an ordered subpartition of 11122234, Ordered
partitions a and 8 are said to be equivalent if ct< 8 and 8 < a .
Let'a,8 be ordered partitions of weight m. Then their least upper
bound (l,u.b) 6 = av8 is defined as an ordered partition of weight m such
that a < 5, 8 < 8 . If 1 is any other ordered partition of weight m such
that a < A, 8 < A then 6 < greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of a , 8 i.e,
y = aA8 is defined as an ordered partition of weight m such that y £ a ,
y < 8 • If Y is any other ordered partition of weight m such that Y < a ,
YS 8 then y< y ,
The least upper bound, 8 , of two ordered partitions a, and 8 of
S^, the set of all ordered partitions of weight m, is constructed according
to the following rules.
Set 8  ^ = 1. If for any i=l,2, m, there exists k such that 1 a k
and k 8 i) set <5^ = 1 (if 1 a i then k = i). Let 1^ be the set of all
integers i such that = l.If for i^ e 1  ^and for some j = 1,2 ... , m
there exists k such that i a k and k 8 i, set 6 .= 1 and i e I. Continue
until unable to find such k for some i. If 6 = ...6 = 1 , we are done and
1 m
6 is a one-part partition. Otherwise, let i^ be the first integer not in
I , let 6 . =2. Let I. be the set different from I, and constructed in
1 i2 2 1
the same manner as 1^. If 1^ and Iexhaust the whole set 1,2, ..., m then
we are done. Otherwise continue the process with I3 ..... With .6 constructed
as above, 6 is the l.u.b of a and 8 .
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The greatest lower hound Is defined as the set of ordered pairs C a ^ , )
Ca2,g2 ) . . .  Cv  g j ,
Definition 2.4 A lattice is a system (S,< , A , v) where S is a set of 
elements, < is a binary relation on S satisfying the reflexive, antisymme­
tric and transitive laws, and any two elements a , g of S have a greatest 
lower bound aAB and a least upper bound avg .
Definition 2.5 A subset of a lattice in which every pair of elements
has the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound is called a sublattice.
Definition 2.6 Let a. denote the column vector formed by the set of --------------  -a. J
~nordered partitions of weight nu. Then, the symbolic product ct^ ••• *
is the column vector whose components are the ordered partition 11 ...1,
n m,
22 .. ... nn ... n of weight I m. and all its ordered subpartitions.
m ' ~™n 1
In order to obtain the ordered subpartition of a = 11...122...2...
nn...n in a systematic way, replace 11...1 by ordered partitions of weight
m taking one at a time. Thus we get a subset of ordered subpartitions of
a. In these ordered subpartitions replace 22 ... 2 by ordered partitions
of weight m2 , thus obtaining more ordered subpartitions of a . Continuing
this process until nn ... n is replaced, we obtain all the ordered sub­
partitions of a. 
For example,
c \ 
111
112
flf!
121 fl U j
211
.123,
11122
11322
13122
31122
13422
11123
11324
13124
31124
13425
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Here 11322, 13122, ... , 13425 are the ordered partitions of 11122.
In the following section we study certain algebraic properties of 
ordered partitions. These properties are later used for constructing some 
rules which are helpful in extending Carney's method for double products of 
polykays, using ordered partitions, to multiple products of polykays.
2,1.2 Some Theorems
Theorem 2.1 The set of ordered subpartitions of any ordered partition of 
weight m forms a sublattice.
Proof Let a = be any ordered partition of weight m. Let L^ be
the set of all ordered subpartitions of a . Since a is its own ordered sub­
partition, aELm .
Let g, y e L . Let y = SAY and 6 =3 v Y. To prove the theoremm
it is sufficient to prove that y, Se L , i.e., y < a and 5 < a.
y = SAY = (3 ^  .Yj ) ••• (3 ,' •rm) formed by the ordered pairs
(yf, Y^)> i = l,2 ,...,m and 6 is constructed as described earlier.
Now y < a if and only if
iyj ^  i a j, V (i, j): i, j = 1 ,2 , ..., m.
But
iyj => i 3 j and iY j , 
igj and i y j i a j ,  since 3 < a , r < a ,
thus iyj => i a j , ¥ (i, j ) ; i, j = 1 ,2 , ... , m.
Hence y< a , i.e., y e L .m
Again 6 < a if and only if
i 6j => iaj, ¥ (i, j) ; i,j = 1 ,2 ,...,m.
Since i 6j =>"3,k. s.t.,iBk an(j j j
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and igk «> ictk, (2 .1)
kyj -> kaj. (2 .2)
Thus from (2.1) and (2.2), we haye
ifij => iak, kaj, ie., iaj, V (i,j)j i,j - l,2,...,m.
Hence 6 < a, i.e., fie L V Thus L is a sublattice.m m
Theorem 2.2 The symbolic product of a^, a2, •••>an fQrms a sublattice of 
ordered subpartitions of weight m^ 4- ... + m^ , where aJL, a2, . . . , a ^  a r e  
the ordered partitions of weights m^, m^, ... m^ respectively.
Proof By definition 2.6, the symbolic product of a^, a2, ..., a i s  a
set of ordered subpartitions of the ordered partition a =
22... 2 .... of weight m = m, + m„ + ... + m . Thus by Theorem2.1, L is
— IIP— > °  1 2  n J ’ m
2
a  sublattice, i.e., the symbolic product of a^, a2> ..., forms a sub­
lattice of the lattice of ordered partitions of weight m^ + ...+ m^.
Theorem 2.3 If a = 11. ..1 22...2 ... rr ... r is an ordered partition
m 2 ' nTT''~"
of weight m + m„ + ... + m , then there are n, ..,n ordered subpartitions 
6 1 2 r 5 1 r r
of a , where n_^  is the number of ordered partitions of weight nn.
Proof In a, if we replace 11 ... 1 by any of the n^ ordered partitions of 
weight m^, we get an ordered subpartition of a. Thus we obtain n^ ordered 
subpartitions of a. Now in any of these ordered subpartitions, replace 
22 ... 2 by any of the n2 ordered partitions of weight m2, which again 
gives an ordered subpartition of a. So that, corresponding to each ordered 
subpartition of a, obtained by replacing 11 ... 1 , we obtain n2 ordered 
subpartitions of« ■ So that, by replacing 11 ... 1 and 22 ... 2 we obtain 
n^ n2 ordered subpartitions of a . Continuing this process we get 
n^ n2 ... n^ _ ordered subpartitions of a.
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Corollary 2.1 A lattice of ordered subpartitions of r« is isomorphic 
to the lattice of ordered subpartitions of a, where r is an r-part parti­
tion of weight r.
Example The lattice of ordered subpartitions of ra, with a of weight 4, 
is depicted in Fig. 2. The mapping rg -*■ 8 , 8 < a, establishes the iso­
morphism with the lattice of ordered subpartitions of a.
rllll
rll21 rl211 r2111 r2112 r U 22
'■'A/
r2131m 3rll23 r2113 r!231 r2311
rl234
FIGURE 2. LATTICE DIAGRAM OF THE ORDERED SUBPARTITIONS OF rllll
Now we develop a scheme to generate the ordered partitions and 
illustrate the technique by considering an example of weight'8 .
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2.1.3 A Scheme to Generate Ordered Partitions
AS we go to higher weights, the number of ordered partitions increa­
ses fast e.g. for weights 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, there are 2,5,15,52,203,877, 
4140,21147,115975 ordered partitions respectively. Thus it becomes quite 
necessary to develop a scheme to generate the orderdd partitions systema­
tically, so that none are missed'or repeated.
We illustrate the method by generating all the ordered partitions 
originating from the initialized partition 332 of weight 8 . The initialized 
partition 332, when written in the symbolic form is represented by 11122233.
The scheme is to move, one symbol at a time, to the left successively 
till it reaches to (i) extreme left if the symbol has not occured earlier,
(ii) identical symbol if it has occured before. In the example symbol 1 is 
not to be moved as l's are already on the extreme left and also they occupy 
the adjacent positions. Since l's are not moved, we do not need to dis­
tinguish them while we do distinguish the symbols which are being moved.
For example, we distinguish 2's by saying first 2, second 2, third 2 and
so on. Thus, we move first 2 up to the extreme left, second 2 up to first
81
2, first 3 up to the extreme left and second 3 up to first 3. All •XT-ri'oi 
= 280 ordered partitions are listed in order of their generation in 
Table 5.
Thus, according to the above scheme, l's need no permutation. Shift 
first 2 one place left successively, till it reaches extreme left. Then 
shift second 2 one place left till it reaches to first 2. Continue this 
process till 22 reaches the extreme left, thus obtaining the following set 
of 10 ordered partitions:
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11122233 11212233 12112233 21112233
11221233 12121233 21121233
12211233 21211233
22111233 •
These ordered partitions appear in the first row of Table 5.
According to the scheme we should move third 2 one place left till 
it gets to second 2 , but when we have equal parts e.g. Ill and 2 2 2 , we do 
not do so. Shifting third 2 would result in repeated ordered partitions.
Thus keeping third 2 fixed, shift 3 one place left successively, till it 
gets to extreme left, in all the above ordered partitions, obtaining the 
next six rows in Table 5. Thus we get seventy ordered partitions.
Now shift second 3 one place left in all the 70 ordered partitions 
obtained above, till it gets to first 3. Continue this process till 33 
reaches the extreme left. Following this procedure we obtain successively 
the next 6 ,5,4,3,2,1 rows in Table 5, accounting for 280 ordered partitions 
in all.
Remark 1. Livers (1945) generated all multipartite partitions through 
weight 6 and all non-unitary multipartite partitions through weight 8 and 
tabulated with the use of sorter, tabulator and summary punch. Dwyer (1971) 
prepared extensive tables, (designed by Dwyer and programmed by Miss 
Schaeffer), containing all the multipartite partitions through weight 8 
and all non-unitary multipartite partitions through weight 9. As described 
earlier in definition 2 .1 , ordered partitions are the multipartite partitions 
written in the compact form , Livers (1945). Thus, all the ordered parti­
tions through weight 8 and ordered partitions corresponding to
the non-unit parts of the partition of weight 9 may be obtained from 
the tables of multipartite partitions, Livers (1945) and
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TAB IE 5« Ordered Partitions originating from 332
11122233 11212233 12112233 21112233 11221233 12121233 21121233 12211233 21211233 22111233
11122323 11212323 12112323 21112323 11221323 12121323 21121323 12211323 21211323 22111323
11123223 11213223 12113223 21113223 11223123 12123123 21123123 12213123 21213123 22113123
11132223 11231223 12131223 21131223 11232123 12132123 21132123 12231123 21231123 22131123
11312223 11321223 12311223 21311223 11322123 12312123 21312123 12321123 21321123 22311123
13112223 13121223 13211223 23111223 13122123 13212123 23112123 13221123 23121123 23211123
31112223 31121223 31211223 32111223 31122123 31212123 32112123 31221123 32121123 32211123
11122332 11212332 12112332 21112332 11221332 12121332 21121332 12211332 21211332 22111332
11123232 11213232 12113232 21113232 11223132 12123132 21123132 12213132 21213132 22113132
11132232 11231232 12131232 21131232 11232132 12132132 21132132 12231132 21231132 22131132
11312232 11321232 12311232 21311232 11322132 12312132 21312132 12321132 21321132 22311132
13112232 13121232 13211232 23111232 13122132 13212132 23112132 13221132 23121132 23211132
31112232 31121232 31211232 32111232 31122132 31212132 32112132 31221132 32121132 32211132
11123322 11213322 12113322 21113322 11223312 12123312 21123312 12213312 21213312 22113312
11132322 11231322 12131322 21131322 11232312 12132312 21132312 12231312 21231312 22131312
11312322 11321322 12311322 21311322 11322312 12312312 21312312 12321312 21321312 22311312
13112322 13121322 13211322 23111322 13122312 13212312 23112312 13221312 23121312 23211312
31112322 31121322 31211322 32111322 31122312 31212312 32112312 31221312 32121312 32211312
11133222 11233122 12133122 21133122 11233212 12133212 21133212 12233112 21233112 22133112
11313222 11323122 12313122 21313122 11323212 12313212 21313212 12323112 21323112 22313112
13113222 13123122 13213122 23113122 13123212 13213212 23113212 13223112 23123112 23213112
31113222 31123122 31213122 32113122 31123212 31213212 32113212 31223112 32123112 32213112
11331222 11332122 12331122 21331122 11332212 12331212 21331212 12332112 21332112 22331112
13131222 13132122 13231122 23131122 13132212 13231212 23131212 13232112 23132112 23231112
31131222 31132122 31231122 32131122 31132212 31231212 32131212 31232112 32132112 32231112
13311222 13312122 13321122 23311122 13312212 13321212 23311212 13322112 23312112 23321112
31311222 31312122 31321122 32311122 31312212 31321212 32311212 31322112 32312112 32321112
33111222 33112122 33121122 33211122 33112212 33121212 33211212 33122112 33212112 33221112
00
49
Dwyer (1971), (these tables are available at the Universtiy of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor). Particularly Table 5 may be obtained from the multipartite 
partition of weight 8 by coalescing variables.
Remark 2 It should be noted that there would still be 280 ordered parti­
tions if we consider the initialized partition 333 of weight 9. In this 
case the ordered partitions may be obtained from Table 5, by appending 
3 at the end of each ordered partition listed. This occurs because the 
third 3 would not be moved, the parts being equal.
In general ordered partitions from the initialized partition 
.rr ... r may be obtained by attaching an n at the end of all ordered
partitions from the initialized partition rr ... r r-1 , there being
' n-1
Now in the following section, using ordered partitions, we study 
relations among various symmetric functions e.g. polykays, power product 
sums, unrestricted sums, etc. .
(r!)n_1 (r-1)! (n-1)!
(nr - 1) !
of them
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2 , 2  Relations Among Various Symmetric Functions
2.2.1 Notation and Definition.
We use <a>» [a], {a}and Ca) to denote the symmetric means, power 
product sums, unrestricted sums (power sums), and polykays respectively.
X
Definition 2,7 Let a = aj,.,a be any partition originating from an r^
til. ITpart partition of weight m. Then the m degree power product sum [a J
is defined as
[arJ = Z x.
, i, if 1 m
where the summation is over all sets of subscripts forming the ordered
TCpartition a (e.g. let a be a 2 - part partition 2, 2 of weight 4 . Then 
these sets are 1122, 1133, 1144, 2211, ... ).
x
Let s denote the set, forming the partition a . Let Pg denote the product
x. ... x. , when the subscripts form the set s. Then one can define . rot ’
1 m
the power product sum as
[arj = 1 . r pc
rwhere summation is over all sets s forming the ordered partition a . Note 
that the above two definitions are exactly the same except for notation. 
In order to define other symmetric functions we will use the second
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
notation more frequently.
tfl VDefinition 2.8 The m degree symmetric mean <a > is defined as
<ar> - /n(r)
(r) x
where n is the number of terms in the power product sum [aj.
x
Definition 2.9 Let a be any ordered partition originating from, an r
part partition of weight m. Then the m*"*1 degree unrestricted sum {ar}
is defined as the sum of all P , where the summation varies over all s
s’
x
such that a  is the subpartition of s,
i.e. {«r } = £ P .
At this stage an example may be more instructive. Let a be the 
partition 11213, Let x^, ,,, , xn be the random sample. Clearly 
<K«) = tj>(11213) = 3
[11213^ = [a] = £ x^ x_^  x^. x_^  x^
( 3\
<11213> = <ct> = £ x. x. x. x. x, /n since <{>(a) = 3
j  i l 3 x k
= J x, x. x, x, x. /n(n-l)(n~2 ) 
^ i i j x k
n n n
{11213} = {a) = £ £ £ x . x . x . x .  x. .
• i . 1 7  1 x x j x kx=l j=l k-1 J
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It may be noted here that 
{11123} * {11213} r ' {12113} r ' {21113} * {21131} r ' {21311} r  {23111} r  
{11231} = {12131} = {12311} = (Ex3) (Ex)2.
Definition 2,10 {Hooke, 1956; Carney, 1968), Let a be any ordered parti- 
til.tion of weight m. Then (a) , a polykay of m degree, is defined by the
relation
<os> = Z  ( a 1 )
where the summation is over all ordered subpartitions a* of a. For example, 
from Figure 2, we have
<rll22> = (rll22) + (rll23) + (r2311) + (rl234).
Definition 2,11 In an ordered partition a  - ... a^, we say °i+2
‘‘" ai+r’ (+ = ^ 1 > ..., m - 1 and r = 1 , 2 , ... , m - i ), is a run if
a,., = ... = a. , and a. f a,, = a.. f  a . , ,, The number r is
i+I l+r l l+l x+r i+r+1 ,
called the length of the run. For example, in the ordered partition 21113, 
111 is a run of length 3.
Definition 2.12 (Hooke, 1956). For partitions of identical weight m, we 
say that
rank a < rank 8
if
(i) the number of parts in a exceeds the number of parts in 8 ,
(ii) a and 8 have the same number of parts; but when the parts 
are arranged in order of increasing length, the first i — 1 parts of a
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are equal In length to the corresponding parts in & , while the i ^  part
tfv
of « is smaller length than the i part of g,
2,2,2 Relation of Polykays with Other Symmetric Functions 
J 2 r
Let a , a , ,,,, a be the ordered partitions of weight m. Let 
<a> and (a) denote the vector of all symmetric means and polykays of
/v f*
degree m, By using/definition 2,10, we obtain 
= A(a)
where A is a non-singular, upper triangular matrix, called the coefficient 
(incidence) matrix, with diagonal elements each equal to unity.
Since A is non-singular, we have
(a) = A"1 <a> • (2 .7)
Again, by using definition 2,8 and 2.9, we get
< a > = N_1[a3 (2.8)
{a} * A'[a] (2.9)
where N is a diagonal matrix (n^) >
( K a 1) ) . ^n. . = n , i < r
li N
and A is defined as (A..),
3-J
A.. = 1, if aJ < a1
ij ’
= 0, otherwise,
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2  V 1 1
whenever, the partitionsq ff, c( are arranged In such a way that « $ a
When 1 > j, (Carney Q 968}, takes !,<;)).
By combining (2,7), (2,8) and (2,9), we get
(a) - (ANA )"3 {a}
** !•*
* MJ {g} (2 ,1 0 )
where M is an r x r symmetric, non-singular matrix. Carney (1968) computed
matrix M J for weight 4, which comes out to be 15 x 15 matrix. Here we
remark that one does not need to calculate all the rows of M 1 but only a
few rows. Also these rows can be obtained without computing all elements
of the matrix M. Below are the details:
In the above case (for weight 4) one needs to calculate only five
rows i.e. rows corresponding to the ordered partitions 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 2 , 1 1 2 2,
1123, 1234, Similarly for weights 5, 6 , ... , one would compute only 7,
11, .,, rows instead of 52, 203, ,.. rows. Also, M 3 is symmetric so one
needs to compute only a few elements of these rows. We now give a method
to compute the required elements of these rows, without computing all the
elements of M = (m..),
ij
Let (M. ) denote the ad jugate of M. Let <j> (a1V cr* ) be denoted by 
c . .
c.. so that m.. = n 
ij 3-J
then
Let M  = P + Q (2,11)
P = ("1)1+  ^ (c.. + £ c ) , if i f j
n ij ,. . rr
J rri>3
and Q is the sum of all the terms obtained by permuting second suffixes
E
r^i> j
in the expression (c.. -t £ c ) in all possible ways. The sign of any
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term in Q is the same or opposite of P according as 1? the total number 
of transpositions in the suffixes of that term, is even or odd,
As an illustration let us consider the case when m p 3, Let 
1 2  3 4 5
a , a , a , a and a be the ordered partitions of weight 3, We now obtain 
M 13*
Cc 1 3 + c 22 + + c55)
Obviously, P = n
Now we permute first the second suffixes in the last three terms only. Thus 
we get five terms (including P, six terms) 'of Q,i,et,
+  C 22 +  S ,  +  =55) C°13 +  C 2 2 +  c , s +
n - n
(c, „ + c„r + c, + c ) (c + c + c + c  )
1 3 25 44 52 1 3  24 42  55— n - n
(cl3 + c24 + c45 + c52) (c^^ + c25 + c ^ 2 + c^)
+ n + n
The rest H  - (1-1)1 (=4! - 3\)= 18 in the above example), where 1 is the
number of terms in the expression (c.. + Ec ) may be obtained simply by
13 rr
interchanging j (=3) with the second suffix in all the terms, taking one 
term at a time, The sign of each term so obtained is opposite to the term 
in which such interchange has been made, since such interchange amounts to 
only one transposition. Thus the above six terms yield the following 18 terms:
(C1 2  +  S 3  +  C44 +  C5 5 )  CC1 4  +  C22 +  C4 3 +  ^
- n - n
( C1 5 +  C22 +  C44 +  C5 3 )  c^12 +  C23 +  C45 +  C5 4 )
- n + n
^C1 5  +  C22 +  C4 3 +  C5 4 ^  ^CJ 4  +  ° 2 2  +  C4 5 +  ° 5 3 ^
+ n + n
t C1 5  +  C23 +  C44 +  C5 2 ^  ^CJ 4 +  ° 2 5  +  S  3 +  ° 5 2 ^
+ n + n
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Substituting the values of c^'s, which using rules of section 2,3.2 are
2
easily obtainable,and adding P and Q together we get M =* -n .
Now if j=i
( Z c ) 
rrP = n rfi
where 0 is obtained exactly in the same manner as above, Suppose that in 
the above example we want to obtain , then
Cc22 + °33 + + °55}P Fs n
Thus as above the five terms (including P, 6 terms) of Q, obtained by 
permuting the second suffixes in the last three terms, are
^C22 +  C33 +  C44 +  C5 5 ‘) ^'22 +  C33 +  C4b +  C5 ^
n -> n
(c22 + c35 + c ^  + cg3) (c22 + c34 + c43 + c55) 
t* n - n
(c22 + c3t + + c l  (c22 + c35 + ch 3  +  c51()
+ n + n
while the other 18 terms ere obtained as above simply by interchanging 2 with
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the second suffix in all the terms{ taking one term at a time, Again
substituting the values of and adding p and together we obtain
2,2,3 More General Expressions- of Polykays in Terms of Symmetric Means 
and Unrestricted Sums
and unrestricted sums in terms of-symmetric means and augmented monomial 
symmetric functions respectively, In this section we develop similar 
results for any degree d, d > 1 ,
ordered partitions of weight m. Let these ordered partitions be written in 
non-increasing order of rank, Suppose first we want to express polykays 
of degree d in terms of symmetric means and vice versa. Let s + 1 < d < 
s + n (-m) , where s is an arbitrary integer such that 0 s < d - 1 .
Let the ordered partitions of weights s + 1, s + 2 ,  ... , respectively be 
denoted by
11 12 13 lr
01 y 01 j J-
—3
Proceeding in this way, one obtains all the required terms of M .
In section 2,2,2, equation (2,7), (2.9) express m*"*1 degree polykays
1 2  M
2,2,3,1 Polykays in Terms of Symmetric Means, Let u , « f ,,, f cr be
i i i iLet (<a J>) and ((a J)) denote the matrices of symmetric means and of poly­
kays respectively, Then
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C<a^>) » B ((q^)) (2,12)
where B is a non-^singular (r, + , ,, + r)j£ (r, + . +  r ) upper triangu-
l n 1 n f
lar matrix with diagonal elements each equal to unity, B is defined as 
follows,
B = (b  . . )  = ( a l k n a j t ) ,1;] v. ,
where,
a^Tlcr^ = 0 , if k j* t or k = t but a^k £ a3t
= 1 , otherwise.
Since B is non-'Singular , we have
C(aik)) « I T 1 (<aJt>), (2,13)
For infinite populations, the symmetric means become moment products and 
the polykays become the population cumulant products, So, by assuming'that
the population is infinite, (2,12) and (2,13) give us the relation between
moment products and cumulant products,
For example,
using (2 ,1 2), we have
<32> = k32 +k3n  + 3^221 + 4^2111 + klllll
thus, by assuming that the population is infinite, we get
V 3 y 2 = K 3K2 +  K 3K 1 + 3  K2 K 1 +  4 K2 K 1 +  Kl *
Similarly using (2.13), we have
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h n <32> r. <3U> rv 3<2I1> + 5<2111> ^ 2<11IJQ> 
32 .
Again, By assuming that the population is infinite, we obtain
’ ’ 1 * 2 - ' 2 * _ 1 ’3 „ ’5
K 3 < 2 “ I-13 V>2 y 3 P i  ~  3p 2 y l  +  5lJ2 y l  "  2 G
Further, by Definition 2,8, it is known that
r . C4* C01) )<a> = [a] /nVYV "
where (K.a) is the number of distinct symbols in a.
Also, {a} = Z
i
where the summation extends over all ordered partitions of which a is an 
ordered subpartition. Hence
C{alJ}) = b ’ ({alj}) (2.14)
and CCalJ)) = T (<ct1:3»  C2.15)
where T is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements t ^  = n ^ ^ a ^  for a 
fixed j , j e{i, 2 , , n} , ({ct1  ^}) and ([a1^]) are the matrices of un­
restricted sums and of power product sums respectively.
Combining (2.13), (2,14) and (2.15), we get
((aij)) = ( B T B ) " 1 ({alj}). ' (2.16)
An illustration for 0 < d < 4 is being presented below. Keeping onl
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ii 11
those rows in ((a J)) and (<a J>) which correspond to initialized partitions 
and by using (2.13), we get
0 0 0
<an
> 0 0 0 ~
0
(“2 l“
) 0 0
21
0 <a a 
21
> 0
21
0
0
S i ”
) 0 0
22
0 <a a 
22
> 0
22
0
0 0
0 0 0 <0i3ia3ia 0
0 0 (c‘3l“3J“32> 0 0 0 <a3ia3ia 0
0 0 (a31c‘32“33) ° =B_11
0 0
<Cl3ia32a > 033
0 0 0 (a a a a 
41 41
0 0 0 <a a a a > 
41 41 41 41
0 0
0 (a4ia 4la 4ia 42^ 0 0 0
0 0
° K l W 42^ 0 0 0 ‘• t A l V l , ! ’
0 0
0 (a4ia 4la 4za 43^ | 0 0 0 <KitlC!kia*(2ai+3>
0 0 0 (a, a, a, a 
41 42 43 44 j ! oL.
0 0
(2.16a)
where is a submatrix of B , obtained by keeping rows, which correspond 
to the initialized partitions of weight d, d < 4, and adding the columns 
which correspond to the same partition. We obtain
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_1
Bi
1 0 Q 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 o'
0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 t3 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 r-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . -4 -3 12 -6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -3 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
-1
Substituting this value of in the relation (2.16a) and by 
simplifying the result and denoting <ci a > by <1 1 > and ( a a ) by k 
etc,, we get
k n
k3 
k 21 
klll 
k4 
k31 
k 22 
k2 il
“1111
<1>
<2> <11>
<1 1 >
<3> - 3 <21> + 2 <111>
<2 1> - <1 1 1>
<111>
<4> - 4 <31> - 3 <22> + 12 <211> - 6 <1111> 
<31> - 3 <211> + 2 <1111>
<22> - 2 <211> +  <1111>
<2 1 1> - <1 1 1 1>
<1 1 1 1>
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C2
These compare with the results obtained by Wishart (19521,
Now, let us assume that the population is infinite, Then the symmetric
means become moment products and the polykays become cumulant products.
Thus the above formulae become the well known relations connecting
cumulants and moments;
»
K 1 yi 
I t
K2 — y2 ^ y l
2
K 1
= f 2 
V1
K3
=
X X 1
,U3 - 3y2 y: +
t 3 
2yi
K 2 K 1
=
» I t 3
y2 y l " y l
3
K 1
= ' 3y l
s =
x x r 
y4 - 4u3 Uj
x < XX
X 2 
3y2
K 3 K 1 - y3yi - 3V l + 2y
K22 =
! 2 XX
2y2y1z
'it 
+y 3
K2
2
K 1
= x x 2 i 4y2y i - y i
4
K 1
=
^ 1
. t 2 t 4
i2 y 1 r- 6 yx
\
ii ii
Similarly by using relation (2,12), i,e,, (<a J>) = B ((a )), one can
obtain symmetric means in terms of polykays, and by assuming that the 
population is infinite one obtains moment products in terms of cumulant 
products,
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2,2,3,2 Polykays in 'Terms of Unrestricted Sums In this section, by
g  v  "n f’1^  v  v i"'r,ir'<,T y iT ' f ...................... ,^ ..t , s . ..... . -w - T -t.s »>. f *
using relation (2,16), i.e., ((ct3^ )} ° (B T we obtain the
complete set of polykays in terms of unrestricted sums (power sums) upto 
and including weight 6 , These formulae are presented in Table 6 .
Dressel (1940), expressed seminvariant polykays (polykays not 
having unit subscripts) in terms of power sums through weight 8 , In 
chapter 6 , we extend Dressel’s results to weight 9,
Formulae expressing unrestricted sums in terms of polykays may 
similarly be obtained by using the relation ({c^}) = (B T B) ((a^)).
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TABLE 6 . Polykays in Terms of Unrestricted Sums
ki = - {1 }
X n L i
k 2 = ^ [2)tn[2} - W  ]
n
kn  = T 2 ) t i n r - t2}l
n
k 3 = [n2t3} -3n{211 + 2(1111 ]
n
k 21 = T 3 )  [^{31 + (n+1) (211 - {1 1 1 } 1
n
km  = T s T  r2W  " 3^21  ^+ C111^
k 4 = H a ) C(n3+n2){41-4(n2+n){3l}-3(n2-n){22}+ 12n(211}-6{lllll ]
n •
k3l - [-(n2+n) (4l+(n2+n+4)(3l}+3(n-l)(22}-3(n+l)(2111+2(11111)
n
k22 = T 4 T  H n 2-n) (4!+4(n-l) (3l}+(n2-3n+3) (22}-2n(211 }+(llll 1]
n
k211 = H a ) ^ 2n (4 V 2(n+l) [31}-nf22l+(n+3){2111-(lllll]
n
kU U  = ^  [-6(41+8(311+3{221-6(2111+{11111] 
n
k- = ^-T^(n4+5n3 )(5}-5(n3+5n2) (4lVlO(n3 -n2) (32>f20(n2+2n)(31ll 
nl '
+30(n2-n)(22l-60n(21111+24(111111]
k41 = [-(n3+5n2) (5l+(n3+2n2+21n) (41]+10(n2-n) (32l-4(n2+2n+6) (311'
n
-3(n2+5n-6)(22l!+12(n+l)(2111]-6 (lllll1]
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k = ^-TT [-(n3-n2;i.5fn-5(n2-n){4l]+(n3-2n2+2n){32) - (n2+8n-8)[3111 
J nl '
-3(n2-2n+2){22l]+5n{21in-2{llllll]
k 3n  = r2(n2+2n) {5}-2(n2+2n+6) {41 1-(n2+8n-8 ) {32}+(n2+2n+16) {3111
n
+3(3n-2){221}-(3n+8){21111+2{111111]
k 2 2i - i7j)r2(n2-n){5}-(n2+5n-6){4l}-2(n2-2n+ 2){321+(6n-4){31l} 
n . . .
+ (n2-n+3){22li-2(n+l){21111+{111111]
k 2i11 = r-6n{5}+6(n+l) {411+5n{32}-j3n+8){311'!-3(n+l) {22.1}
n
+ (n+6 ) {2 1 1 1}-{lllll.}3
k11311 = T^"5) [24{5}-30{4l}-20{32}+20{311 }+15{221}-10{21111+{111111] 
n
k^ = r(n3+16n^+lln3-4n2) {6}-6(n^+16n3+lln2-4n) {511
n
-15(n^-4n3-n2+4n) {42}-10(n^-2n3+5n2-4n) { 33}+30 (n3+9n2+2n) {4111
+120(n3-n) {321}+30(n3-3n2+2n) {222l-120(n2+3n){31111
-270(n2-n){2211}+360n{21111}-120{llllin]
k51 = ^T6 ) r(n^"^^n^+131n2-304n+240){6}+(-n^+34n3-71n2+374n-264)[511
n
+ (l5n3+30n2-105n+60) {42l+(lOn3-20n2+50n-40) {33} 
-(5n3+30n2+145n+60){4ll1-10(n3+6n2+5n-12){3211 
+20(n2+3n+8){31111-30(n2-3n+2){222}+30(n2+3n-4){2211}
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-60(n+l){2111}+24{llllll}]
k^2 — "^"["5 ) r~(n^+2n3 -7n2+4n) {6 l+6(n3+2n2-7n+4) {51 l+(n^-10n2+45n-60) [421
n
+2(2n3-5n2-5n+20) (33}-(n3+15n2+20n-60) {411}
-4(n3+6n2-25n+30){321l+(-3n3+21n2-60n+60){222}
+4(n2+9n-10){3111l+15n2-27n+30){2211}-18n{21111}+6 {1111111]
^411 ~ ^T6 ) C2(n3+9n2+2n) {6}-2(n3+6n2+29n+12) {51}
n
+(-n3-15n2-20n+60) {421+(-14n2+30n~40) {331
+{n3+3n2+56n+60){411}+24{n2+n)[321}-4(n2+3n+20){31111
+3(n34-3n-10) {222}-3(n2+15n-10) {22111+6(2n+5) {211111-6 {X111111]
IC33 = "^[*6 ) ^  -n^+2n3 -5n2+4n) {6 }+6 (n3-2n2+5n-4) {5l}+3( 2n3-5n2-5n+20) {421
n
+(n^-8n3+25n2-10n-40){33}-3(7n2-15n+20){4111
-6(n3-4n2+15n-20){321 l-3(3n2-15n+20){222}
+4(n2+3n){3111}+9(n2-n){2211}-l2n{21111}+4{llllll1]
^321 = T2(n3 -n) {6}-(n3+6n2+5n-12) {5l}-(n3+6n2-25n+30) {42}
n
-(n3-4n2+15n-20){33l+6ln2+n){411}+(n3+3n2+12n-20){321}
-(n2+lln){3111}+(3n2-l2n+15){222}-3(n2+n){2211}
+5{n+l){21111}-2{llllll}]
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k3111 = "T6 ) ["6^ 2+3H6}+6(n2+3n+8){51}+3(n2+9n-10){42}f2n(n+3){33}
n
-3(n2+3n+20){411}-3(n2+lln){321}+(n2+3n+40){31113
+{-9n+15){222}+18n{2211}-3(n+5){21lll}+2{111111}]
k 222 = T 6 ) [(2n3-6n2+4n){6}-12(n2-3n+2){51}-3(n3-7n2+20n-20){42}
n
-(6n2-30n+40){33 }f3(n2+3n-10){411}+12(n2-4n+5){3213 
-4(3n-5) {3111 }t(n3-9n2+29n-30) {2223-3(n2-3n+5){22113 
+3n{21111}-{l111113]
k2211 = i (^)r-l2 (n2-5n+l0 ){6}+4(n2+3n-4) {51}+(5n2-9n+10) {423-(n2+15n-10) {4U.3
n
+2(n2-n){333-4(n2+n){321}+8n{31113-(n2-3n+5){222}+
+(n2+3n+5) { 2211 }-(2n+5) {2.1111 }+{llllll 3]
k 21111 ~ ^16) C24n[6}-24(n+1){51}-18n{42}-8n{333+6(2n+5){41l} 
n
+20(n+l){321}-4(n+5){3111}+3n{2223-3(2n+5){2211}
+(n+1 0){2 1 1 1 1}-{llllll}1
km i l l =  [-120 {6}+144{51 }+90{42}+40{33 3-90{411 }-120 {321 j
n
+40{311l}-15{2223+45{2211}-15{21111}+{1111113 ] .
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As mentioned above the formulae for seminvariant k-statistics
(not having unit subscripts) in the above table were also obtained by
Dressel (1940), who used (a) (b) . . . for {ab . . . The method
used by Dressel was entirely different from the one we have used
above. Dressel (1940) also obtained such expressions of semivariant
k-statistics of weights 7 and 8 . Ziaud-Din (1954), (1958) obtained
expressions of k-statistics kn, k and k . Ziaud-Din and Ahmad (i960)V 10 11
obtained expression of
In Chapter 6 (Table 21), using Dwyer Double Expansion 
Theorem, we obtained expressions of seminvariant k-statistics of 
weight 9.
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2,3 Multiple Products of Polykays
Fisher introduced k-statistics (1928) and described a combinatorial 
method to obtain sampling cumulants of k-statistics as linear functions 
of cumulants of an infinite parent population, Kendall (1952) modified 
Fisher’s combinatorial method by giving rules for the same and their proofs. 
Wishart (1952) applied the combinatorial method to obtain products of k- 
statistics as linear combination of polykays which we needed to find the 
moments of k-statistics ( cf, sec, 1.2,4), Tukey (1950), (1956) suggested 
that these products can be obtained by direct calculations. He provided 
certain principles for carrying out such calculations. Dwyer and Tracy 
(1962), (1964) extended the combinatorial method to obtain products of two 
polykays, Tracy (1963), (1968), (1969), Nagambal (1969), Nagambal and 
Tracy (1970) extended the combinatorial method further to obtain multiple 
products of polykays. Carney (1970), using ordered partitions, developed 
a method to obtain double products of polykays.
In the present section we adopt Carney's line of approach and 
extend it to obtain multiple products of polykays,
2.3,1 Some Theorems
Theorem -2,4 Let a, § be the column vectors formed by the set of ordered
partitions of weight m , m respectively, so that a Q 8 =p , the column
1 - 2  *'s
vector composed of the ordered partition 11 ,, 1 2 2 ,, 2 and all its
' m^ ' iiup
ordered subpartitions.
Then
{a} &  {8 } = (p*) *
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Proof {a} 0 {§} n A^fa] 0 A  ^ f where Aj, A2 are upper
triangles matrices with 
diagonal elements unity.
i *
*» (Aj© A2 ) Cfa] 0 1§I) Csee appendix I),
= A [a 0 §1
- a ' fp'j 
= {p’>
The above result can easily be extended to
1
{ct j } 0 (a2) 0 . 0 { “ n } = (e >
where is a column vector composed of ordered partitions of weight m.
t
and p is the column vector of a subset of the set of ordered partitions
of weight m + ,,, + m^, i,e, the ordered partitions 11 ,., 122 ., ,^2.t ,..
m^ m 2
nn ,.. n , and all its ordered subpartitions, In section 2,3,2 this subset 
'
is referred to as a sublattice since it forms a sublattice of the lattice 
of ordered partitions of weight m^ + (cf. theorem 2 .2),
Theorem 2.5 Let g1 , a2, ... ,aR be the ordered partitions of weight m ,
<
m_, ,,,, m . Let a, 0 .,, 0 a =p  , Then 
2 n ~n
_ 1
(a.) 0 0 (a ) = (M.0 ...0 H ) M (p)l n -i n
where hh = A^  N^A^ , is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
nii = n
(Kot1)) 5M is a matrix such that {p } - M C p ) , and p is a column 
vector composed of all the ordered partitions of weight m + + mn>
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Proof Let (a) the column yector formed By the product? of polykays 
Ca2) Can), Then
Ca) - Ca.) 0 ... 0 Ca ) - ML2 (a,} 0 ,,, Q {a }~ "i -'n J- n ~n
^ CMj 0 ... 0 M^1) CCa^} 0 . ,, , 0 {an > )
= CH^ 1 0 ,., 0 M~ 2 ) {p*)
by theorem 2,4
= (M.0 .. .0 M )“ 1 M (p) ,
(2.17)
2,3.2 Rules Helpful in Computation
As we proceed to the double or multiple products of polykays of 
higher weights, the computation involved in the method is almost unmanage­
able, So, unless we reduce the computational work by formulating certain 
rules, there seems hardly any use of going into this method. Below we 
provide certain rules which are helpful in reducing and systematizing the 
computation. Rules 1 and 2 are helpful in reducing the sizes, by eliminating
the redundant rows and coalescing the columns corresponding to ordered
partitions representing the same partition, of the matrices in the above 
theorem i.e., matrices , ... , M ^  and M respectively, Rules 3 to
8 are helpful in obtaining the l.u.b of ordered partitions^i.e., the 
elements of the matrices Mj'1 , , ,. , M "^1 and M, Carney (1970) ,
It may be noted here that each ordered partition of weight m^ + +
,,. + m^ (of the lattice) yields a column and each ordered partition of the 
set of ordered partitions obtained from 0 . .. (of the sublattice)
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a ro^ t of the m a t r i x  U t
Rule -1 In the matrix Mj fi ,, ,fi Mn retain only one row^  corresponding to 
each polykay product, Add together the columns corresponding to all polykay 
products representing the same polykay product,
In order to determine which columns are to be added one has to
consider the column vector of polykay products i,e,,
Ca)- [Caj) « C«2) «... « Can)|\
Let us consider that r*"*1 and st 1^ (r < s) components of (a) repre­
sent the same polykay product (there may be more than one s’s), Then add
th. — 1 1
s column of Hj Q «,, 8 M n to its r column.
Example Let us consider the triple polykay product (a^) Si (cx^) Q (a3) of 
weight 7 where (otj) = [(111) (112) (121) (211) (123)] and (a^ =(01^ )= [(11) (12)] . 
Thus (a) = (q^) Si (a2) @ (a3) has 20 components i.e.,
(111) (1 1) (1 1) 
(111) (11) (12) 
(111) (12) (11) 
(111) (12) (12)
(112) (11) (11) 
(112) (11) (12) 
(112) (12) (11) 
(112) (12) (12) 
(121) (11) (11) 
(121) (11) (12) 
(121) (12) (11) 
(121) (12) (12) 
(211) (11) (11) 
(211) (11) (12) 
(211) (12) (11) 
(211) (12) (12) 
(123) (11) (11) 
(123) (11) (12) 
(123) (12) (11) 
(123) (12) (12)
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Obviously certain components of (bl represent the same polykay product,
t»^3L,  ^Xij
For example 1 , 4 ,  17 , and 2Q components represent distinct polykay
2 2 2 2 ndproducts k^  , kg k^ , k ^  and k ^  k^ respectively, Components 2
r(J
and 3 represent the same polykay product kg k2 k ^  and so on, Thus the 
components belonging to the same set indicated below represent the same 
polykay product;
{l},{2,3},{4},{5,9,13},{6,7,10,ll,14-,15},{8,12,16>,U7>,h8,19>^20>
(2.18)
where the components of the vector (a) are numbered as 1,2,3, ... 20.
&
So by eliminating the redundant polykay products in (a), we get (a) , a  
vector with 9 components, Further to remove the redundancy in M^1®
Mg1, retain only 9 rows corresponding to thes.first element of each set. Add 
together the columns corresponding to each set {1}, 12,3), {4 }, {5,9,13},
{6,7,10,11,14,15), {8,12,16}, ^17}, 1^8,19-^ , 2^4-^ . Thus we obtain a reduced
_ 1 _ 1 _ 1 * 
matrix (M2 8 M 2 0 M 3 ) ,
Rule 2 Corresponding to each partition compute only one row of M, Add 
together the columns in M which correspond to the same partition,
Example Let us consider again the above example. Thus the columns of M 
correspond to the ordered partitions of weight 7 and the rows to the 
ordered partitions of the vector a= a 8 8 i.e. 1112233 and all its
ordered subpartitions, Thus to eliminate the redundancy in M, compute 
rows of M corresponding to the ordered partitions 1112233, 1112234, 1112334, 
1123344, 1123345, 1123456, 1234455, 1234456, 1234567. These ordered 
partitions . identify partitions, since each of them represents a distinct 
partition. Add together the columns which correspond to ordered partitions
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characterizing the partitions 7; 6,1; 5,2; 4,3; 5,1,1; 4,2,1; 3,3,1;
3,2,2; 3,2,1,1; 2,2,2,1; 4,1,1,1; 3,1,1,1,1; 2,2,1,1,1; 2,1,1,1,1,1; and
1,1,1,1,1,1,1; i.e., the columns to be added are 1, next 7, next 21 ...
Thus M is reduced from a 20 x 877 to a 9 x 15 matrix which we denote by 
*
M .
A
This matrix M , by applying the following rules concerning least 
upper bounds, can be written without obtaining many of the 877 columns 
individually.
Vfe 2 2 2 & a
Using rules 1 and 2, (2,17) reduces to (a) = (Mj 0 M 2 0 M 3 ) M(p )
A
where (p ) is a column vector of distinct polykays of degree I m..
i
Rule 3 If ordered partition a of the lattice represents a one or two part
partition, break it into parts of the same length as that of the runs of
the ordered partition g of the sublattice. If there is at least one part 
containing both the symbols, <J>(6) = (otv3) = 1 , otherwise <f>(6) = 2 .
Example Let a = 111222, g = 112234. Write a = 11/12/2/2, thus 'K'S) = 1.
Rule 4 If ordered partition g of the sublattice represents a two-part 
partition, break the ordered partition a of the lattice into two parts of
the same length as that of the runs of g . Then <|>(6) = 1 or 2 according
as the two parts of a have a common symbol or not.
Example Let a = 112223, g = 111122. Write a = 1122/23, thus <K<$) = 1>
since the two parts of a have a common symbol.
Rule 5 If each ordered partition of the lattice is broken up into parts of
the same length as that of the runs of the ordered partition of the sub­
lattice then the ordered partition obtained by permuting (i) runs of the 
same length, (ii) non-runs of the same length, (iii) symbols within non-runs,
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yield identical elements in the rows.
Example Let a = 1122345, g = 1112233. Write a = 112/23/45. Then the 
ordered partitions 1122345, 1124523, 1123245 yield identical elements
in the row corresponding to the ordered partition g.
It may be noted here that the ordered partitions obtained by such 
permutations may not yield identical columns since corresponding to diffe­
rent ordered partitions of the sublattice we. may obtain different ordered 
partitions of the lattice.
Example Let a. = 1122234, a. = 2221134, g = 1123345, g = 1233344.  s.—  x ’ 2 r ’ s
a., a., yield identical elements in the row corresponding to g but not
•i* 3 r
to g i.e. m . = m . while m ^ m where m's are the elements of the s rx rj si sj
matrix M.
Rule 6 This rule is a special case of rule 5. It deals with ordered 
partitions for which the last element of the sublattice consists of three 
runs each of length 2. In this case the matrix may be formed with the help 
of the following rules.
(i) Ordered partitions of the lattice containing two identical symbols
and the rest distinct yield identical columns if the identical sym­
bols do not belong to the same pair.
For example, ordered partition 123425, 122345, 123435, etc. yield 
identical columns. In each of them identical symbols do not occur 
in the same pair.
(ii) Ordered partitions of the lattice in which the runs occupy the same
position yield identical columns.
Example 11 23 33 and _33 23 _11_ yield identical columns.
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(iii) Ordered partitions of the lattice obtained by permuting symbols 
within pairs yield identical columns.
e.g. 112344, 113244, ... , yield identical columns.
Rule 7 Let the first r(>i) symbols of the ordered partition 6 of the sub­
lattice be identical and rest m-r distinct. Let a’s of the lattice be 
broken up into two parts, first of length r and the second of length m-r. 
Let the number of distinct symbols in the second part, which have not 
already occurred in the first part, be equal, t, say. Then the a's yield 
identical elements and <(>(6) = t + 1 ,
Example Let a^= 12213445, a2 = 11233445 and 8 = 11123456. Thus
= 122/13445, a^= 112/33445; the second part in each case contains 
three distinct symbols which do not occur in the first part. So, v 8 )
= cj>( a2v 8 ) = 3 + 1  = 4.
Rule 8 For the last row i.e. the row corresponding to the ordered parti­
tions 8 = 123 ... m of the sublattice, (6) = <j>(°0 for all a e S^, the 
lattice, since a v 8 = a,
2,3,3 Illustration
Let Ca2) - Ca2) - (a3) C12) , then
A
Let Mj = M 2 = M 3 = A N A
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and
m V  - m V  = M 31 =  I—  f  n " X\n(n-l) -1 1 J  .
Obviously,
p = «j fi a2 fl a3
and
112233
112234
112344
112345
123344
123345
123455
123456
-1 ~1 „1 
M , a M 0 M „
1 2  3
n\n~l ) 3
r 3(, n -n2 -n2 n -n2 n n
2
-n
2
n n -n n -n -1
2
-n n
2
n -n n -1 -n
n -n -n n -1 1 1
2
-n n n -1
CM£ -n -n
n -n -1 1 -n n 1
n -1 -n 1 -n 1 n
1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
Let Mp be the submatrix of M with rows corresponding to p . Thus from 
theorem 2.5, we have
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Now keeping on the left hand side only distinct polykay products and the 
corresponding rows in the matrix m" 1 a M" 1 a M" 1 (=M,' say), we have
k 3 3n 2-n 2-n n 2-n n n -n]
h X
1
2-n 2n n --n n -n -1 i
k^ktl n 3(n-l) 3 n -n -n n -1 1 1 -1
k 3_ n -* ._-l 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 h
(2.19)
where M is 
P
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Let M be the matrix obtained from M after retaining only those rows
P st
which correspond to the distinct polykay products i.e., retaining 1 ,
2n<*, 4tk and 8tkrows. Let (M^ 8 8 be the matrix obtained from
M by adding the 2nc*, 3r^’ 5tk columns and 4tk"’ 6tk, 7tk columns together
i.e.,
, _i _i *
(Mj 8 M 2 8 M 3 )
n -3n'
n -(2n+l)
- l  . :
3n
-n2 n 2+2n -(2n+l)
n+2
-3
-1
1
-1
1
Thus, we have
fk3 1
2
* n 3 ~3n2 3n -1
k2kfc2k ll 1 -n2 n 2+2n -(2n+l)
k k 2 
2 11
3, .. 3 n (n-1) n - (2n+l) n+2 -1
k 3 
11 -
-1 3 -3 L
x M (p)
P
0 2p 
0 0
0 3(n+3)q 4(n-2)qt
2
(n2+4n+3)t2 0
0 0
-8pq
4pq
0
2(n2-2n+3)q2 p 4(n+l)q -4(n+l)qt 0 (n+l)t 0
-4q
4q2
4p28(n-3)pq 2(n2~n+4 )q24p 4(n-2)q 0 
0 24pq 8(n-2)q2 8p26(5n-4)pq 12p 1
k
6
k
51
k lf2
k.. _41 33
0 k 411
0 k 321
0
222
k 3111
k
2211
k 21111
k l 1111
where p = 1/n and q = l/n(n-l)
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Hence, we have
k 3 = -  k + -"Sn+?? k + -4-fo"2) k + --2+4n+3‘> k ,
n 2 6 nCn-1) «  n(n.1)2 33 <n_1)2 222
k2k - I k -  8 k + 2(n2-2n+3) k + -  k ; -4(n+1> k
2 11 n 51 n2 (n_1} 112 n2(n_1} 2 33+ n H i  1 + n (n-l) *321
4(n+l) , ' (n+1)
. 2 222 ^ n-1 2211 »
n(n-l)
i i2 4 , 4 , , 4 , , 8(n-3) ,k k - -------  kU9 - ------- kqq + ~ k. ,, H-------k_9. +
2 11 2 / n  2 / -i \ 2 l-3 2 411 2 / n  321n (n-1) n (n-1) n n (n-1)
2(n2-n+4) , 4_ , 4(n-2) ,
2 , ..2 222 n 3111 ‘r n(n-l) 2211 2111 ’
n (n-1)
k3 = ____4___________ __2.4. k + 8(n_-2I k + 1 k
11 27 ,v2 33 2/ n  321 2/ n 2 222 + 2 3111n (n-1) n (n-1) nz(n-l) nz
+ 6(52241 k 12
T 9/ . 2211 T n 21111 T ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1* 
nz(n-1)
These results check with the results obtained by Wishart (1952).
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2.3.4 Specific Products Formulae of Polykays
Now, using the above method we obtain the products formulae of 
polykays of weight 7. Tracy (1965) obtained these formulae, using combi­
natorial approach, extending the results of Wishart (1952) and Schaeffer 
and Dwyer (1963). Tracy, in his results, had certain errors. These errors 
are removed and then all the formulae of weight 7 are presented in Table 7.
Let (a,) = (ot ) =
t
(11)
11 V
(12) k ll
<«3> "
(111) k 3
(112)
k 21
(121)
k 21
(211)
k 21
a 23>
k H l
Then the matrices corresponding to (a^), (a^) and are and
respectively, where
Ml - M2 -
n
n n
h n n n n
2n n n n n
2n n n n n
2n n n n n
2 2 2n n n n n
Now (a) = (°fj) S ® a c°lumn vector with 20 entries, only 9
of which are distinct as described in example of Rule 1, section 2.3.2. 
Retaining only distinct polykay products in (a), we have
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?ain, using rule 1 , (M" 1 8 M” 1
-1 *
8 m 3 )
2
equals 1/n (n- 1)3 (n-2) times
r kn -2n 3 n2 -3n3 6n2 -3n 2n2 -4n 2
-n3 n2 (n+1) -n2 3n2 -3n(n+1) 3n 2n 2 (n+1) -2
n2 -2n2 n2 -3n 6n -3n 2 -4 2
-n3 2n2 -n n2 (n+l) -2n(n+l) (n+1) -n2 2n -1
n2 -n(n+l) n -n(n+l) (n+1) 2 -(n+1) n -(n+1) 1
-n 2n -n n+1 -2 (n+1) (n+1) -1 2
2n2 -4n 2 -3n2 6n -3 n2 -2n 1
-2n 2 (n+1) -2 3n -3(n+1) 3 -n n+1 -1
2 -4 2 -3 6 -3 1 -2 1
Further, by applying rules 3 through 8 , i.e., the rules concerning l.u.b., 
the 20 x 877 matrix M can directly be written in the 20 x 15 form,
i.e. , the above matrix can be further reduced by applying rule 2 , to a
* * 
new matrix M of size 9 x 15, i.e., M can be obtained from M by retaining
the rows numbered 1,2,4,5,6,8,17,18 and 20.
If (p) denotes the column vector of the polykays of weight 7,
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(?)* * (Mi1 ® nf ® h"1) m* (p) .
Thus, with p «» 1/n, q = l/n(n-l) , y = l/(n-l) and t■ 1/(n-1) (n-2) , we
obtain
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The above gives the nine triple polykay products as linear 
combinations of the polykays of weight 7. These formulae are listed 
below in Table 7A.
TABLE 7A. Triple Polykay Products of Weight 7, Not Involving k^
^3^2^ = p\^+2(n+7)qk^2+(n2+22n-35)qYk^^+(n2+12n+35)Y2k222’
k3k 2kll = 2p2k61 - lOpqk^ 2+2 (n 2-5n+10) q ^ ^i-pk  ^^ +2 (n+5) qk^2l
+2(n+5)qk331-8(n+5)qYk322+ n^+5^ k32li‘
k^k2  ^ = 4pqk52-12q2k^3+4p2k511+8(n-4)pqk^2;L“24pqk331+2(n2-n+24)q2k322
+4pk41H+4 n^“4)qk3 211+k31111l’
k 21k 2 = p2k61+(n-5)pqk52+2(n2-4n+5)q2k5 1:L+3(n+3)qk^21+^(n-2)qYk331
+2(n2-13)qYk322+(n2+^n+3)T2k2221 ’
k 21k 2kll 2pqk3 2+2(n-3)q2k^3+2p2k3 ^j+4(n-4)pqk^2]+4(n2-3n+3)q2k33^
+4(n2-n+6)q2k3 2 2+pk^111+(5n+l)qk3 211+2(n2-2n-3)qYk222i
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+(n+l)'yk22111
k 21kll = 4q2kZi^ +12pqkZi71+4(2n-3)q2k^^1+12(n-3)q2k,92+4p2k43 421 331 322 F 4111 
222l"r‘,Fk31111
+ 1 2 ( 2n-3)pqk3211+2(5n2-13n+12)q2k2221+Apk 
+4(2n-3)qk2 2 1 1 ]+k211111,
klllk 22 = 3P2k511"24pqk42l+6 n^2'"2n+3 q^2k331+12 n^_3 q^2k322+pk4111
+6(n+l)qk3 2 1 1-12(n+l)qYk9991+(n+l)yk
2 2 2 1 ' “22111’
klllk 2kll~ 12Pqk42i'12q2k33i+6 n^'5 q^2k322+6p2k4111+18 n^“3 p^qk3211 
+ 6 (n -3n+6)q2k2221+5pk31111+2 3^n"7 q^k22111+k211111’
klllkU  = 12q2k331+24q2k322+60pqk3211+24(2„-3)q2k2221+12p2k
+2(31n-24)pqk221u+16pk2 1 u u +ku u u l ,
Similarly, by considering 8 oc^  and 8 ^
i.e.
(1 1 1 1) (lllll)
(1 1 1 2) (1 1 1 1 2)
(1 1 2 1) (1 1 1 2 1)
(1 2 1 1) (1 1 2 1 1)
(2 1 1 1) (1 2 1 1 1)
(1 1 2 2) (1 1 1) (2 1 1 1 1) /• —■»
(1 2 1 2) (1 1 2) (1 1)
(1 2 2 1) 8 (1 2 1) and 8
(1123) (2 1 1) (1 2 )
(1213) (123)
(1231)
/
(2113)
(2131)
( 2311)
(1234)V. j {123 45)^
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we obtain 29(—15 + 14) formulae of double products of polykays.
These formulae are presented in Table 7B.
Table 7B. Double Polykay Products of Weight7, Not Involving
k^k^ = pk^+12yk^2+(n+29)Yk^^+36ntk222>
k31k3 = Pk6x-3qk52+ n^"^^qk43+9Yk421+ n^+3^ k33l"18tk322
+6ntk2 2 2x5
k4k21 = pk61+ n^"5 q^k52“4qk43+ n^+7 T^k421+6Yk33l“36tk322’
k4klll = 3pk51l"48qk42l+k411l“36qk331+72pt:;k322,
2
k31k21 = qk52+pk5 H +qk43+ n^"6 q^k421+ n^+2)qk331+ n^ +5 p^tk322
(n+2)Yk3 2 1 1-6tk2 221>
k31klll = 6qk421+3pk4lll+3 n^ "7 q^k3211+k311115
2
k22k3 = 2pk5 2-6qk^3+(n +9n-34)tk322>
k 211k3 ~ pk511+2 n^“4 q^k421~6qk33l"6 n^"4 p^tk322+ n^+2 Y^k321l"12tk2221’
kllllk3 = 4pk4lll"36qk3211+k31111+48ptk2221’
k 22k 21 = 2qk43+2Pk42i"2qk33i+2 n^2~3n+8^ptk322+ n^+3 Y^k2221
k22klll = 6qk33l"l2ptk322+6pk321l"12qk2221+k22111’
k 211k 21 ~ 2qk421+pk4111+qk331+2 n^"5 p^tk322+ ^3n"7 q^k3211
2
+( 2n -3n+10)ptk 2 2 2^+(n+1) 2 2111 *
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k 211klll = 6Ptk322+12qk32ll+3pk31111+6 n^" ^ ptk2221+6 n^ "2 q^k221U
+k2 1 1 1 1 1’
kllllk21 = 12qk3211+4pk3111l"24ptk2221+4 n^“4,1,,k22111+k21111l’
kllllklll = 24ptk2221+36qk22111+ 1 2pk211111+klllllll’
k^k2 = pk7+ln+9)yk52+20Yk^3,
k5kll = 2pk6l“10qk5 2+k51l"20qk43,
k41k 2 ~ P ^ 1_291<:52+P1:C43+ n^+7^ k42i+^ k33i ’
k4lkll = 2qk52+2pk511+2 n^"5 q^k42l+k411l"6qk331’
k32k 2 = Pk52+ n^~3 q^k43+ n^+7^ k322s
k32kll = 2qk43+2pk421+2pk33l"l4qk322+k32ll’
k311k2 = pk511 _4qk421+2pk331 ~ 2qk3 22+^ ^  ^ k3 211 *
k311kll = 4qk4^1+2pk4111+2qk322+2(2n“5 q^k3211+k3111l’
k 221k 2 = 2pk421-2qk331+ n^~3 q^k322+ n^+3^ k 2221’
k 221kll = 2qk331+4qk322+4pk3/ll+2 n^"3 q^k2221+k221115
k 2111k 2 = pk4111+3 n^ “3 q^k321l"6qk2221+ ^1+1 Y^k22111’
k 2111kll = 6qk3211+2pk3111146qk2221+2 3^n"4 q^k2211+k211111’
klllllk 2 = 5pk3111l“20qk22111+k211111’
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klllllkll ^°^k 22111^ 10pk211111+klllllll*
To complete this set of formulae for polykay products of 
weight 7, we obtain the rest of the 58 formulae. These formulae may 
be obtained by multiplying the formulae of weight 6 , Wishart (l952)> 
by k^. We perform this multiplication by using Fisher's (192 8) rule 
of multiplication, i.e.,
\ y2- ■'‘n 1 * 9 ?  \ v  • V i+1,- - C V r  • V  •
The 58 formulae so obtained are given below.
TABLE 7C. Polykay Products of Weight 7, Involving k^
k6kl = pk7+k61’
k5kl “ p2k7+2pk61+pk52+k51l’
k4k 2kl = p2k7+pk61+(-n+l)qk52+(n+19)qk^3+(n+7)Yk^21+6Yk331,
k 3k3kl ^ P^^+P^^^+^qk^^C 2n+25)qk^3+9Yk^21+(n+8)Yk331+18tk322
+6ntk2221,
k51kl
= pk61+pk52+k5 u ,
k42kl " pk52;‘’k43'k421>
k411kl " Pk511+2Pk421+k4 1 U ’
k33kl = 2Pk43+k33i>
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k321kl = pk421+pk331+pk322+k321l’
k3111kl = pk4lll+3pk3211+k31111’
k 222kl = 3Pk322+k222l’
V w 
2211 1 = 2Pk32H+2Pk2221+k22111’
!<• If 
21111 1 = pl311ll+4pk221U+k211111
kn m i ki 6pk2iiiii+kiiiiiii’
kAkllkl = 2Pk6l+2 n^"5 p^qk52-20pqk43+3pk511+2 n^"5,qk42l"6qk331+k411l’
k31k2kl = P2k61+(n-3 )Pclk5 2+2 n^“2^Pqk43+Pk5ii+ n^+3 q^k421
+ 2(n+2)qk331+(n+5)qk322+(n+5)Yk3 2 H  ’
k31kllkl= 2Pqk52+2Pqk43+4( 2n-3)pqk4 21+2p2k511+2(n-4)pqk331 
+2(n-4) pqk^ 22^ ~3pk411 5n-1) qk^ 2  ^]_~pk3]_ 11 *
k3k21kl = p2k61+ ^2n"5^Pqk52+ n^"10^pqk43+pk511+ ^2n+1 q^k421
+(n+2)qk331+(n2+3n-28)ptk322+(n+5)Yk3211-6tk2221>
k32kl = P2k52+3p2k43+2pk421+2pk331+pk322+k3211’
k311kl = P2k5 H +4P k421+2p2k331+2p2k322+2pk4111+5k3211+k3111l’ 
k211kllkl== 4pqk421+4pqk331+10pqk322+2p2k4111+18p2k3211+2 5^n"6^pqk2221 
+3pk31111+2 4^n"5 q^k22111+k211111’
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2 2
k3,kU l * kl
+3(n-7)qk3 2 1]+12ptk2221+k3 i m ,
k 211k 2kl = P2k5ii+^^n"2^Pclk421+2 n^~3 p^qk331+2 n^~6 p^(lk322
^pk4111+^pk3211+2^k2221+ n^+1^ k22lll ’
k 221*kl‘kl = 2p2k421+2p2k331+5p2k322+4pk3211+3pk2221+k2211l’
k 22*k 2,kl = 2P2k52+2 n^"3)pqk43+2pk42l"2qk331+3 n^+3 q^k322
- +(n+3)Yk322,
k ^ k ^ k ^ . k ^  = 2p3k^1+2(n-5)p2qk32+3p2k511+4(n2-4n+5)pq2k^3+6p2k^ 21
+ 2( 3n2-2n+l)q2k331+4(n2-3n-4)q2k322+pk^ 111 
2
+6 (n+l)qk3231+ 2(n -2n-3)qYk2223+(n+l)Yk2213 >
k 2 2‘kll*kl = ■^Pclk43+ 2( 3n-2)pqk331+4p2k^21+4(n-4Jpqk322
+6pk3211+2 n^"3 q^k2221+k2211l’
k 2 1 1l'kl'kl = p2k4111^^p k^3211^6p2k2221^2pk31111^7pk22111^k211111’
k 2i ki • = P<lk52+3Pclk43+ 5^n~8^Pclk421+p2k51l+3 n^"2^pqk331
2 • * 2
-+{5n -13n+24)p tk322+pk4lll+4p^3211+3 n^’''1'^ tk2221 
(n+l)Yk 22ii^ ’
klllll*kl = 5p2k31lll+20p2k22111+llpk211111+klllll’
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kllllklllcl = 24pqk3211+24pqk2221+8p^31111+4^lln‘8 p^qk22111
+ 14pk211111+kllllll*
klllkl = 18p tk322+36pqk3211+6^7n"12 P^ tk2221+9p2k31111
+18(3n-2)pqk22111+15pk211111+k11111]L1,
k 21klllkl == 6pqk4 2 j+6pqk3 3j+6 (n-5^p tk322+3p k^4111+3^7n-9^pqk3211
+6(n2-6n+6)p2tk2221+4pk31111+(7n-13)qk22in+k211111J
k^k^ = p k^+3p2kg34-3p2lc32+p2k43+3pk3ii+3pk42i+k4 m  >
k31kl = p3k61+3p3k521+4p3k43+3p2lc511+9p2k421+4p2k331
+3p2k322+3pk4iu+6pk32i1+k311ii’
k 3k ^ 2 = p \ 7+2p2k61+2(n+2)pqk52+3(n+5)pqk43+pk5ii
+2(n+5)qk421+2(n+5)qlc331+(n+5)qk322+(n+5)Yk3211> 
k3kllkl = 2p3k61+2(n-3)p2qk52+2(n-10)p2qk43+5p2k511
+2(5n-ll)pqk421+2(n-7)pqk331+2(n-4)pqk322+4pk4111
+(5n-ll)qk3211+k31111,
k22kl = 2p k52+6p3k43+6p2k421+6p2k331+7p2k322+6pk3211
+3pk2221+ k 22111’
k211kl = p k511+8p k421+6p k331+12p k322+3p2k4111+22p?k3211
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+12p2k 2221+3pk3 1 1 1;L+9pk22111+k211111-,
k 2kllllkl = 4P2k4111+12tn-3)pclk32ir24pqk2221+5Pk31111
+4(n-4)qk22m +k211111,
k21k2kl = P3k6i+ 3^n'5 p^2qk52+2^2n“5 p^2qk43+2p2k511+7p2k42l
+4p 2k33i+2(3n+l)pqk3 22+Pk4i11+ 5^n+1  ^^ 3  211+3 ^n+1  ^qk22 21 
+(n+l)Yk22111,
k21kllkl = 2P2(lk5 2+6P2qk43+2P3k5ii+:L6p3k42l+12p3k331+8  ^2n“3)p2(lk322
+5p2k4iii+(29n-35)pqk32ii+6(2n-3)pqk222i+4pk3im  
+ (9n-ll)qk221;L1+k211111,
2 3 2 2 2
k2klllkl = 3p k511+32(n-2)p qk^21+6(n-3)p qk331+6(n-6) p 9k322
+-?p2k41i;L+24(n-2)pqk3211+6(n-4)pqk2221+5pk31111
+(7n-13)qk2 2 m +k2 I i m ,
k 3 k^ = p3k2+p2k^1+3(n+3)pqk52+(3n2+14n-25)q2k^3+3(n+3)qk
+4(n -2)qYk331+3 ( n 2+ 4n +3 ) q y k322+(n 2+ 4n +3) Y ^ 2 2 2 1’
k2kllkl ~ ^P2qk52+4(n-3)pq2k43+4p3k511+4(5n-8)p2qk42i
+4( 2n2-9n+6)pq 2k3 3^+2( 7n2-19n+24) pq 2k322+8P2k411' 
+4( 7n-13)pqk32^+2( 5n2-13n+12)q2k222^+5pk3^^^
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9 6
+4(2n-3)qk22111+k2 1 i m , 
kllllkl = 4p k4lll+36p k3211+24p k2221+13p2k31111+48p2k22111:
+ 1 5pk211111+klllllll’
klllkllkl = 12p2qk42l+12p2qk331+30p2qk322+6p3k4111+6(l3n"9)p2qk3211
+18(3n-2)p2qk222l+17p2k31111+2(34n-3l)F^k22111
+ 1 7pk211111+kl1 1 1 1 1 1’
k 2  ^k^ = 8pq2k^3+4( 7n-6)pq2k331+24p2qk^2l+24( 2n-3)pq2k322
3 2 2 Z
+8p k^i;L1+36( 3n-2)p qk321j+4(17n -31n+l2)p q \ 222^
+ 20p2k3 im  + 6 (iSn-l. 2) Pclk 2 2111+ 18pk:211111+klllllll5
k3k4 = p4k7+4p3k61+6p3k52+5p3k43+6p2k511+12p2k4 2 l+4p2k331
+3p2k322+4pk4111+6pk3211+k31111’ 
k^k3 = p4k7+3p3k^1+(5n-l)p2qk52+(7n+5)p2qk^3+3p2k5:L1
+3 (3n+l) 21+pk4111+6 ^n+1  ^ pqk331+7 ^n+1  ^ pqk3 2 2
+6(n+l)qk3211+3(n+l)qk2221+(n+l) 3^2211’ 
k 21kl = p4k61+5p4k52+10P4k43+4P3k511+23P3k421+16p3k331
+ 22p k322+6p2k4Hl+34p2k3211+15p2k2221+4pk31111 
+ 10pk22111+k2 1 1 1 1l’
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k2kllkl = 2p^k^^+2(3n-5)p3qk52+4  ^2n”5^P3qk43+7P3k5i]+2( 13n~19)P2qk42l 
+2(7n-13)p2qk331+2(9n-16)p2qk322+9p2k^111+2(l7n-23)pqk3211
+6 ( 2n“3} P<1^c2221^^3111 1*^*^ ^^^^2 2 1 1 1~^~^211111 *
klllkl = 3p k511+24p k421+18p k331+36p k322+13p k4111+102p k3211
+60p k 2221+22p2k3 1 1 1l'f 7Dp2k22111+18pk21i m +klllllll’
kllkl = 4P3clk52+12P3qk43+4^lln"8 p^3qk421+4p4k511+12 3^n~2 p^3qk331
+2(31n-24)p3qk322+16p3k^11^+4(34n-3l)p2qk3211
+6(l3n-12)p2qH2221+25p2k31111+2(43n-42)pqk22111+19pk2lllll
+klllllll*
k2kl = P^k-7+5p^k^^+llp4k32+15p4k^3+10p3k3^^+35p3k^2^+25p3k322
kTji“kkOp2k,,, ,+40p2k ., +15p2k n ~ -+-5pk.+ 20p
+ 10pk22111+k211111> 
kn k3 = 2P5k61+10p5k52+20p5k43+llp4k5 U +70P4k421+50p4k331
+8°P k322+25p k4111+170p k3 2 1i+90P k2221+30p2k31111
+ 9 5P2k22111'J'20pk2lllll+k1 1 1 1 1 1 1,
kj = P6k7+7p5k61+21p6k52+35p5k43+21p4k511+105p4k421+70p\331
+105p4k322+35p3k4111+210p3k3211+105p2k2221+35p2k
31111
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+105p2k 22111+21pk2 m u +ki u i l l l .
Having studied polykays in this chapter, we proceed in 
the next chapter to study generalized h-statistics which estimate 
products of moments unbiasedly just as polykays estimate products of 
cumulants.
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CHAPTER I I I
UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF CENTRAL MOMENTS AND THEIR PRODUCTS
Fisher (1928) introduced k-statistics as unbiased estimates of 
population cumulants in order to simplify work with moments which had 
become unmanageable, These were later extended to generalized k-statistics 
(polykays). Methods expressing their products as linear combinations of 
the same were studied in order to obtain sampling moments and product mom­
ents. In the previous chapter k-statistics are examined from different points
of view. Dwyer (1937), had, however proposed the statistic h as an
»
unbiased estimate of population moment y with E(h,) = y,.
p 1 1
In this chapter, we introduce generalized h-statistics to estimate
products of central moments unbiasedly. The relationships between genera­
lized h-statistics and other symmetric functions are studied.
Throughout this chapter by "moment" we mean central moment, unless 
mentioned otherwise.
3.1 h-statistics
t
Let h the statistic such that E(h ) = y with E(h,) = y, (Dwyer 
p P P 1 1
(1937)), Then, in what follows, we express h-statistics in terms of
(i) symmetric means (ii) unrestricted sums (power sums).
We obtain the expressions of h-statistics in terms of symmetric
99
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means by two different methods, i.e.,
(a) using the relations of central moments with ordinary moments,
(b) using the expressions of the corresponding k-statistics in terms
of symmetric means,
h-statistics in terms of power sums are obtained by means of a 
general function f (Dwyer (1937)),
3,1,1 h-statistics in Terms of Symmetric Means
(a) It is well known that
Let <> denote the symmetric mean which, in case the population is infinite, 
tends to a product of ordinary moments, i.e.,
Let h be the statistic such that E(h ) = y with E(h ) = y,. Then, from 
p P P 1
(3.1), we have
Let C(P), Dwyer'and Tracy (1964), denote the partition coefficient
y
P
P
E
r=0
(3.1)
E <rjlr2,, ,>
h
P
P
E
r=0
(3.2)
2 1 , Eir^ = r (Dwyer (1938), Dwyer and Tracy (1962),
Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963)).
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1 0 1
It may be noted here that C(P) may also be written as
 ^ i.e., the multinomial coefficient multiplied by
s ir,| .. ,ir I . . .p / 1- s
V
---------- where    . accounts for the repeated p.’s. Thus, if no p.
ttJ. • • ir_l i t,(* • • tt I *1 iI* o • I o
is repeated, the partition coefficient is the same as the corresponding 
multinomial coefficient.
Then equation (3,2) may be written as
r—1 TT i IT cj
h = I (-1) nC(P) <p -L... p %  (3.3)
p s
where the summation extends oyer all partitions of p and (i) n = r-1 if
each p_^  = 1 i.e., when r - p, (ii) n = 1 if there is only one p_^  > 1 ,
(iii) il = 0 if there is more than one p > .1 ,
Equation (3,3) expresses h-statistics in terms of symmetric means. For
example, h^ = 44 > - 4<(30 + 6 {211) -- 3 4llll>,
(b) Now, again we express h in terms of symmetric means, using the
P
expression of k^, the corresponding k-statistic, in terms of symmetric means. 
By using the tables of generalized k-statistics, Abdel-Aty (1954), we can 
express k^ in terms of symmetric means, and then write h^ in terms of the 
same by modifying the coefficients. Below are given certain rules for 
such modification of coefficients.
(i) Omit all terms in k^ which contain more than one non-unit part of 
p. This can be done since, in h^, there are no partitions with two 
or more non-unit parts, e.g.
for h , omit < 2 2  > in the expression of k^.
(ii) Divide the coefficient of the term containing all the unit parts
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by (r-2)J and all other coefficients by G>JL)! f where r Is the 
number of parts of the partition in any particular term. This can 
be done because the coefficients involved in h^ are just the 
binomial coefficients and the last two terms in h coalesce,
Thus for example,
= <4> <• 4<31> 3<22> + 12<211> - 6<llll> .
Omitting <22>, in view of ( i) , we g'et
<4> - 4<31> + 12 <211> -6<1111>.
Dividing the terms by 0! ,1! , 2 1  and 2 1 respectively, we have 
h, = <4> - 4<31> + 6<211> - 3<1111> .
This compares with the result obtained by method (a).
Since
and the coefficients of h are the binomial coefficients, the sum of the
P
coefficients in h^ is always zero. For example, in h^, the sum of the 
coefficients is 1 - 4 + 6 - 3 = 0 ,
Below we give expressions for h , p = 1, 2....... 12?in terms
of symmetric means. Later, we use these results to express generalized 
h-statistics in terms of symmetric means and vice versa (see, Table 10),
P
0
Table 8 . h-statlstics in Terms of Symmetric Means
h
1
<1>,
h2 = <2 > - <1 1 >,
h
3
<3> - 3<21> 4- 2<111>»
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h4 = <4> - 4<31> + 6<211> - 3<1111>,
h5 = <5> - 5<41> + 10<311> - 10<2111> + 4<11111>?
hg = <6> - 6<51> + 15<4ll> 20<3111 > + 15<21111> - 5<111111>,
h? « <7> - 7<61>+ 21<511> - 35<4111> + 35<31111>-21<211111>+ 6<1111111>J
h8 = <8> " 8<71> + 28<611> " 56<5111> + 70<41111> -56<311111> + 28<2111111> 
- 7<11111111>, 
h9 = <9> - 9<81> + 36<711> -84 <6111> + 126<51111> - 126<411111> 
+ 84<3111111> - 36<21111111> + 8<111111111>, 
h1Q = <10> - 10<91> + 45<811> - 120<7111> + 210<61111> - 252<511111>
+ 210<4111111> - 120<31111111> + 45<2111'11111> - 9<1111111111>, 
hxl » <11> - 11<10,1> + 55<911> - 165<8111> + 330<71111> - 462<611111>
+ 462<5111111> - 330<41111111> + 165<311111111> - 55<2111111111>
+ 1 0 <1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1>,
h12 = <12> - 12<11,1> + 66<10?1,1> - 20<9111> + 495<81111> ~792<711111>
+ 924<6111111> - 792<51111111> + 495<411111111> - 220<3111111111>
+  6 6 <2llllllllll> - 11<111111111111>.
In the following section we express h-statistics in terms of unres­
tricted sums (power sums) by means of a general function f^, (Dwyer 1937).
3.1.2 h-stati'stics in Terms of Unrestricted Sums
Definition 3,1 If all terms of a given moment function have the same weight, 
the function is called "isobaric" and the weight of the function is equal 
to the weight of each term.
Let f be the isobaric sample moment function of weight p such that
y (f ) = S C (P) n bir irg (y' ) V . .  (y* ) %  (3.4)
P P x. . . p p p
1 o < r o
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where a ,,, a indicates that a , ,. ,, a , are multiplied symboli-
cally by a rule of multiplication involving suffixing of subscripts, as 
illustrated by the following example.
Example
Let a = b - 3b + 2b ,
3 3 21 111
a = b - 4b - 3b + 12b - 6b
4 4 31 22 211 1111
Then a , which is also the coefficient of product of power sums (4)(3) 
43
in f , is given by
Now,
a = a a 
43 4 3
= (b4 -4b31 - 3b22 + 12b211 ~ 6blllp (b3 ~ 3b21 + 2bllP
= b  -3b +2b -4b -2b. + 2 4 b - 1 4 b  , +9b
43 421 4111 331 322 3211 31111 2221
-42b +42b -12b
22111 211111 1111111
pp - z C (P) ^  (vv ) 1 ... (yp )^ (3.6)
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( 1 if r=l, tt -j. ~J- and p^p
(-1 ) T2 if "lj r= 2 and P2~l
(-1)P *( -1 ) if p^l, r=l and ir1=p 
0 , otherwise.
A *
Pi^.-P*
Comparing (3.6) with (3.4), we have
A7Tl TTr
h Pl*‘’PrD IT 1 r
P.^-- Pvr (f)
For these values of b, f becomes h such that E(h ) = u with E(h
P P P P
Thus for example,
f i = a 4 + 4 a 31 (3)(1) + 3a22 (2) 2 + 6a21]
+ a (1)' 
1111 v '
where
t, = b - 4 b + 12b - 6 b
 ^ 4 31 22 1111’
t = b - 3b + 2 b
31 31 J 211 llll5
l22 = b 22 ~ 2 b 211 +  b llll5
211 b 211 “ b llll 5
= b
1111 ' 1111 
Thus from (3.7), we have
31
n<4>* a L
n a
(4)n a22
J 4>n 211
(4) tl 3.
1111
= n 3 - 2n2 + 3n
= (n2 - 2n + 3) 
= - (2n - 3)
= n
= -3
so that,
(3.7)
) = p' .
1
(2)(1 ) 2
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\ = “ (if" [Cn3-2n2+3n)C4)-4Cn2~2n+3)C3)a)-3C2n-3)(2)2
+6n(2)(l)2~3(l)lt] .
Thus.we have expressed the h-statistics in terms of symmetric 
means and unrestricted sums. Later, in Table 10, we express generalized 
h-statistics in terms of symmetric means and vice versa, through weight 
12. This will parallel our results for h-statistics, to Abdel - Aty's 
(1954) results for k-statistics.
Above, we have expressed h-statistics in terms of unrestricted sums, 
using Dwyer's (1937) general function f^. It may be mentioned here that we 
can obtain results by expressing h-statistics first in terms of symmetric 
means or k-statistics and then, by using Symmetric Function and Allied 
Tables (David, Kendall and Barton, 1966), expressing symmetric means or 
k-statistics in terms of unrestricted sums (power sums). Later, in Table 
1 2 , by expressing h-statistics first in terms of k-statistics and then 
k-statistics in terms of unrestricted sums, we obtain h-statistics in
terms of unrestricted sums through weight 8 , which parallels Dressel's
\
(1940) and our f’esults for k-statistics (see, Table 6).
Remark 1 In order to parallel these results to Ziaud-Din's (1954),(1958) 
and Ziaud-Din and Ahmad's (1960) results for k-statistics, h^, h^, b^, 
h ^  in terms of unrestricted sums may be obtained. However it may be 
mentioned that these results are rather lengthy and are not very easy to 
calculate.
Remark 2 From the above we see that the h-statistic is a symmetric
function. Thus it may be shown that h , just as k (Kendall and Stuart
P P
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(1958) and David and Barton (1962)) is uniquely defined. Let, if possible,
h.’ be another statistic such that E (h1 ) = u . Thus 
P P P
u = E (h ) « E (h' ) 
P P P
i.e., E (h - h f ) « 0
P P
Since h and h ’ are symmetric functions, their difference h - h' is 
P P P P
also a symmetric function. So h^ - h ’ can be expressed as the sum of terms
E x** , E xjx^  \  etc., and hence its value is expressed by a series of
terms each of which is a product of moments. The vanishing of this series
would imply a relationship among the moments. This, in general, is not
possible. Hence h - h' must vanish identically, and thus h = h' .
P P P P
Secondly, h , for p > l,is seminvariant. Also,E^ (h^) = ,
where E^ denotes expectation over a finite population of size N and 
is the same function of the finite population as h^ is of the sample .
3.2 Generalized h-statistics
In the preceding section we studied h-statistics. Now in this
section we introduce generalized h-statistics. Let h be the
P • * • pr 1 r
generalized h-statistic such that
E(h ) = u u (if some p. = 1, the correspondingp....p. p . . . p  , irl *r ■ *r ’ ,
y± = Hi )
and Eia(h ) = H
N pj... Pr Pj ... Pr
where E^ stands for the expectation over a finite population of size N
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and H is the same function of the finite population as h
Pj... pr P j-.-p,.
is of the sample.
We now express generalized h-statistics in terms of symmetric means. 
This is achieved by three different methods;
(a) using the relations of central moments with ordinary moments,
(b) through the use of ordered partitions,
(c) using Tukey’s (1956) o-multiplication.
We consider the three methods below.
r / P
(a) yp
 \ i , r
= £ (-1) 1 { M  y (y ) 1> \ x  J H P -r
^ / P2\ ' ' ro
%  = E % - r  (pi ) . 2
2 2 2 2
then
r +r + ...»p \ /p
1 2 / l\ 2y_ y_ y_ = e (-1) 1 | |  „ y
1 r 2
Pi p 2 p r  v r  A r  } p f r i  p 2 " r 2
f f
. r +r +•..
(yj > 1 2
Now, by the same argument as in sec 3.1.1 (i), we have
r +r +...ip\ /p\ ri+r?+ - •
h - (-D 1 2  I 1)! 2)... < Pf r1 , P2-r2,..., 1
1 2  vr ' \ r  I
. . . (3.8)
*
(b) Let a be an ordered partition of weight m. Let ( ) and < > denote 
h-statistic and symmetric mean respectively. Then (Tracy and Gupta (1971))
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we have
<a> - E Cf3 )* (3.9),
a
where the summation extends over all the ordered subpartitions pa of a
which have at most as many non-unit parts as those of a .It may be noted
here that in the case of polykays the summation is over all ordered
partitions and there is no condition on the non-unit parts.
A
Now if <a> and (a) denote the vectors of symmetric means and of 
fcH
h-statistics of m degree, then
a t (3.9a),<a> = A (a)
where A is a non-singular upper triangular matrix with
= 1, if cP has at the most as many non-unit parts as
those of a1 and a? < a1 
= 0, otherwise.
Thus,
(a)* = A-1<a> (3.9b)
which expresses the generalized h-statistic in terms of symmetric means,
(c) Now we express generalized h-statistics in terms of symmetric means 
using Tukey's o-multiplication.
Using equation (3.3) we have
Z(r.-l)
h = h oh o... oh = E (-1) iHn. C(P.)>
p...p- p p p i x
1 r 2 *r
<p . .. p p . . . >
11 lrx 21
E(r,-1)
n{ni c(Pi) }•
... (3.10)
E(-i) 1 p < p >
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where the summation is taken over all the combinations of partitions
pil* pi2* ' "  * pir °f Pi ^°r a13' is tlie sPecif;iLed partition
•••Pr of p obtained by partitioning one or more P^'s (Dwyer and Tracy 
(1964)) and "o" denotes Tukey’s (1956) o-multiplication of angle brackets, 
defined so as to satisfy the following properties
(a) except when a bracket is multiplied by a bracket of the same family
(brackets defined on the same set of values), o-multiplication of 
elementary quantities (sample symmetric functions) is ordinary 
multiplication,
(ii) o-multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, 
subtraction and multiplication by real numbers,
(iii) o-multiplication of brackets from the same family is accomplished 
by combining indices.
Thus,for example,
<ab> o<cd> = <abcd>
<ab> o (<c> - <de>) = <abc> -<abde>
* *
<a> o <bc> =<a> <bc>
*
where <> and <> are from different families.
Remark Like h , h is also uniquely defined and if no p. = 1 it is
----------  P ?  ± 1
seminvariant.
Now using (3.9a) and (3.9b), we obtain formulae, up to and 
including degree 4, for expressing symmetric means as linear functions of 
generalized h-statistics, and vice versa. These formulae are listed 
below in Tables 9A and 9B respectively.
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Table 9A. Symmetric Means in Terms of Generalized h-statistlcs
1st degree 
*
<1> = (1) ,
2n(^  degree
<11> = (11)* + (12)*,
<12> = (12)*,
3rc* degree
<111> = (111)*+ (112)* + (121)* + (211)* + (123)*
<112> - (112)* + (123)*,
< 121 > = (121)* + (123)* »- 
<211> = (211)* + (123)*,
<123> = (123)*> 
th
4 degree (Refer to Fig. 2, Chapter 2.)
<1111> =
*
( H I D (1121)* + (1211)* + (2111)* + (1U2)* +
(1231)* + (2131)* + (2311)* + (1123)* + (1234)*,
<1112> = (1112)* + (1123)* + (1213)* + (2113)* + (1234)* ,
<1121> = (1121)* + (1123)* + (1231)* + (2131)* + (1234)* ,
<1211> = (1211)* + (1213)* + (1231)* + (2311)* + (1234)* ,
<2111> =
*
(2111) + (2113)* + (2131)* + (2311)* + (1234)* ,
< 1122> = (1122)* + (1123)* + (2311)* + (1234)* 9
< 1212> =
*
(1212) +
*
(1213) + (2131)* + (1234)* >
< 2112> = (2112)* + (1231)* + (2113)* + (1234)* 9
< 1123> = (1123)* + (1234)*,
<1213> = (1213)* + (1234)*
(2113)*
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<2113 > - (2113)* + (1234)*
<1231 > ■ (1231)* + (1234)*
<2131> - (2131)* + (1234)*
<2311> » (2311)* + (1234)*
<1234> = (1234)*
Table 9B. Generalized h-statistics in Terms of Symmetric Means 
1st degree
it
CD = <i>,
2nc^  degree
(11)* = <11> - <12>,
(12)* = <12>,
3r(^ degree
(111)* = <111> - <112> - <121> - <211> + <123>,
(112)* = <112> - <123> >
(121)* = <121> - <123>,
(211)* = <211> - < 123> ,
(123)* = <123>,
4 degree
(1111) = <1111> - <1112> - <1121> <1211> - < 2111 > +
<2113> + <1231> + <2131> + <2311> -3<1234> s
(1112)* = <1112> - < 1123> - < 1213> - < 2113> + 2<1234> ,
(1121)* = < 1121> - < 1123> - < 2131> - < 1231> + 2<1234> ,
(1211)* = < 1211> - < 1213> - < 1231> - < 2311> + 2< 1234> ,
<1213>
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(2111)* <2111> - <2131> - <2113> - <2311> +
(1122)* * <1122> - <1123> - <2311> + <1234>,
(1212)* - <1212> - <1213> - <2131> + <1234>,
(1221)* = <1221> - <1231> - <2113> + <1234>,
(1123)* = <1123> - <1234>,
(1213)* = <1213> - <1234>,
(2113)* = <2113> - <1234>,
(1231)* = <1231> - <1234>,
(2131)* = <2131> - <1234>,
(2311)* = <2311> - <1234>,
(1234)* = <1234 >.
As mentioned earlier (sec. 2.1.1), ordered partitions 1111, 1112, 
1121, ... are the compact forms of the partition of the multipartite 
number 1111 (Livers (1945)). The number of identical symbols in these 
partitions represents the length of a part of a univariate partition of 
corresponding weight. For example,
1112 represents a partition 3,1 of weight 4. Thus, if in 
Table 9A and 9B, we replace the ordered partitions by their corresponding 
partition, we get some of the entries of Table 10. For example,
(1 1 1 1 )* = <1 1 1 1 > - <1 1 1 2 > - <1 1 2 1 > - <1 2 1 1 > - <2 1 1 1 > +
<1123> + <1213> + <2113> + <1231> + <2131> +
<2311> - 3<1234>,
Now, by replacing the ordered partitions 1111, 1112, ... by their 
corresponding partitions 4, 31, ... respectively, we have
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(4) * <4> - 4<31> + 6<211> r. 3<JU11>
i.e. h4 - <4> - 4<31> + 6<211> - 3<1111> .
Similarly <4> = h4 + 4 ^ - +  6 ^ - +  .
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3.3 Generalized h-statistics and Other Symmetric Functions
3,3.1 Table of Generalized h-statistics and Symmetric Heans
In order to obtain moment coefficients of the sampling distri­
bution of the estimates of central moments of the population, where the 
population from which. the sample is drawn is of finite size N, we deal 
with generalized h-statistics. Then our results follow, using the fact 
that
E Ch ) - tt , 
rs,,, rs.,,
where E is the expectation over the finite population of size N and H
•W IT S  • * »
is the same function of the population of size N as h is of the sample.
E  S  P t 9
We achieve this aim in the subsequent sections while in this 
section we set up the machinery, From section 3,3,1, we see that h-statistics 
can be expressed in terms of symmetric means, It follows that, by using 
Tukey's (1956) o-multiplication of brackets, h may be defined in terms
TCS 9 * *
of symmetric means of the sample observations, and of the sample size n, 
or conversely any symmetric mean may be expressed in terms of h
ITS t • •
(ref, to section 3,2 (iii)),
Abdel-Aty (1954) gave the tables of generalized k-statistics up to 
and including weight 12, Wishart (1952) had given these tables through 
weight 6. We obtain similar tables of generalized h-statistics, To find a 
generalized h-statistic in terms of symmetric means the entry is made 
vertically downward from the top of the table in the appropriate column as 
far as and including the diagonal unity I, (following the style of David, 
Kendall and Barton, 1966), Conversely for expressing the symmetric means 
in terms of generalized h-statistics the appropriate row is entered as far
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as and including the diagonal unity I, Thus for example
h42i6 " <42l6> ** <4l8> ^ 4 <3217> + 4 <31 9> + 6<221 8> - 9<211 °;
„ 12 
+3<1 > ,
We present the tahle for weight 12 only, The tables for smaller 
weights can be obtained from this table. Thus, for example,
h. „, 5 » <4215> t- <417> - 4<3216> + 4<318> + 6<221 7> - 9<219>421
-  11 +3<1 >
or \ 2 = <42> -<412> - 4<321> + 4<313> + 6<2212> - 9<214> + 3<16>.
Conversely,
<4216> = \ 2 1 6 + h4 1 8 + 4h3217 + 4h319 + 611^8 + 7 h21io + ^ 1 2  ,
From this, we have
<4215> = h4215 + h.^7 + 4h3216 + 4h31 8 + 6^ 2 ^  + 7h2l9 + h^i
<42> = h + h 2 "h 4h + 4h o 4- 6h ? ? + 7h u + h c .
42 41 321 31d 2 1 21H l5
It may be noted that we can not obtain expressions such as
h416 ’ h415’ ’ h 4 fr0m h4216 °r <4l6> ’ <4l5>> ••• <4> from <4 2 16> ,
since we can not omit 2 either from the subscript of h's or from the angle
brackets.
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l i j y
3,3,2 Generalized h-statistics^ and Polykays
th
Let a Be an ordered partition of weight to, Let m degree polykays 
be denoted by (a)■ Then, we have
<ct> « E cea) ,
where the summation is over all ordered subpartitions 8 of a. As mentioned 
before, it may be noted here, that for polykays there is no such condition 
on the non-unit parts of the partitions 8a as the one for generalized 
h-statistics,
Let a be the vector of all the ordered partitions of weight m. Let 
a , a2, ,,, , a,n  be the components of a, Let a \  a2, , a11 be arranged
in descending order, i„et, a1 < «> i > j, Then
<ot> « A (a) (3.11)
where A is a non-singular upper triangular matrix with elements 
A.. = 1 ,  if
= 0, otherwise,
Comparing (3.11) with (3.9a), we get 
A (a) = A (a) ,
Since both A and A are non-singular, we get
(a)*= A - V a )  (3.12)
(a) = A^Afo)*. (3.13)
Thus (3,12) and (3,13) expresses generalized h-statistics as linear
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combinations of polykays and yica yersa respectively,
Example Let a Be the ordered partitions' of weight 4,
Then the matrices A,A and A,A respectively are
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 .1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
i
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -6
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 2
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 2
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 -1 2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 *" 1
0 0 0 o' 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1
0 ‘ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 “1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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1 1 . 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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. -1
/—
1 *->_l rvl nl -1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o' 0 -1 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, we get
h, k + 3k4 22
h k
31 31
h k
22 22
h k211 211
hl111 =
If
*1111
we get
k = h - 3h
4 22
k ' h.31 31
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which check with the results ]ik = + 3k22 , P3. * <3 , etc.
Now we provide a table of generalized h-statistics in terms of 
polykays and conversely for weight 12 only. This table may be read as 
follows.
For any given generalized h-statistic of weight 12 an expression 
in terms of the polykays may be obtained by reading horizontally across 
the .table up to and including the unity I.. Thus
h_„„ = k_„„ + 21k_ o + 35k, 4- 105k oo.732 732 532 43^2 3Z26
All tables of smaller weights can be obtained from this table. Thus, for 
example
h73 = k73 + 21k532 + 35k[+32 + 105k3222, 
or h7„ = k?2 + 21k522 + 35htf„2 + 105h323 .
Conversely, any polykay function may be expressed in terms of the genera­
lized h-statistics by reading vertically downwards from the top of the 
table up to and including the unity I. Thus
k732 = h?32 - 21h5322 - 35hlt322 + 210h3223 >. 
from which, we obtain
k73 = h73 -21h532 - 35h1+32 + 105h3222 , 
and k?2 = h?2 - 21h522 - 35h(+32 + 105h323.
If we assume that the population is infinite, we get moments and 
their products in terms of cumulants and their products and vice versa.
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TABLE 11. Generalized h-statistics in Terms of Polykays and Conversely
k 26 k 324 l k 32 2 3 k 3 321 k 34 k 42 4 k 4322l k 4 3 2 2 k 422 2 V 31V k 523l k 5322 k 532 l k 5421 k 543 k 522
h 26 I * -3 9 -2 7
h 324l I * * -3 9 -1 0 30
h 3 22 3 I -1 0 30 100
Vai -1 0
h .43
h42 4 3 * I - 6 27
h .  2 . 3 I -6 -1 0432 1
h .  2 3 -1 043 2
h  .2 .2 9 -94 2
h „2 „ .. 9 64 31
h4 3 27 27
h__3. 10 -352 1
h „  -2 10 -3 -2 0532
1053 1
h,. 30 105421
u . 30 10 3543
h 52 2 100 •
20
V 15 10 15
h,___„ 15 10 156321
h 6 3 2 15 10 15
h 642 45 30 60 10 15
h 651 150 100 150 15
10
h 6 2 225 300 100 450 300
225
h 7 2 2 l 105 35 21
h „  „ 105 35 21732
21
h 741 315 210 35 63
h 7b . 1050 350 315
35 21
h8 2 2 105
280 210 35 56
h831 105 280
210 35 56
h 84 315 840
735 280 315 35 168 56
h921
1260 280 1260 378 126
h 93 1260 280
1260 378 126
^ 1 0 ,2 945 6300 3150 2100 1575 .
2520 126
h l l , l
4620 15400 34650 5775 6930 4620 6930
h12 10395 138600 . 15400
51975 138600 51975 . 5775 83160 27720 8316
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k 623 k 6321 k 632 k 642 k 651 V k 722l k 732 k 741 k 75
CN 
! 
CN 
1 
CO
i k 831 84 k 921 k 93 k 1 0 ,2 Kl l , l k 12
V 30 -9 0 900 -6 3 0 1890 22680 -1247400
h324l 30 -3 0 0 210 -6 3 0 -6 3 0 , -7560 , , 302400
V 23 -1 0 30 30 -6 0 0 210 -2 1 0 0 560 -1680 -7 5 6 0 -37800
3326400
V 21 -1 0 100 560 560 -92400
h 4 -1 0 100 560 -92400
-1 5 75 -9 0 0 420 -1890 -18900 1247400
h4322i -1 5 150 -3 5 315 420 2520 -20900
h4322 -1 5 -1 0 300 -3 5 350 560 2520 4200 -831600
h4 222 -1 5 225 -3 5 525 3150 -311850
V 3 1 -3 5 11550
h4 3 -3 5 11550
h 523X 30 -2 1 63 756 -41580
h 5322 -2 1 420 -5 6 168 756 5040 -498960
h 532l -1 0 -5 6 9240
h 5421 -1 5 -2 1 -126 13860
h543 , , -3 5 -5 6 -1 2 6 55440
h 522 -2 1 -1 2 6 16632
h623 -3 60 -2 8 84 1260 -83160
h6321 -4 -2 8 -8 4 9240
h632 -2 0 -8 4 18480
h 642 -3 0 -2 8 -2 1 0 27720
h 651 -462
h6 2 30 20 30 I -426
h722l -3 -3 6 1980
h 732 -1 0 -3 6 -1 2 0 15840
h 741 -3 3 0
h75 10 -792
hS22 28 I -3 -4 5
2970
h831 28 I -165
h84 84 28 3 I -495
h921 84 36 -5 5
h93 84 36 -220
h 10 ,2 630 210 120 45 I -6 6
h l l , l 4620 462 990 330 165 55 I
h 12 13860 9240 13860 462 7920 792 1485 495 220 66 1
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3,3,3 Generalized ht'Statistics and Unrestricted Sums
H r  t '*  *, y ' * 'T . V ' T : v " T * y T ^ T  1 \ v t  f v *  r n 1 ? l ' t  T '-T ~ v ‘T ’ ’ r ‘,r T —.
In section 2,2 (Table 6) we express polykayg in terms of unrestricted
sums up to and Including weight 6, Dressel (1940) expressed seminvariant
k-statistics in terms of power sums (unrestricted sums) through weight 8.
In what follows we do the same for generalized h-statistics up to and 
including weight 6 and for seminvariant h-statistics (not having unit sub­
scripts) of weight 7 and 8,
Since from the previous section it follows that the only h ’s up to and 
including weight 6, which are different from the corresponding k-s are 
h^, h5, h^j, hg, h51, h.^2 and h^^, we express these and seminvariant h- 
statistics of weight 7 and 8 in terms of unrestricted sums, The others 
may be read from Table 6, In order to express these h !s in terms of 
unrestricted sums we first express them in terms of polykays and then write 
polykays in terms of unrestricted sums (Table 6), Dressel (1940). Thus, 
for example
h  = k + 31c 
4 4 2.2
= 1 / n ^  [ (n3+n2) (4}-4(n2+n) (31 }-3 (n2-n) {22}+12n{211 }-6{llll}]
+3/n^[-(n2-4{4}+4(n~l){31}+(n2-3n+3){22}-2n{211}+{llll}]
= 1 / n ^  (n3-2n2+3n) {4)-4 (n2-2n+3) (3l}-3(2n-3) {22}+6n{211}-3{llll} .
The other formulae are obtained in a similar manner and are listed in 
Table 12 below,
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TABLE 12. Generalized h-Statistics in Terms of Unrestricted Sums
h4 = ■'Tft [(n3-2n2+3n){4}-4(n2-2n+3){31}-3l2n-3){22} +6n{211]
n
-3{1111}]
h5 = TJ) [(n5-5n3+10n2) {53*5(n3-5n2+10n) {41} -10(n2-2n) {32}
+10{n2-4n+8) {3lH+30(n-2) {221}-10n{2111+4{llllli;j
^41 = '"'(5) ~^ {5 }+(n3-n2+6n+18) {41l+2( 2n2+n-6) {321
n
-2{2n2-5n+18) {311 }-9( 2n-3) [ 22H+6(n+l) [21111-3{111111]
h6 = r(n5-9n4+31n3-39n2+40n) {6}-6(n4+9n3+31n2-39n+40) {511
n
+15(5n3+2n2-29n+4) {42l-40(n2-6n+10) {33l+15(n3-8n2+23n-10) {4111 
+60(n2-9n+5) {321 l+15(3n-10) {222l-20(n2-6n-15) {311H 
-45(2n-5){2211}+15n{21111}-5{11111} 
h^i = ”^ 6 ) [(n^"24n3+131n2-324n+240){6]+(-n4+24n3-131n2+324n-144){51}
+5(n3-6n2+29n-48){42}+20(n2-5n+8){33}-5(n3-6n2+17n+l2){411} 
-10(3n2-7n+8){321l+10(n2-5n+16){3111}-30(n-3)[2221 
+60(n-2) {22111 -1C (n+l) {211111+4{1111113{}
^42 ~ ^T6)^-n +^4n3-lln2+8n){61+6(n3-4n2+lln-8)[51}+(n4-9n3+53n2
-135n+l20)[4 21+4(n3-7n 2+ 20n- 20){331-(n3+6n2+lln+30){222} 
-4(n3-3n2+lln-15){321}+4(n2+5){31lU-3(2n2-9n+10)[2221
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+3(2n2-5){221l}-9n{2111lT+3{llllin]
h^ii = "^6)r2(n^-9n2+90n-180){6l-2(n3+lln+36){5l}-(n3+47n-90){42} 
n '
-8(n2-3n+5) {33l+(n3+lln+90) {411}+l2(n2+n) {3211
-4(n2-3n+20)[31111+3(n3-n2+6n-15){222}-9(4n-5){2211}
+3(2n+5){21111}-3{llllll}]
h? = r(n6-14n5+77n4-196n3+252n2){7l-7(n5-14n4+77n3-196n2
n
+252n){611-21(n4-13n3+64n2-108n){521-70(n3-8n2+18n){431 
+21{n4-13n3+64n 2-13 2n+l44){5111+105(n3-lln2+48n-72){4211 
+280(n2-6n+18){3311+105(n2-4n){3221+35{-n3+lln2-42n+36){413}
+210(n2-6n-l2){3211}-315(n-4){2311+35(n2-8n+24){3141 
+210(n-3){2213}-21n{2l5}+6{l71] 
h52 = T7) r("n5+8n4-29n3+22n2) {7l+7(n4-8n3+29n2-22n) {61 l+(n5-14n4+92n3
-241n2+198n){52}+5(n4-8n3+25n2-22n){431-(n4+7n3-76n2+368n-264) 
{511}-5(n4-lln3+68n2-166n+132){421l-20(n3-8n2+25n-22){331} 
-10(n3-4n2+2n){3221+5(n3-5n2+20n+l2){4131+10ln3-3n2+12n-12) 
{32111+30(n2-4n+2){23l}-10(n2-4n+16)f3141-10(n2+3n-12) 
{22131+I4n{2151-4{17!}
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h43 = T7) r{'n5+6n4-23n3+18n2){7H7(n4-6n3+23n2-.18n){61}
n
+3(n4+2n3-29n2+54n) {52l+(n3-9n4+33n3-5n2-90n) {43}
-6(4n3-20n2+66n-36) {5111-3(n4-4n3+43n2-150n+180) {421} 
-4(n4-9n3+33n2-5n-90j{331}-3(6n3-31n2+40n)f322} 
+2(n3+16n2-57n+180){413l+6(3n3-16n2+78n-120){32111 
+9(6n2-31n+40){23l}-(lln2-16n+120){314l-6l3n2+2n-15){2213! 
+21n{215l-6{l7l]
^322 = ^TT) r2 n^4“3n3+2n2) {7l-14(n3-3n2+2n) {61 ]-2(n4-6n3+17n2-18n) {521 
n
-(n4-n3-10n2h20n) {43l+2(n3+15n2-46n~:-24) {511]
-f (I3n3-63n2+140n-120) {421 l+4(n3-n2-10n+20) {3311 
+(n4-7n3+21n2-20n){322}-4(3n2+2n-15){4131
-2(n3+12n2-48n+60){3211l-3(n3-7n2+21u-20){231l+(n2+24n-40){3141
+2(4n2-9n+15){2213l-7n{215}+2{l7]]
h 8 =  T 8 )  [ ( n7- 20n6+ 162n5“ 664n4+1457n3-1476n2+1260n) {8 }
n
+( -8n6+160n5-1296n4+5312n3-23312n2+11808n-10080){711 
+(-28n5+532n4-4004n3+14588n2-29568n+35280){621 
+{-112n4+1904n4-13552n2+47376n-70560){53l+(-3370n4+6510n3
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+31920n2-392700n+749700){44}+(28n5-532n4+4004n3-14588n2
+26208n-11760) {6in+(l68n4-2856n3+18312n2+33128n+35280) {521}
+(560n3-6160n2+20720n-11760)[4311+(210n3-2940n2-347970n
-35280){422l+(1120n2-10080n-446880){3321+(-56n4+952n3-34608n2
+16968n-21168){5111}+(-420n3+5880n2-30660n+52920){42111
+(-1120n2+11200n-31360){3311l+(-840n2+5040n-5880){32211
+(-420n+2205){24}+(70n3-980n2+4690n-5880){414}+(560n2-4480n
+11760){3213}+(l260n-5880){23ll}+(-56n2+560n-1960){315}
+(-420n+1470){2214}+28n{216l-7{l8l]
h62 = 8^) ^-n^+13n3-71n4+167n3-288n2+180n){8l+8(n5-13n4+71n3
n
-167n2+288n-180){71 l+(n6-20n5+183n4-916n3+3056n2-6384n 
+5020){621+2(3n5-54n4+473n3-2246n2+5544n-5040){53} 
+30(-7n4+18n3+150n2-1092n+1890){44}-(n5+8n4+181n3+1072n2 
-1620n+1680){611}+6(-n5+17n4-l29n3+443n2-810n+840){521} 
-10(3n4-30n3+113n2-134n+168){4311-15(n4-15n3+106n2+338n+336){4221 
-20(5n3-49n2+162n-168){3321+2(3n4-26n3+77n2-186n){5131 
+15(n4-12n3+69n2-118n){4211!+20(3n3-25n2+64n+28){33111
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+60(n3-5n2+8n-14){322l}+15(n4-16n3+107n2-324n-525){24V 
-5(3n3-31n2+142n-84){414}-20(n3-2n2-n+42){3213}
+30(-3n2+9n+14){2311 }+20(n2-7n+28){315l+15(n2+7n-28){22!4} 
-20n{216}+5{l8}]
h53 = Jj8)r-(n6-lln5+57n4-109n3+182n2-120n){83+8(n5-lln4+57n3
n
-109n2-120){711+(3n5-14n4-7n3+554n2-2576n+3360){62}
+(n6-19n5+169n4-693n3+886n2+2633n-6720){53l+5(n5-15n4+85n3
-141n 2-266n+840){44Vf-(-31n4+322n3-1589n2+2499n-25 20) {611}
-3(n5-i3n4+i41n3-707n2+1994n-2520){521}-5ln5-lln4+49n3-13n2
-242n+504){431}-15(n4-12n3+89n2-354n+504){422}+lO(-n4+2n3+49n2
-298n+504){3321+2(n4-18n3-181n2+882n-504){513Vf-15( n4-10n3
+71n2-182n+lo8){4211}+10(n4-10n3+47n2-62n+56) {3311}
+120(n3-7n2+20n-28){3221}+30(3n2-23n+42){24l-10(n3-3n2+8n+84)
• {414}-40(n3-6n2+31n-42){3213)-60{3n2-15n+14){23121
+8(3n2-15n+70){315 VK30(n2+3n-14){22l41-32n{216 3+8{l8 ]]
h44 = \s) r(-n6+lln5-63n4+145n3-248n2+156n) {83+8(n5-lln4+63n3
n
-145n?'+ 248n+l56) {71 }+4 (13n4-124n3+5 27n 2-1148n+109 2) {6 21
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+8(n5-14n4+93n3-346n2-854n-1292){53}+(n6-19n5+55n4-217n3
+2440n 2-9 70 4n+5 460){44}+4(-7n4+64n3-317n2-488n-588){611)
+24(-n4+n3+31n2-181n+294){5211+8(-n5+14n4-81n3+148n2+34n-294){4311
+6(-2n4+17n3-130n2+661n-1176){422l-16(n4-7n3+2n2+118n+546){3321
+24(3n3-22n2+85n-42){513l+12(n4-7n3-59n2-173n+210){4212)
+16(n4-13n3+74n2-146n+84){32l2}+72(2n3-15n2-46n-63){322ll
+27{4n2-32n+63){24l-6(n3-8n2-51n+252){414l-48(n3-7n2+39n-63)
{3213)-108(2n2-lln+14){2312l+24(n2-4n+2l){315}+18(2n2+4n-2l)
{22l4}-36n{216}+9{l8}]
h422 = T8) r2(n5-7n4+29n3-53n2+30n){8}-16(n4-7n3+29n2-53n+30){71} 
n
-2(n5-14n4+117n3-508n2+1064n-840){62l-4(5n4-62n3+335n2-854n 
+840){53)+(-n5+n4-93n3+377n2-3766n+5460){42l+2(n4+14n3-79n2 
+304n-420){611}+12(n4-9n3+55n2-173n+210){521l+4(2n4-9n3 
+8n2+89n-210) {431}+{n5-19n4+194n3-1004n2+2538n-252C)) {4221 
+4(2n4-25n3+141n2-338n+420){332}-4(3n3-4n2+31n-42){5131 
-2(n4+2n3+32n2-155n+210){4211}-4(6n3-43n2+157n-210){33111 
-4(n4-7n3+54n2-158n+210){3221}-3(2n3-21n2+79n-105){24)
+ (n3+17n2+12n) {414l+8(n3+2n2-3n+20) {3211 }+6(n3-3n2+2n) {23121
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-4(n2+5n){315}-15(n2-n){22141+I2n{216}-3{18}] 
i ' v
[2(n5-4n4+lln3-20n2+12n) {3}-16(n4-4n3+lln2-20n+12) {7l} 
-(n5-5n3-96n2+532n-672){62}-2(n5-lln4+61n3-101n2-238n+672){53} 
-2(4n4-31n3+65n2+112n-420){42}+(n4+56n3-229n2+520n-558){611} 
+6(2n4-lln3+56n2-197n+294){521 }+2(5n4-23n3+57n2+15n-294){431} 
+3(2n4-7n3-57n2+380n-588){422'!+(n5-12n4+63n3-52n2-536n+1176) {322} 
-2(5n3+34n2-117n+126){513]-3(19n3-92n2+223n-210){4/11} 
-(n4+8n3-29n2+176n-476){3212}-6(n4-8n3+49n2-166n+224){3221} 
-3(3n3-33n2+128n-168){24}+(41n2-53n+42){4143+2(5n3+14n2-17n-42) 
{3213} +3(3n3-12n2+15n+14){23l2}-4(n2+lln-14){3151 
-3(7n2-lln+14){2214}+I6n{216}-4{18}]
“"{■g) r-6(n4-6n3+lln2-6n) {8}+48(n3-6n2+lln-6) {71 }+8(n4-l2n3 
n
I
+62n2-147n+126) {62}+48(n3-10n2+35n-42) {53}-3(n4-14n3+95n2 
-322n+420){44}-8(n3+9n2-64n+84){611}-48(n3-9n2+32n-42){5211 
-24(n3-4n2-5n+28){431}-6(n4-16n3+104n2-305n+336){422} 
-8(3n3-33n2+128n-168){3321+48(n2-3n) {513l+13(n3-3n2+2n.) {4211} 
+8(9n2-57n+98){3311}+24(n3-10n2+38n-49){3221}+(n4-18n3+l25n2
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-384n+44l){2 4}-6(n2+7n-28){414}-16(3n2-14n+2l){3213} 
-4(n3-9n2+35n-42){23l2l+8(3n-7) {315 }+6(n2-3n+7) {22l S  
-4n{216}+{l8}]
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CHAPTER IV 
PRODUCTS OF GENERALIZED h-STATISTICS
In the previous chapter, we introduce generalized h-statistics and
develop certain relations of these with other symmetric functions such as
symmetric means, unrestricted sums, etc. Further, as for polykays, Tukey
(1950), we have
E.T (h ) = H
N rs ... rs ... ,
where E denotes the expectation over the finite population and H isiN IT S • • •
the same function of the population as h is of the sample. Thus, toITS • • •
determine the moment coefficients of the sampling distribution of h-statis­
tics we need to express powers and products of generalized h-statistics as 
linear combination of the same. For example, suppose we require the third 
moment of hj, , which we denote by B(2 ). Then
B ( 23)  -  En  (h  -  H )3
= E„ (h  ^ - 3h* H2 + 3 h ^  - H| ) .
o p
Now, to take expectations we need to express h^  and h a s  linear function
of h and use E_T(h ) = H . If N + “ , H is replaced
rs ... , N rs... rs... rs...
by v>r jig...... In a similar manner the problem of estimation is tackled
by expressing non-linear functions of H's as linear functions and then by
replacing H by h
rs •«• ro••*
146
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Here our aim may be achieved by considering three different 
methods of multiplication of generalized h-statistics:
(a) Direct method,
(b) Method using ordered partitions,
(c) Combinatorial method.
We consider these methods below:
4.1 Direct Method
This method can be described in the following three steps:
(i) Express each generalized h-statistic in terms of angle brackets 
(symmetric means).
(ii) Multiply out the angle brackets, Tukey (1956).
(iii) Convert the resulting angle brackets back to generalized
h-statistics.
Some details of this method, when patterns are used, are given in chapter I, 
We illustrate this method by considering the multiplication of 
h21 with h2 . Using Table 10, we have
h 21 h 2 = [<21> - <111>] [<2> - <11>]
- <21> <2> - <111> <2> - <21> <11> + <111> <11>
= —  <221> + - <32> .+ - <41> - —  <2111> - - <311 >
n n n n n
-- y5nt^  <2111> -  <221> - <311>n(n-l) n(n-l) n(n-l)
2 , n2-7n+12 . 6(n-3) ,,—  r-r- <32> + ---------=-r- <111]1>+ — ; rr <2111 >
- n(n-l) n(n-l) n(n-l)
— 7— 7T <221> n(n-1)
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21 . n-3 5n-7 . n -5n+12—■ <41 > + t— r\ <32 > - — t r\ <311 > + — 7 rr  <221 >n n(n~l) n(n-l) n(n-l)
2n2-15n+27 _ , n 2-7n+12„ ---- -— _ _  <2 1 1 1> + — 7— -r—  <11111 > .
n(n~l) n(n-l)
Again using Table 10, we get,
h 21h 2 = n  [h 41 +  ^h 311 +  6tl2111 +  h lllll]
"^nX n^ l) £ h 32 + h 311 +  3 h 221 +  <4h2111 +  h l l l l l l  
“ 72=T% fh + 3h + h 1n(n-l) L  311 2111 11111]
, n 2-5n+12 r -1
n(n-l) [ 2 2 1  2111 +  h l l i n J
n(n-l) [h2 1 H  + hllHll
2n2-15n+27
, n2-7n+12 
+ n(n-l) h n n ]
-  h + h + n2 ,2 n t < - hn 41 n(n-l) 32 n(n-l) 221
In the corresponding method for polykays, Tukey (1956) showed 
that,"When a bracket with g unit parts is written in terms of polykays, 
only polykays with at least g unit parts appear and vice versa." Tukey 
used the notation 0(1®) for an arbitrary set of terms each of which, when 
expanded linearly in brackets or polykays, contains at least g unit parts.
Now, using the properties of o-multiplication, it follows immediately 
that any generalized, h-statistic of any weight can be expanded linearly
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in terms of polykays and vice versa, having the same number of unit parts 
on both sides (see, Table 11). Hence Tukey*s rule of "modulo unit parts" 
is also true for generalized h-statistics. Thus, for example
h3h2 =[<3> - 3<21> + 2<11 l'J [<2> - <11>]
*= <3> <2> - 3<21> <2> + 2<111> < 2 >  - <3> <11>
+ 3<21> <11> - 2 <111> <11>
- t [ <5> +  s r <32>]  - 3 [ i  <32> +  0(1)]
+ [o(l>] - [oci)] + 3 [ <32> + 0(1)]
- [ocijj
2
1 c . n -5n+10 „„ ,
-  —  <5> +  t— 7T- <32> + 0(1)n n(n-l)
i  [ h 5 +  o ( i ) ]
+ [h 32 + 0(1)]+ 0(1)
_ 1_ ' n 2-5n+10 ,
n 5 n(n-l) h 32
which is the same result as we would get without using the above rule.
A considerable amount of computational work is saved by the 
application of this rule.
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4.2 Multiplication Using Ordered Partitions
Carney (1970), proposed a method for multiplying polykays using 
ordered partitions. Here we develop a method, using ordered partitions, 
for multiplying generalized h-statistics, i.e., for expressing the powers 
and products of generalized h-statistics as linear combinations of such 
statistics.
where summation extends over all the ordered partitions of which a is an
the unrestricted sums and power product sums of degree m respectively, then
where A is a non-singular upper triangular matrix, with its elements
= 0, otherwise.
Let <a> denote the vector of all the m ^  degree symmetric means, then
Let a be an ordered partition of weight m. Let, as before, {} 
and £3 denote the unrestricted sum and the power product sum respectively. 
Then, we have
ordered subpartition, {a} and [a] are the m degree unrestricted sum and 
power product sum respectively. Thus, If {a} and [a] are the vectors of -all
t
{a} = A [a"] (4.1)
. _ j iif a < aV
<a> = N * [aj (4.2)
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/ » / 1\ \ j
where N Is a diagonal matrix with n ^  « n  ^ , 4> C<x ) equal to the
number o£ distinct symbols in a^ .
Combining (3.12), (4.1) and (4.2), we get
, .* -1
(a) = A <a>
= A"1 n”1{a}
= A"1 N"1 (A,)"1{a}
* (a 'n A)-1 {a}
= P_1{a} (4.3)
t
where P =A NA.
Equation (4.3) expresses the generalized h-statistics in terms of 
unrestricted sums.
Let be the ordered partitions of weight m^ and m^ res­
pectively. Let {ctj} 8 («2} = {6} . Then
Theorem 4.1 (a,) 8 (a„) = (P , 8 P„ ) P (a) , where (a) is the
----------------------------  ~  2 -2. i i o
* . * _i * *A / ~. \ /t% A A  T% -r> / -A 1.----  /
6
vector of distinct generalized h-statistics of degree m 1 + m 2, Pg is a
submatrix of the matrix P,({a} = P (a) )with rows corresponding to B.
Proof:- By using one of the properties of Kronecker products (see, 
appendix I), i.e.,
(AB 8 CD) = (A 8 C)(B 8 D) and {a } 8 {a } = (B> ,
the result of the theorem follows immediately.
•fs ~ i
The above theorem can easily be generalized. Let (otj) , ... >(<?n) 
denote the generalized h-statistics of degree m , m2,..., m^. Let (a)' be
the vector of distinct generalized h-statistics of degree m +m + ...+m .j. z n
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Let
{a } a {a } a ,.. .8 {a } « {6}-1 -1 ~n
Then
(a1) 8 ...fi (an)
*
a p"1) Co).n p
*
P
We present an illustration of the above method.
4.2.1 Illustration
In order to compare the above method with the corresponding 
method for polykays we consider triple products of generalized h-statistics 
of weight 6. This is a problem similar to the one considered for polykays 
in chapter 2.
A
and
Note that P .^  (i = 1. 2, 3) is the same as M.^ in sec. 2.3.3.
l ’ ’ l
Obviously 112233
= a, a Cl a a
112234
112344
112345
~1 ~2 ~ 3 123344
123345
123455
123456
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and
p " 1 a  p ; 1 a p - 1 -
n (n-l)>
-n -n -n n -n ' n n 1
-IX n n -n IX -n -1 1
-n n n -n n. -1 -n 1
n -n -n n -1 1 1 -1
-n n n -1 n -n -n 1
n -n -1 1 -n n 1 -1
n -1 -n 1 -n 1 n -1
1
V
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
J
Let PQ be the submatrix of P with rows corresponding to 3. Then from
p
the above theorem, we have
n2 11 
h2hll
h2hll
h2h 
2 11
h h2 
2 11
v L
111
= (Pj1 a p2x a p" 1 ) x p^ (§) ,
Now retaining in the left hand side column vector only distinct products of 
generalized h-statistics and the corresponding rows in the matrix
p " 1 a p ' 1
_1 '
P3 ( =P , say), we get
f■ZiL " n3 -n2 -n2 n -n2 n n -1
^ hn 1
-n2 n2 n -n n -n -1 1
n3 (n-1)3 n -n -n n -1 1 1 -1
?i3i J
1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
J
x PQ (3)'
(4.4)
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where P. is 
p
r
n  6n 3(n2-n) 0 Sn^lln 12(n 2-!) n 3-3n2+2n lPn^Sn 3n3+9n2-12n 3n3-f-12n2 n 3
n 2n2+4n 3(n2-n) 2(n2—n) n 3t-10n2+4n 4n +12n -16n n -3n +2n
n. 2n2+4n 3(n2-n) 2(n2-n) n 3+10n2+4n 4n3+12n2-16n n3-3n2+2n
8n3+12n2 n \ 9 n 3+2n2-12n 2nlt+13ti3 n**
8n3+12n2 n't+9n3+2n2-12n 2nVl3n3 n1*
n 4n2+2n 7(n2-n) 4(n2-n) 6n3+9n2 , 16n3+4n2-20n 3n3-9n2+6n 4n3+16n 6^-18^+! 2n2 n 5+14ni* n5
n 2n2+4n 3(n2-n) 2(n2-n) n3+10n2+4n 4n3+12n2-16n n -3n2+2n 8n3+12n2 n*f+9n3+2n2-12n 2nVl3n3
n 4n2+2n 7(n2-n) 4(n2-n) 6n3+9n2 16n3+4n2-20n 3n3-9n2+6n 4n*f+16n3 6nlt-18n3+12n2 n5+14n** n5
3 2
n 4n2+2n 7(n2-n) 4(n2-n) 6n +9n
n 6n2 15(n2-n) 10(n2-n) 15n"
16n3+4n2-20n 3n3-9n2+6n 4ntt+16n3 6nlf-18n3+12n2 n^+Mn**
60(n3-n2) 15n3-45n2+30n 20^ 45(n4-n3)
5 615n n
Note here that P r is the same as M* in sec 2.3.3 while Pg is different from Mg.
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Let p be the matrix obtained from P after retaining only those
e
rows which correspond to the distinct products of generalized h-statistics, 
i.e., retaining lSt, 2n<*, 4^  ancj S^rows. Let (P^ ® P ^ -® ^ 3^
matrix obtained from P by adding together the 2
., .th cth ^th ,
the 4 , 6  , 7  columns,1 .e.,
-1 -1 -1 *
(p  a  p a p ) =
1 2 3
nd _rd cth . ,
3 , 5  columns and
Thus from (4.4), we have 
.3
h2hll
11
n3 (n-1) 3
n3 -3n2 3n -1
-n2 n2 +2n -(2n+l) 1
n -(2n+l) n+2 -1
-1 3 -3 1
n3 -3n2 3n -1
-n2 n2 +2n -(2n+l) 1
n ~(2n+l) n+2 -1
-1 3 -3 1
* * 
P (g)
r2 0 3(n2-2rrt-5)rs -2(3nz-6o+5)s2 0 0 (n‘*-5n3+15n2-33n+30)s2 0 0
0 2r2 -8rs 2(n2-2n+3)s2 r 4(n2-4it+5)rs -4(n2-5n+6)a2 0 (n2-2n+3)s
0 0 -'•a2 4r2 8(n-3)ra 2(n2-7»fl0)a2 4r 4(n2-3n+3)ra
0 0 0 4s2 0 24rs 8(n-2)a2 8r2 6(5n-4)ra
where r 
, 3
h2h ll
1 a 1—  and s =  t rrn n(n-l)
. Hence, we have
= r2hg + 3(n2-2n+5)rsh(t2“2(3n2-6n+5)s2h 33+(ni+-5n3+15n2-33+30)s2h222> 
= 2r2h 5 1-8rsh^2+2 (n2-2n+3)s2h3^>rhiti3+4 (n -4n+5)rsh32i 
-4(n 2-5n+6)s ^h + (n 2-2n+3)sh,
222 221:
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h2hll * ^rshit2-4s2h33+4r2hlfll+8Cn-3)rsh321+2(n2-7n+10)s2h222
+4rh +4(n -5n+3) rsh -f-h. ,
3111 2211 21111 *
hjj ■ 4s2h 33+24rsh321+8(n-2)s2h222+8r2h 31 j 1+6(-5n-.4.) rsh2211+12rh21 j
Comparing this example with the corresponding example for k-statis-
—1 —1 ™1 *tics (sec. 2.3.3), we note that the matrices (Pj 8 P2 8 P 3 ) and 
-1 -1 -1 *
(M, 8 M B M, ) are the same while P. and M are different. Matrices
1 2  3 3 p
x x
P and M are same due to the fact that y2 = <2 i.e., h2 = k2. However
if we consider the multiplication h h h and k k k , where p > 3,or
r p q r  p q r  r
i i
q > 3 or r > 3, P and M and consequently P • and M^ will also be
different.
4.3 - Combinatorial Method for Multiplication of Generalized h-statistics
Two methods for multiplication of generalized h-statistics are
presented in previous sections. Here we consider a combinatorial method
similar to the one for generalized k-statistics developed by Dwyer and
Tracy (1962, 1964) and Tracy (1963). An advantage of the combinatorial
method over the other two methods is that it enables us to formulate
general expressions for h h ' h  h , h  h ,  etc.
6 P1P 2* • • *2* P 1P2-" 21 P iP 2‘”  3
In the combinatorial method we deal mainly with patterns (see, def. 
4.5 below) and most of the patterns which do not vanish for polykays, 
vanish for generalized h-statistics (see, Rule 1). Accordingly we find that 
only a few rules corresponding to rules for the combinatorial method for 
products of polykays are sufficient for the combinatorial method for products 
of generalized h-statistics.
We examine the notations and the terminology.
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*
4.3.1 Notation and Terminology
We use a notation and terminology, in general, as the one used by 
Dwyer and Tracy (1962, 1964) and Tracy (1963).
Definition 4.1 A bipartition is defined as an array consisting of two 
columns. For example,
2 4  5 3  3 0  3 1  3 2 . . .  etc.
1 1 3 1 0 4 0 2
1 2  1 1 2  0 
3 1 1 1
1 3
Now, let P represent any partition p ... p of p and Q be any
1 TT
1
partition q ... q of q. Let P and Q be the particular partitions obtained by 
1 I J
partitioning one or more p.'s and q.'s respectively of p and q.
Definition 4.2 An admissible bipartition is defined as a bipartition
formed by placing PT in one column and Q in the other. For example :
Let us consider the multiplication of h and h^ (Table IB). In
this example the bipartitions 3 2, 3 0 are not admissible since 3 in
0 2
the first column is not a partition of 21. All bipartitions numbered from (1) 
to (12) in Table IB are admissible bipartitions.
Definition 4.3 A c -  bipartition is a bipartition obtained by combining
the rows of any sdmissible bipartition provided the bipartition so obtained
£
In spite of the fact that simple examples are given at various places, 
it is helpful if the reader first reads certain pertinent sections of Dwyer 
and Tracy (1962, 1964) and Tracy (1963).
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Is also an admissible bipartition, f o r  example;
In Table IB, bipartitions Gl), (;2)’ and ( 3 ) have no c - bipartition 
since no bipartition obtained by combining the rows of either (1) or (2) 
or (3) is admissible. In this table bipartitions (4), (5), ... , (12) have 
c " bipartitions.
Let r^ and s^  be the number of parts of the partition p^ and 
respectively. Let P be the total number of rows in a bipartition. Then the 
n - coefficient for such a bipartition is defined as
, .Kri-lHKs.-l) (p)
n coefficient = ----- — r------. v-----  - (4.5)
n 1 n J
Definition 4.4 The bipartition function is a function of n which is
obtained by adding the n - coefficients for the bipartition and for all its
c - bipartitions. For example,
The bipartition function for (1) (Table IB) is (—) (— rrv).
n (2)
(2) 1' _ _  since (1) has no c - bipartition. The bipartition function for 
(4) is
(l/n)(l/n<2))n(2) -(l/n(2))(l/n(2))n(2) -(l/n(2))(l/n(2))n(2) = 0
since (4) has two c r bipartitions i.e. bipartitions obtained by combining 
1st, 3rc* and 2n<\  3r<^ rows. In a similar manner we can determine the 
bipartition functions for other bipartitions.
Definition 4.5 A pattern may be defined as a generalized bipartition in 
which the positions of specific partitions of the P^. and Qj are fixed 
though rows or columns may be interchanged. Thus, for example
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(a) Cb)
Pi S i
0
*2
P21 q!2 pl
0
P22 q2 P21 q21
P22 q22
are patterns and other equivalent patterns are obtained by interchanging 
rows or columns ,
Definition 4.6 A c -  pattern (conditional amalgamation) is a pattern 
obtained by admissible combination of the rows. Thus in the above example 
(a) has no c - pattern while (b) has c - patterns provided either p^ = 1 
and/or q = 1.
Remark The bipartition function, obtained in case of a pattern, is 
called a pattern function.
Definition 4.7 A separation coefficient (transformation coefficient) is 
the number of ways a c - pattern can be separated into a particular pattern 
(Separate; Fisher, 1928).
Example In table IB, pattern 4 is a "separate" of pattern 1 and pattern 
1 is a c - pattern of pattern 4.
Definition 4.8 An extended pattern is a pattern which is extended by a row 
containing a single non-zero entry p^ or , where or is not a proper 
part. The pattern itself is called an initial pattern,
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e.g.
Let
00
1 2
3 1
2 2
(b)
1 2
3 1
2 2
0 4
; then (b) is an extended 
pattern of (a) and
the pattern .(a) itself is an initial pattern. Note that 4 in the last row Qf 
pattern (b) is not a proper part.
Definition 4.9 Patterns are said to be equivalent (similar) whenever 
the various groups of the partition parts correspond in location ( see,
Tracy (1963), p. 31). For example,
the patterns
5 2
1 1 
4 2
4 1
1 1 
1 1
4 2
in the expansion of hg^h,.
and the patterns
6
1
6
3
1
3
5 
1 
1
6
2
1
1
3
in the expansion of b ^ h ^
are equivalent respectively.
In the following section, we consider some rules which are helpful 
in expressing products of generalized h-statistics as a linear combination 
of such statistics, using a combinatorial method. For these rules familiarity 
with similar rules for k-statistics, Dwyer and Tracy (1962, 1964), Tracy 
(1963), is most helpful.
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4,3.2 Certain Rules for Combinatorial Method for Generalized h-statistics
Rule 1. Pattern Rule. Every pattern in which any p ., q ... is partitioned
i J»
with two or more parts greater than the unit part is to be ignored.
This rule follows directly from (3.3), since, when two or more parts 
of any p^, q^ ... are greater than unit part , then n = 0.
It may be noted that this rule does not hold for polykays.
Example. ~ Let us consider the multiplication kgk^ (Kendall and Stuart,
A
1958^p. 284) and h^h^ . In the case of k-statistics, the patterns with
column totals 6,2,2 and row totals 4,4,2 which do not vanish are
2 1 1 2 1 1 .3 1 0 2 1 1 3 0 1 3 1 1
2 1 1 , 3 1 0 , 2 1 1 , 3 0 1 , 2 1 1 , 2 0 1
2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
3 0 1
and 3 1 0 .
0 1 1
In the case of h-statisrics all these patterns vanish, since 6 has been 
partitioned with two parts which are greater than the unit part.
Rule 2. Rule of c - Patterns. Corresponding to any pattern there exists 
c - pattern(s) only if the number of entries, which are greater than the 
unit part, in the marginal column is not reduced by combining the rows. 
Thus, for example, denoting by P > fcbe pattern
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I 1
p ^ 1  , where ^  ~  p ^ j  p^, p2 > 2,
P °
2
and Qj = 2 has no c - pattern.
Again , there is no such rule for polykays. In the case of-polykays the 
above pattern has a c - pattern.
Rule 3. General Rule of Pattern Function. The pattern function of a 
pattern is obtained by adding n - coefficients of the pattern and of each 
of its c - patterns.
This rule can be established by eliminating the effect of the 
combinatorial coefficients. This is achieved by using distinct units, as 
by doing so each of the combinatorial coefficient becomes unity. However, 
it may be noted that the formula coefficients remain unaffected as they 
are fixed for each pattern.
P P • 1 2
r . -1
= £ n {(-1) 1 n. C ( p j } < PT>
where r^ is the number of parts of the partition p_^ . Thus
r.-l s.-l
h h = £ n {  ( - 1 )  1 ( - 1 )  2 . . . n . n ___ c ( p . ) c ( q . ) . . . }
p p ... H  .•• ■ 1 j 1 i
1 2  1 2  ± ai>j »• • •
where <P Q ...> is the symmetric mean corresponding to the pattern P
X J X J
r^, nj» ••• are coefficients corresponding to the partitions p^, q_.,.. . . 
With the use of distinct units, combinatorial coefficients are eliminated, 
since each of them then becomes unity and also the separation coefficient
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for each combination is unity, Thus the pattern function is simply the 
sum of n - coefficients for the pattern and for each of its c - patterns.
For illustrations,see Table 3B.
This rule corresponds to the "Rule of Algebraic Coefficients" 
for polykays (see Tracy,1963, p. 30).
Rule 4. Rule of Proper Unit Part. The pattern function for every pattern 
in which there is at least one row with a proper unit part alone is zero.
To establish this rule we need to consider three different possible
cases
Case I. When each part of p. is equal to unity
(i) Consider a pattern with a proper part p^,r+  ^ (=1) of p^ (=r+l)
appearing alone in a row. Let the other entries in this column consist of
the remaining r parts, Pj^j p£2} ^ir* eac^ eclual to unity, p zero and
1
q other non-zero entries. Let N be the product of factors (-1) n for
(P)
all but this column, where p is the number of non-zero entries in a column,
q ==Hri. where n. corresponds to t. in that column and (i) p. = t. -1 if each 
1 X 1  1 1
part of t^ is a unit part, (ii) = 1 if there is only one part which is
greater than a unit part, (iii) = 0 if there are two or more parts of t^
which are greater than a unit part.
Thus, the contribution to the pattern function 
from this pattern is
n
(-1) r- (r+p+q+1) , N „
7— ;— rrr . n n (p......   t1) N(r+q+1) vtii’ ■ i,r+l
<P) w= (-1) r(pjL1,...,pi (n-r-q-1) N.
ol
:
' P
o.
x '
• q
X -
?il
•
•
:i2
pir
-L____
D .“ 1,r+l
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Now, we consider the contribution from its c - patterns.
(ii) p c - patterns are obtained when one of the p zero entries of this 
colymn is replaced by the proper unit p a r t r e s u l t i n g  by adding that 
row to each one of the p rows having zero entry in this column. As above 
the contribution of each of such c - patterns is
(-l)r r(pii, ---   Pi>r+1) (n - r - q - l/p_V
Thus, for p such c - patterns, the contribution is
(-l)r r-p(pil, ... , pi>r+1)Cn ~ r - q - l/p- N^.
(iii) r c - patterns result form adding that row to the one having a part 
p ^  (j = 1,2, ... , r) in this column. Then the pattern function for such 
a c - pattern is
since n= 1 and (P1>r+1 , PI r  ) ( p ^ ......Pir + Pljr+1 ) - (p± ^  •. • ,P± r+1>
Note that here n = 1, as exactly one part becomes 2(>1).
Therefore, contribution of all such c - patterns is
(-I)1"1 r(p±1 Pi} r+1) (n - r - q)(p)N.
Thus the total contribution is
(-l)rr(pi:i, ...,Pi r+1) (n-r-q-l/P“^N [ (n-r-q-p)+p-(n-r-q) ] =0 .
Thus the pattern function in this case is zero.
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Case II. Where exactly one part of Is greater than unity . Let us 
again consider a pattern in which there is at least one row with a proper 
unit part occur:*-nS alone, and other entries in this column consist
of remaining r parts (one of which is >1), p zero and q other non-zero 
entries. Considering N as in Case I, the contribution to the pattern 
function of this pattern is
(~l)r (r+p+q+1) , .
n(r+q+l) n (Pi^-*-» Pi»r+1 )N
since n = 1
- <-l)r (Pl .... plit+1) ( n _ r _ q _ ! , (P-l)
By considering the c - patterns, as in (ii) of case I, we have the 
contribution
(-l)r p (px , Pi>r+1 ) (n-r-q-1)(P_1)N.
Further, it is interesting to note that in this case there is only one 
c - pattern corresponding to the second kind of combination ((iii), Case I), 
i.e., by adding that row to the row containing the part which is greater 
than unity. When we add that row to the other rows,1 we get two parts 
greater than unity, so that n = 0. Thus, the contribution due to this c- 
patterrt is
(-l)r"1(p± ,^ ..., PiJr+1 ) (n-r-q) ^ N .
Therefore, the total contribution to the pattern function is
(-r)r(pi ,^ r+1 .) (b-r-q-l)p-1N((n-r-q-p)+p-(n-r-q)) = 0.
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Thus again the pattern function is zero.
Case III. Where there is more than one non-unit part. This case is 
trivially true since in each case n = 0, Thus the pattern function is 
zero.
Remark: This rule is a special case of the corresponding rule "Rule of
proper parts", (Dwyer and Tracy, (1962)), for k-statistics. In the above 
case the pattern function is zero only if the proper part, appearing above 
in a row, is a unit part while in case of k-statistics it is true whenever 
such a part (part appearing•alone in a row) is a proper part.
Rule 5. Rule for Extended Patterns . The pattern function of an extended 
pattern is the same as that of the initial pattern. This rule can be 
established as follows.
Consider an initial pattern extended by a row containing a single
p. = 1 which is not a proper part. Let the column having this entry have
1 (-l)13" ^p zero and q other non-zero entries. Let M denote the product of------ —
n ' '
for all but this particular column. The contribution of this pattern and its 
p c-patterns, resulting from adding that row to rows containing zero entry 
in this column, but not of the c-patterns of the initial ones, is
M 1 (p + q + D  , _ M 1 (p + q ) _ M _ J   (p+q)
M (q+1) n +P'M (q+1) n " M (q) n
n n n
which is the same as that of the initial pattern. Since this equality 
holds for every c-pattern of the initial pattern, the two pattern functions 
are the same. The argument applies even when more rows, each containing 
a unit part which is not a proper unit part, are attached.
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Rule 6. Rule for Column-Bordered Blocks , The pattern function of a
pattern A C .  0 consisting of two blocks A and B connected by a column 
0 ■«£ B.
C, whose parts associated with the two blocks are denoted by C. and C„, is
A B
given by the following rule.
When no part of any p^ occuring in appears in and vice versa
and none of the entries in C is zero, the pattern function is the product
of the pattern function for the blocks AC., and C „ B.
A B
.The rule follows immediately from the fact that such a pattern has
no c-patterns and the coefficients of two blocks A C. and C„ B are inde-A B
pendent of each other.
Note that if at least one entry in column C is zero, the rule 
does not hold. For example:
Consider the pattern
2 1 0
CM 0 0
0 2 i]
in the expansion of h„„h h,, 
*  . 22 21 1
Clearly by the above rule its pattern function is 1/n whereas its actual
xi 2
pattern function is -- :---- .
n2(n-l)
Rule 7. Equivalent Patterns Rule. The pattern functions for all equivalent 
patterns (Def. 4.9) are identical and equal to the pattern function.
t
This rule is obviously true since equivalent patterns have the same 
n-coefficient and similar c-patterns.
For example;
5' 2 6 3
the patterns 1 1 and 1 1 in the expansion of hgl+h32
4 2 6 . 3
and hygh^respectively have n-coefficient r^n-iy(n'"2) an<^  not
have any c-patterns.
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4.3,2.1 Rules Not Applicable for h-statistics . It may be noted that the 
following rules (Tracy (1963), Dwyer and Tracy(1964)) are applicable in 
k-statistics but do not hold for h-statistics:
(i) Rule for augmented patterns^
(ii) Blocks rule,
(iii) Rule for column-bordered blocks (cf. rule 6), when at least one
entry in column C is zero,
(iv) Rule for row-bordered blocks.
These rules would be meaningful only for triple or higher products 
of generalized h-statistics. From Rule 2, it follows that corresponding to 
any pattern we have c-pattern(s) only when there is a row (rows) with a 
single unit part. For example, consider the patterns
(a) (b)
3 2 1 3 2 1
2 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 , 1 0 1
in the expansion of ^ h ^ h  ^ en> Pattern (a) has a c-pattern while
pattern (b.) does not. Further, if the single unit part in a row is a 
proper unit part, then, by Rule 4, such pattern(s) is to be ignored. If it 
is not a proper unit part then by Rule 5, such row(s) may be removed and 
the pattern function may be sought by obtaining the pattern function for 
the rest of the pattern (initial pattern).
Thus, the patterns to be covered by these rules either do not have 
c-patterns or they can be reduced to patterns that do not have c-patterns. 
Although the above rules do not hold , the pattern function can be easily 
obtained without devising any further rules, since there are no c-patterns.
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4.3.3. Some General Formulae for Multiplication of h-statistics
In order to develop some general formulae for multiplying 
h-statistics we first consider certain examples i.e., h h,,
Pi p2 i
h h0, h h„ and then apply to them the rules of the previous 
P1P2 P1P2 3 
section, where p^, P2 > 2.
Thus,
\ p2hl “ [<plp2>-(lpn )<lpllp2> ' (lp21)< pllp21> +  (lPlX)
(1P21) <11P1]LP21> + (llpi2) <11P12P2> +(llp22)
< 11P22P1> + . . . ] <1>
where P21 5 p22’ * ' ' denote I*!”1, pl~2’ p2-1’ P 2~2’ ’ * *
respectively and (lp2j_)> • • • etc* > denote the patition
coefficients corresponding to the partitions 1 >P^^ °f P-^ j ^ ,p21 p2 ’ ’ * ’
etc. respectively.
Now using rule 4, the only bracket products producing patterns with
non-vanishing pattern function are given by
<P]P2> <!> - l^pii^  < lpn p2> <l> " l^p21^  < Pllp21> <1>'
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TABLE 13. Combinatorial Method For h h, 
---------  PXP2 X
PATTERN NO. 1 2 3 4
P1 1 p l  0 1 1
1 1
PATTERNS p 2 o P2 o h i  0 Px o
0  1
O
CM
tu
h i  0
PATTERN FUN.
1 1 J,
n n n
COMB. COEFF. 1 1 (1P1)=P1 (lp2)=P2
1 pl p2
h-COEFF. 1
n n n
If p^ = 2, the contribution of pattern number 3 to the h-coefficient 
is zero, because then there will be a c-pattern and = 1«
Similarly if p^ = 2, contribution of pattern number 4 to the h-ccefficient 
is zero.
Thus, from table 13, we have
1 . P i
hplp2hl ~ ^ P1P2’ ° + 10’ ° + hplp2’ ° + 00; 1 " nhpllp2 Ji+O0;1
■ - ^  h
n PxP2i > 1 + °9» 1
where the + sign in the subscript in the above equation indicates the 
sum of h's with sum of permuted subscripts. When the subscripts are 
divided by a semicolon, the + operates on the ones before the semicolon, 
and the ones after it, separately, (Dwyer and Tracy, 1962), e.g.,
h31+20 = h514Jh33’ h 115 2+11;0 = 2h222, * ’ * et°'
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1 1  P1 Thus, h h = —  h + — h ,, + h -- h
plp2 1 n pl+1,p2 n plp2+1 plp21 n pllp22
f2.
n p 1p 212 * , . (4.6)
Now we consider h h„. It may be mentioned here that the
P1P2 2
number of terms in the formulae for h h 0 for higher weights p, and
P1P2 2 1
P2 are less than those in the corresponding formulae for k-statistics,
i.e., k k„. This is so since, in the formulae for h h„, only 
plp2 2 P1P2 2
one partition corresponding to each partition of p^ and p2 is involved
£
e.g. r-part partition involved in h , is p -r,l , whereas in
P1P2 2
k-statistics there may be many.
Thus,
h ti
P1P2 2 = t<PiP2>"^pLl^<ll>llP2>"^lp21^  < pllp21> + ^1P n ^ 1P2l^
< llpllP21> + ^llpi2^<11Pl2p2> + ^llp22^
< llp22p1> + .  . . ] [ < 2 > - < l l > ] .
Now by using the rule of proper unit part, the only bracket products 
producing patterns with non vanishing pattern functions are given by
<P1P2> <2> " ( i P ^ d P ^ ^  < 2> _^1P21^<pllp2l> <2> “ <P1P2> < U >
+ (lp11)<lp11p2> <11> + (lp21)<p1lp21> <11> -(lpi;L) (lp21)
< l l p 1 1 P 2 1 > < l l >  - ( l l p 1 2 ) < l l p 1 2 p 2 > < l l >  - ( l l p 2 2 ) < l l p 22P;L> < 1 1 >  .
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Note that here separation coefficient need not be recorded since it is 
unity. By absorbing the sign and the factorial in n-coefficient, we 
have
tt(-i) 1-1 vr(-i) j-1
n-coefficient = — -----
(r) (s) 
n n
Pattern function is the sum of the n-coefficient for the pattern and 
for all its c-patterns.
It is very important to note that while combining rows, the 
number of non-unit entries in the marginal column should not be 
decreased (Rule 2).
If p^, P2 ^ 2, then the pattern 1 1 has no c-pattern.
P11 1 
P 2 0
Thus , from Table 14, we have
h h = i  h + ^  h - (lPl1  ^ h
PXP2 2 n P1P2’° + 20; 0 n P1P2’ 0 + 00» 2 n piip2 ;
^lp21^  1 
I + 00; 2 ~  hp1P21» 1 + 00; 2" r( 2) hp1p2; + H i  0
(lpn) ^lpll^
+ J 2) hlp^. ^  + U ;  0 + ”n (2) hlp2; pn +  11; 0
( (  ^ P21 ^
T 2 T  hPll. P21 + 11; 0 + n(2) hp21l; Pl + 11; 0
UPlJUp;,.) ( UPl 2^
' ---f2)-----  hll! pllp21 + U i  00 ' ~ T 2 T  hU i P12p2+ U i  00n \ n
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2(llp12)  ^ 2 ( l l p 22)
n(2) h22P12P2. " n(2) h22P22Pl‘
Example Let = 5, p^ =  4. Then from (4.6^, we have
1 1  5 4
h./h, =  —  h . +  — 'hcc + hc/, h. . „ hcoo *
54 1 n 64 n 55 541 n 442 n 532
Example Let = 4, P£ = 2# Then from ( 4. 7 ^ , we have
, , _ 1, ,1 , n-2 4 , 2___ , 8__  ,
42 2 ~ n 62 + n h44 + n h422 "n h332 " (2) h53 (2)h422n n
8 2 12
+ ~I^) h332 + ~ T 2 )  h422 " (2)" h 2222
n n n
—  h - K - r  u x l u  . n2-3n+12 , , 4(3-n)
n 62 ~(2) h53 n 44 ( 2) 422' (2) 332
n n
i ? _ h 
(2) 2222
n
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This result is the same as we get if we first convert h-statistics into 
symmetric means, (angle brackets) , multiply them,and again reconvert 
the resulting brackets into h-statistics.
Now in the same manner,we consider in Table 15 the multiplica­
tion of h by h,. We have 
PtP2 3
u u 1 u , n~2 , (ip,n h — n  ^^ ~r n ^ ^  _ — 11 n - , _ _
PXP2 3 n PXP2 + 30 n PjP2» 0-f00;3 — —  pi]P2s 1+00; 3
(lp 2i) 3 3(lpll^
h , „ - ~T~Z\ h , +
n p21pl» 1+00; 3 r( 2) P ^  + 21 n(2)
3(lp91)
+  A x ~  h,
lpll} P2+ 215 0 lp21* P1 + 215 0
3(lpu ) 3(lp21)
+ — -^2)- hlp .^ p^ + 2 U  o + n(2) hlPl; p21+ 21; 0
3(llp12) 3( IP^) (I?21)
-7 2 ) hU; p12p2+ 2 1; 00 - hUiPllP21+ 2 1; 0 0
3(llp22) 2(lpn )
' n( 2) hH; PlP22 + 21; 00 " n (3) hlPllp2+lll
2(lp21) 2(lpu )(lp21)
“71) hlP1P2i + H I  + n(3) hllp11;p21+lll; 0
2( lpn ) (lp2]J 2(llp12)
^(3) llp21» p11+lll;0 H ~~731 hllP2;p12+lll ;0
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2( llp22) 2r1(llp‘12)
+  ;^ (3J h llp^. p ^  +  1 U ;  o +  n (3) hllp125p2 +  111; o
2r2(llp22) 2(llp12)(lp21)
+ 7T X \— ~ h.n(3) llp22; Pl+lll; 0 n(3)
2(lp )(llp22)
h lll;p12p 21+111;0° n (3) h lll;pn p 22+lll; 00
2(lllp13) 2(lllp23)
h, ~n(3) 111;p13p2+lll;00 n(3)
, 3(n-2) ,
n lll;PlP 23+lll;00 " ~ [ 2 T  P2;0pi+1;20
n
3(n-2) , 3^lpil^ n^"3^
(2) V ;  Op_ + 1; 20 + • (2) hl ;pllp20+1 ;002
n 1 r2 n
3(lp21) (n-3)
+ ----- — ---  h .^ p1p210 + lj 002
n
“ h + 3  + “ h , 3 +  h - - Pll) hn Pj_ + 3, p2 n px> p2 + 3 n P ] ^ 3 n P11P2
(lp 21^ 3
n hplp2l'!f n^2^ hpl+2, Pl+1 + h p i+1» P2+2^
3(lpn n) ,
+  _ [ 2 )  [h3pn + l , p 2 +  h 2pu + 2 5 p2 + 3p2+l, PU  2p2+2,pn 3
n
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, h 1 - Sdlp.J , . 6(Up22}
2pl+2,p21 (2) 32pl2p2 32plp22
n
6(lpn )(lp21) 12(lpn )
_ T 2* h32pU p21 ' h2pll+1,p2+1
12(lp2l> , 12(lPll)(lp21)
n(3) h2Pl+l,p21+l + n(3) tl22p11+l,p21
I2(lpu )(lp21)  ^ 12(llp12)
n(3) h22P2l+1’ PU  + n (3) rrlh22p12+l,p2
12(llp22)
+h22p2+l,p12] + n (3) h^ 22p1+l,p22'fr2h22p22+l,p1^
12(llp12)(lp21) 12(llp22)(lpu )
n(3) 222p12p21 JT3] 222pn p22
12(lllp13) 12(ll1P 23)
„<3’ h222p13p2 ' n(3) h222p23pl
3in-2) 3(n-2) 3(lp11)(n-3)
n (2) P1P2+1’2 " n (2) P1+15P2+ 2 n(2) 2 2 P  l
3 U p ^ l n - 3 ^  ( 4 _ 8 )
+ - ^ 2 l  22p21pl
where (i) r. = 2 if p. = 3 , (ii) r. = 1 if p. > 3
1  1  ’  1  1
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or.(iii) Xl = 0 if p ± < 3.
In particular, if p^ = p2 = 2, then in the above case all the terms 
with subscripts pj_^ , p12> p21> p22, p ' or p23 vanish. Thus,
u h - It, . (n~2) ,______ 6___  , 6__ , 6__ ,
22 3 n 52 + n 322 " 2) h43 ~T2)h322 (2) 322
n n n
12 h 12 3(n-2) 3(n-2) .
(3) 322 (3) 322 “ .(2) 322 “ (2) n322n n n n
2. 6__ . , (n3-lln2+44n-76) ,
n 52 " (2) 43 + * it) h322’n n
which checks with the result obtained by direct method.
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Some General Product Formulae
We present below some general formulae, obtained by the combina­
torial method. In order to present these formulae in the condensed form, we 
make use of some symbolic notations, (Dwyer and Tracy, 1962). The symbol
{} represents the set of subscripts p , p , ... .We denote a set of pat-
I 2
terns in which any q, say q^, appears in a row with any element of {} by
{q^} and the set of patterns in which q_^  and q^ may appear by {q^ q^ ) etc.
The notation {} q^ q^ is used to represent extended patterns in which q^,
q. appear alone in additional rows. The notation (q.) q symbolizes the 
3 1 j
pattern with q^ in a row with an element of {} and an additional row
containing q^, Double subscripts are used to indicate parts of partitions,
e*g- Pi2* **’ *^ij are t*ie Parts partition of p^. So that
{q. q, } q. indicates a pattern in which the two parts of q. are added 
ni2 J i
concurrently to two elements of {} and arow containing q alone is attached
3
to the pattern,
P q.
*1 ll
p 0
2
p q •*3 h 2
e.g., pn 0
U q. .
Further, {p p + q. q . :} is used to denote the pattern in which two 
* *xi 12 3 1 3 2
parts of the partition p^ appear with the two parts of q ^ , the other p's
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and parts of appearing alone. Also, + : use<* to
indicate a pattern like the one above with, in addition, appearing in a
row with some p^ (k^i). Similarly ^PilPi2 + qjiqj2 : qm^ qu * * * denotes
the pattern like the previous one which is extended by rows of q's.
(2) (3)
Let r,s and t denote 1/n, 1/n and 1/n respectively. Let p 
denote the part of p^. Then we have
Table 16. General Product Formulae for Generalized h-statistics
1. hjjhj - r h{1) + h{} j - r r(lPll) h{p ;}2>
il
2. h{) h2 - r hm  + (n-a)rh{)2 - r SClPil>h{1 ;+2;}
+ 2s 21j£ O p 11)h{ +10;}2 - sh(11)
il J
-232^ t i p t o p  > h{p - 2s I(llp12) h{ }22.
il jl
3. h{) hn  - sh{u) + 2rh{1) + h{) n  - 2s Z1¥} (lpu)h(p + 10. }2
3
- 2r «lPil)l>{pii.)21 + 2s O P 11)(1P;il)h{Piip_|i.)22
+ 2s £0 1 pi2)h{p^^;}22 ,
4. h{) h3 - r[h{3} + (n-s)h{) 3 - - 3s[h{21)
+ (n-l-S) Sh{ +1;)2 - ("-“-0 E<1Pil>h{2p.1: 2}
X xl
~ E a p il)h{1pil+21;} " (lpil)h{lPj;Pil+21:}
+ 2 Z(llpi2)h{p^^;}32 + 2 x> CJ-Pj 1->tl-CpilP  ^L ; >32]
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- 2t[li5tj ^Pil>h{lpilpj+ll1:} . *
+ Clpil)h{1^ p^ ;p^ +111;}
~ 6 Ei£j#c (lpil)(lpjl)h{pilPjlpk;+100:}22
" 6 (llpi2)h{Pj+l:}22 " 6 Eri(llpi2)h{pi2+1:}22
+ 6 li?!. 1^1Pi2)ClPjl)h{pi2pji:}222 + 6E(111Pi3)h{pi3: }222^  ,
,h{} h21 = r[Cn'"0i)h{}2i " I 1^Pii)h{pii:}3iJ + s[h{12} + h{2}l
+ (n-l-g) Sh{p^+1;}2 - s a Pii)h{ipii+i2:}-i:(lpil)h{lpJ :Pil+12 
(n-3) 2(1PjL1)h{pii;}22 + 6 Zi^j a Pil)h{pllPj+10:}21
" 6 (1Pil)(1Pjl)h{pilPjl:}221 ~ 6E(llpi2)h{pi2:}22lJ
+ t [ e .^ . (1Pil)h{lpiip_+111;}
+ Z <"lpil^1:i{lp_.pk ;pil+lll:}
6 l^pi l ^ lpjl^h{pilpj1pk+100: }22
" 6 h ? 3  Cllpi2)h{pi2Pj+10:}22
+ 6 E.^ (11Pil)C1Pjl>h{pi2p ^ :}222 + 6E(lllpi3)h{pi3:}222],
h{} hlll = h{}lll + 3r[h{l}ll “ E(lpil)h{Pil: }21l] •
+ 3s[h{11}1 - 2 E±^  (1Pil)h{piip__+10: }21
+ 2 Ei^ j (lpil)(lpjl)h{pilPjl:}221 + 2 Z(llpi2)h{pi2:}22l]
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pilp;f
C1Pil)h{lpjpk;pil+lll:}
+ 6 a p ij)(lpjl)h{pilpjlp]+100:}22
+ 6 Si£j r±(I1Pi2)h{pi2pJ+10:}22
" 6 Ei?*j (llpi2)(lpjl)h{pi2Pjl:}222 ~ 6S(lllpi3)h{pi3: >222] ,
where (i) = 2 if = 3, (ii) = 1 if p^> 3 or (iii) r^ = 0 if p^ < 3,«e
is the number of p^'s (>1) in {} and 8 is the number of these p's (>1)
other than p. in (}. 
l
Using above formulae, we can write down directly the product of any 
generalized h-statistic of any order by a geneneralized h-statistic of 
order < 3 as linear combination of h's. For example,
(i) Let {} = 3,2, Then using formula 2, we get
h32h2 = h {}h2 = rh{2) + (n"2)r h{}2 " r [h{l;+2} + 3h{l;+2}7 
+ 2s [h {13flo; }2 +3h{22+10: }2] " sh{ll}
-2s [(3)(1) ^{2i;}22+ 1^^ 3)h{12; }22 ] “ 2s h { 1; >22
Now using rule of proper unit part, we have
h,0h = r h + r h, + (n-2) r h„„„ - 3rh + 2s h„_„
32 2 52 43 322 322 322
+ 6 h 322 - 2s h w
= r h + (n-3)s h^3 + (n2-6n+19)s h322 .
(ii) Again, let{} = 22, So that, using formula.' 3, we have
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h22hll " h{}hll = sh{H} + 2rh{l} + h{}ll ~ 2slh{12+10:}2 + h{21+10}2] 
" 2r[h{l:}21 + h{l:}2l] + '2sth{ll: }22 + h{ll}:22] _
The last term will not occur, since 2 cannot have a three - part partition. 
Now using rule of proper unit part, we get
h22hll = 2sh33 + 4rh321 + h2211 _2s[h‘222 + h222^
2sh33 + 4rh321 " 4sh222 + h221l’
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4.4 Specific Products Formulae for Generalized h-statistics
-P v  . '  """"   r
By using combinatorial rules and the general formulae developed in 
the previous sections, certain products formulae of h-statistics have been 
obtained and are presented below. Denote l/n,l/n^2\  1 / n ^ ,  & l / n ^  by
r, s, t & u respectively:
TABLE 17. Specific Products Formulae for Generalized h-statistics 
2n<^ order
hl *L = rh2 + hll »
3r<^ order
h2 ^  = rh3 + h2i ,
2^  ^  = r h3 4- 3rh21 + ,
h u h  - 2rh2i + hlli5
4*'^  order
h3 h2 = v\ + h31 - 3rh22 ,
2
h2 h2 = rh^ + (n -2n+3)s h22,
2 2 
h2 h2 h2 = r 1\} + 2rh33 + (n-3)r h ^  + h,22 ,
hl hl *1 hl “ r\  + + 3(n-l)r3h22 +6rh,n  + hnil ,
h2i h2 - rh31 + rh^ + h ^  ,
hg h21 = 2rh3i - 2 s h 2 2 + h2J1 ,
*11 *1 *1 — ^  *31 *22 "^* Sr^2ll ^1111 *
= 3r*211 + *1111>
2sh22 + 4rh2J1 + *i211>
hlll *i
*11 hn
_th3 order
h/+ h2 = rh5 + hUj - 4rh32
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h3h.
r h5 + (n2-5n+10)sh32,
h h2 
3 1
= A 5 + 2rhtu + (n-10)r2h32 + h3ji - 6rh21J>
h2h2hl
= r2hs + + 2(n2-4n+5)rsh32 + (n2-2n+3)s h221’
h2hlhlhl . = r h5 + 3r + 2(2n-5)r h32 + 3r + 3(n-3)r h221+ **2111 ’
hlhlhlhlhl = rlth5+5r'3hltl+10(n-l)r,+h32+10r2h3;1:1+15(n-l)r3h221+10rh2i;L1+hli;iI 1
h31hl as rh41 + r h 3z + h311 - 3r h221,
h3hll = 2rh41 ” 6s h32 + h311 " 6 rh221»
h22hl = 2r h32 + h223,
h23h2 = r + (n-3)s h32 + (n2-2n+3)s h22l ,
h h,h 
21 1 1
= r2h,_ + 3r2h + 2rh + 3(n-l)r2h + h ,41 32 311 221 2111
h2hllhl = 2r2hlt3 + 2(n-3)rs h32 + 3r h 311 + 2(n2-5n+3)rs h221+ t ^ n i ’
hlihlhlhl
= 2r3hw  + 6r3h32 + 7r2h m  + 6(2n-l)r\221+ 9r h2in + h l n n  ,
h211hl
. =
rh3ll + 2rh22i + h2111 »
h2ihll
=
2s h 32 + 2 r h 311 + 2(n-2).s h 22i + h 2ill»
h2hlll
=
3r h 3ll “6s h221 + h2111’
h h h  
111 1 1
= 3r2 h +6r2h +7rh + h , 
311 221 2111 Hill
hllhllhl 4rs h 32 + 4r2h 3il + 2(5n-4)rs h22i + 8r h211i+ hllln,
hllilhl
=
4rh2ill + hlilll’
hillhli
= 6s h221 + 6 r h2lI1 + hlllli»
6th order
h 5hl = rh6 + h51 ~ 5rh42>
1x^2 = rhg + (n2-2n+9)s h1+2 - 4rh33 - 12s h222,
h 3h3 = rhg - 3(2n-5)sh42 + (n2-2n+10)s h 33 + 3(3n2-12n+20)t h222>
W l
= r \  + 2rh + Cn-9) r \  + h - 4 r \  -8rh +I2r2h , 
6 51 42 4ll 33 321 222
h h h 
3 2 1
r 2!! 4- r h + (n2-10n+15)rsh + (n2-5n+10)rs h 
b 51 42 33
+ (n2-5n+10)s - 3(n2~5n+10)rs h 2?2,
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** r^ 1g+^(n2_2n+5)rs - 2(3n2-6n+5)s2h33+(nlf- 5n3+15n2-33n+30)
s2h ,
222
h h h h = r3h + 3r2h + 3(n-5)r3h +3r h 4- (n-10)r3h
3 1 1 1  6 51 42 411 33
+3(n-10)r3h321 + h 31i - 3(3n-10)r3h222 - 9 rh2211’
^2^2^1^1 = r hg 4- 2r2h 5^  + (3n2-14n+15)r2s h1+2 + + 2(n2-4n4-5)r2sh33
4- 4(n2-4n+5)rs h + (n3-8n2+27n-30)r2sh +(n2-2n+3)sh ,
321 222 2211
h h h ’h h = r \  + 4r3h + (7n-15)r1+h + 6r2h + 2(2n-5)r4h
2 1 1 1 1  G 51 42 411 33
+ 8(2n-5)r3h 32:L + 4 r + 3(n2-7n+10)rtth222
4- 6(n-3)r h221l + Villi’
hihlhlhlhihl = r5h6 + 6r\ l  + + ^ \ 2J + 10(n-l)Ag3
4- eOCn-lJr^hg^ 4- 20r2h33jl 4- 15(n2-3n4-2)r5h222 4- 45(n-l)r3h2211
4- 15r 1 * 2 2 1 1 1 + hllilll » ' '
h41hl = rh51 + rh42 + h411 ~4r h321 ’
h4hll = 2r h5 1 - 85 h,2 4- \ 21 - 8rh32J 4- 12s h222>
h32hl = rh42 + rh33 + h32l ~ 3r h222’
h h
31 2
= rh - 2sh 4- rh 4- (n2-5n4-10)s h 4 6s h ,
51 42 33 321 222
h 3h2 1 = r^51 + Cn"^)s ^ 4 2  shg 3 4- (n2-5n4-10) s h323 -3(n2-4n4-8) sh222
h2 2 h 2
= 2r \ 2 + (n2-3n4-6)s -2s
h 31h lhl
r h51 4- 2r 4- 2rh|+i:i 4- r h33 4- (3n-10)r h32J 4- hm
-6r h222 - 6rh2211
h3^ l1^1
2r2h 4- 2(n-4)rsh 4- 3rh - 6rs h 4- 2(n2-14n4-10)rsh
51 42 411 33 321
-6(n~4)rs h222 4- fi3-lil- 9 r 2^Z11,
h22hl hl
= 2 r \ 2 + 2r2h33 4- 4r 4- <n~6)r2h222 + ,
h21h2 hi = r2h52 4- 2(n-2)rs 4- r h ^  4- Cn-3)rs h33 4-(3n2-lln4’10)rsh32i 
4- (n2-5n4-9)rs h222 4- (n2-2n4-3)s ,
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h h h “ 2r2h "8rs h + r h 4- 2 (n 2-2n4-3) s ^  4- 4(n2-4n4-5)rsh
2 2 11 51 42 411 . 33 321
-4(n2r-5n+6)s^ + (n2"2n4-3)s h ,
222 2211’
h„__h„ = r li,__ 4- 2(n-3)sh + (n2-2n4-3)sh "2s h ,
211 2 411 321 2211 222
h 311hl = r h411 + 2r h 321 + ^3111 “ 3r h2211’
h21hllllhl “ 1 h51 + h42 + 3r2h411 + 3r h33 +(13n-10)r h32I +3rh311J
+ 3(n-4) r3h 4- 3(2n-3)r2h + h ,
222 2211 21111
h2hllhlhl = 2r 3^ 5j + 2(n-4)rVh 4-2(n-3)r2s h + 5r2h +4(3n2-10irt-5)
r2sh321'+ 4rh3iii + 2(n2-8n+12)rsh222 + (5n2-22n+15)rsh22ii
+tl2llll ’
h h h h h = 2r1*h + Sr^h + 6r^h 4- 9r3h + 4CHn-5)rlfh
11 1 1 1 1 51 42 33 411 321
+12Cn-2)r4h + 16r2h , 4- (39n-29)r3h +14rh
222 3111 2211 21111
+ h ,
111111
h221hl 2r h321
Nl^ll 2rh42 +
h22hll
=
2shas +
N h u
=
3r h«3
= 4-CM
CO
= r h3111
=
T\ u  '
h h h
21 11 1
= 2rsh
42
+ r h^, + h,z z  ^ 22li ’
n •- 4sh + h
321 222 2211
6sh -6rh , 
222 2211
+ h - 18 s h 4- 12t h -9r h ,
3111 321 222 2211
: N u  + sN 3 + 2fc-3)sh32i +C"2-te+10 H h222+3rh2;!11.
+  3 r  h 2 21J +  h2l l l J  •
+ 6r2h + 2rh + 2r2h + (5n-3)r2h +h ,
321 3111 222 2211 21111
!r2h 4- 2rsh 4-2(5n-6)rsh 4-2(n-5)rs h
411 33 321 222
4 3r h 4- (5n2 -13n4-6)rs h 4-h ,
3111 2211 21111
h h h = 3r2h 4-6(n-3)rsh 4-4rh -6rsh 4-3 (n2 -6n4-3)rsh 4-h
2 111 1 411 321 3111 222 2211 21111
^111 \  4r h3111 ~12S h22ll + *21111 ’
h.hijhjj - 4rS \ 2  + t r \ n ~ 4<?4,3 + 8(„-3)rsh32:1 + 4r^i n
4-2 Cn2 -7n4-10)s h 4-4 { n -5n4-3)rs h 4- h ,
222 2211 21111
h, h, h, h, = 3r3 h , 4-18r3h +10r2 h 4-6r3 h 4-9(3n-l)r3h 4-12rh
111 1 1 1  411 321 3111 222 2211 21111
4-h ,
linn
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II h h h.
11 11 1 1
h h
211 11
hi m hihi
h h h
i n  11 i
hiihiihn
» 4r2stL + 4 r \  + 4r2s h + 8(4n-3)r2s h . + 12r2h
42 411 3 3 321 31.1
+ 10Cnt'2)r2s h + 2(17n2-22n+6)rZsh +13rh
222 2211 21111 
9
+ h
H i m
= 4rh. + 2rh. + 2sh +2(2n-3)sh + h
321 3111 222 2211 21111
« 6s I1.321 +• 3rh31al " 6t ^222 + 3(n-3)s h222i + ^21111 >
4r Ii31:i:i + 12r h22:o + 9r h21I11 + ^121111*
= 12rsh + 6r2h + 6rsh + 6(4n-3)rsh +llrh
321 3111 222 2211 21111
+ h
4s2h. + 24rs h + 8r2h. + 8(n-2)s2h___ + 6(5n~4)rsh33 
+12rh
321 3111 222
21111 + hllllll»
2211
kllll!*1! = 5r li2iiii + h-iium
^llll^ll -  12s h22J1 + 8r h21n i  + hm .m »
hiiihm 6t h222 + 183 h22ll + 9rh21111 +hllllll»
til.7 order (s smlnvariants)
*5*2
\ h 3
h 3h2h2
h.32h2
h h
22 3
th
= rh7 + (n -2n+ll)s h5z - 5r hk<( -20s hqv9,322
rh? + 3(5-n)s h ^  + (n2-6n+17)s h^3 + 12 (n2-7n+13) t ^322> 
r2h? + (2n2'-7n+21)rsh52 +(n3r-13n2+35n-35)s2h43 
+ (nl+-lln3+59n2-175n+210)s2h322,
= rh52 + (n-3)s h1+3 + Cn -6n+19)s h322 
= 2r h -6sh + (n3-lln2+44n'-76) t h , 
52 43 322
order (seminvariants )
h6h2
h5h3
h h4 4
\ 2h2
=• rhg +(n -2n+13)s h&2 -6rh53 -30shit22,
= rhg + 3(6-n)shg2 + (n2- 2 n + 1 6 ) + 15(n2-4n+12)t h^22
-Srh^ - 60sh332 ~120t h22z2,
= rhg +16sh62-8rh53 + (n2-2n+17)s h ^  + 24(ll-4n)t h ^
+ 16(n2-4n+13)t h332 + 72(nZ-6n+12)u h2222,
= rh -2sh +rh 4-(nZ-3n+12)sh „ +4(3-n)sh ~12sh62 53 44 422 332 2222*
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^4^22 “ 2irhg2 - 8sh53 + (n -5n +24n-60)t hlt22~^C2n2-lln+26)th332
-24(n2-6n+l2)u ^ 2 2 2 2 ,
^33^2 = 2r ^53 + ^422^ “9n+20)sh332 - 18sh2222,
h 32h 3 = rh62 + Cn-4)s h53 - 3shlftf - 3(2n2-13n+22)t hlf22
+ (n -8n2+44n-100)th332 + 3(3n2-15n+38)t h2222,
h 222^2 “  h 422 “  6s h 332 +  - 4 n + 9 ) s  h 2222’
h 22h22 = 2sh4lt + 2(2n2-8n+9)t h1+22 - 8(n-4)t h332
+ (nlt-10n^+45n2-108n+132)u h'2 2 2 2 > 
h 22h2h2 = 2r2hg2 - 8rsh53 + 2(n2-2n+3)s2 h41+ +(5n3-20n2+57n-66)s2h422
-4(4n2-17n+25)s2h332 + (ntf-7n3+27n2-75n+114)s2h2222,
2 2 2 2 2 
= r h8 + 2(n -2n+ll)rs hg2 - 16(n -2n+2)s h53+(n -2n+17)rsh44
+(nlt-5n3+27n2-165n+222)s2h422 - 4(2n3-15n2+44n-65)s2h332
- 24(n2-6n+12)s2h2222,
h3h3h2 = ir2h.g + (n2-8n+28)rsh62 + 2(n3-16n2+24n-28)s2h53
- C8n2-25n+35)s2h4i+ -6(nlf-14n3-66n2+160n-140)sthIt22 
+(n5-13n4+94n3-460n2+1120n-1120)sth322
+ (9nlt-90n3+429n2-1140n+1260) st h2222,
h h h,h - r3h +(3n2-6n+25)r2s h -2(llnZ-22n+25)rs2h2 2 2 2  8 62 53
+2(n£t-4n3+17n2-26nH-16)s3h1+4 + (5n5-30nl++112n3-384n2+615n-366) s3h422 
-4(5nlt-36n3+113n2-186n+122)s3h332 
+ (n6-9n5+42nlt-150n3+437n2-765n+540)s3 h2222>
The advantage of formulae expressing products of generalized h-statistics 
as linear functions of the same becomes more clear in the next chapter, 
where we are seeking moment formulae and their estimators. In fact, using 
the product formulae for generalized h-statistics and the device of "subs­
titution products" (Schaeffer and Dwyer, 1963), our problem in the next 
chapter becomes very simple.
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CHAPTER V 
MOMENT FORMULAE AND THEIR ESTIMATORS
If the population is completely specified, exact sampling distribu­
tions can generally be derived; otherwise they are approximated. A general 
method is to approximate the form of the sampling distribution by deriving 
the lower sampling moments of a statistic, usually a symmetric function 
of the observations. The most obvious of sample symmetric functions are 
moments. Thus, one is led to the problem of moments of moments which has 
been studied and investigated by a number of authors. Statisticians like 
Student (1908) and Tchouproff (1919, 1921) worked on the problem of moments 
of moments, but the algebraic complexity of the results and the amount of 
work required to reach them gave a challenge to search for symmetric 
functions other than the sample moments.
Fisher (1928) changed the problem by replacing the sample moment 
m by the k-statistic k^, whose expected value is the population cumulant 
. He also obtained cumulants of k-statistics in terms of the cumulantsKr
of the parent population.
With the introduction of Fisher's (1928) k-statistics the problem
of moments of moments was much simplified. Later Dressel (1940), following
the work of Dwyer (1938), introduced statistics k . . . (L . . .) with 
J rs rs
r, s, . . . ^ 1 as unbiased estimates of products of cumulants . ..
This was a step ahead towards the problem of moments of moments.
Irwin and Kendall (1944) gave expressions for the first four moments 
of the sample mean and the variance when sampling from a finite population. 
The work of Tuicey (1950), (1956), Wishart {1952) and Kendall (1952) further
191
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revolutionalized the treatment of finite moment sampling (Dwyer, 1971) 
with the use of polykays for samples and for populations. Wishart (1952), 
in his results concerning moments of k-statistics, used Fisher's cumulants. 
For example
M(rs) = K(rs) - (K K - K )
r s rs
where M(rs) = E„(k -K )(k -K ) and K(rs) denotes Fisher's cumulants K(rs)
N r r s s
in which a term such as icr ^  replaced by Krg* • •• Schaeffer and Dwyer
(1963) and Tracy (1963) derived these results without using Fisher's results.
In this chapter, we seek the moments of sample statistics directly
in terms of moments rather than working through cumulants. This can be
accomplished by using generalized h-statistics and following the method
of Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) and Tracy (1963). With the use of generalized
h-statistics one can obtain the moments of moments directly in terms of 
population moments. Moreover this system of generalized h-statistics may 
be handled with greater convenience than Fisher's k-statistics since the 
esqpansionof h-statistics relates to fewer partitions than that of k-statistics 
since they all have at most one; non-unit part.
In the following section, we discuss briefly, using the approach 
of Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) and Tracy (1963), the finite moment formulae 
for the k-statistics.
5.1 Finite Moment Formulae for k-statistics
Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) introduced a device of ''substitution 
products7'. Using their device, Tracy (1963) gave a complete set of moment 
formulae through weight 10 and some particular ones of weight 12 when
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sampling from a finite population. Nagambal (1969) worked out some
moment formulae of weight 11 and seminvariant formulae of weight 12.
We now discuss briefly the device of 1Tsubstitution products’1
introduced by Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963). Let n and N denote the sample
and the population size respectively. Let M(pq. . .) denote the finite
population moment E„{(k -K )(k -K ). . .}.N p p q q
We now let !"K K . . .1 denote the expansion of k k . . . with 
p q Jn r p q
N replaced by n and similarly fk^k^. . . denote the expansion of kpk^. . ,
with n replaced by N. These are called ''substitution products.M
Obviously, rK K K . . .] = K K K . . . and rk k . . .] = k  k . . .. It 
' p q r N p q r  p q n p q
may be mentioned here that substitution product is not a means of covering
up an involved computation but a working substitution with a computer
which can use n in place of N, or K in place of k. Thus if wo define
as K . . .  the same function of the N members of the population as pqr
ICpqr* . . is of the n members of the sample, then, as shown by Tukey (1950)
(who used k . . .) pqr
E„(k ...)=•- K 
N pqr pqr
when E^ j denotes the expectation over the finite population. When N -*
K . . .  becomesK k k . . .. Therefore it follows that once the moment 
pqr p q r
functions are available as linear functions of the K . . .  or in terms of
pq
suitable substitution products, their estimates are immediately obtained 
by replacing K. . . by k. . ..
2
For example let us consider M(3 ), the variance of k^*
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M(32) - EN(k3-K3)2
rKk  - - K3
= {- K + —  K + K + — ph W  K ooo1'Kn 6 , 42 n-1 33 fn-lHn-2) 222Jn-I
Thus,
fi(32) - ' ( 1 &  - [k2]N
= k2 - fk2^
’ fl , , 9 . , n+8, , 6n ,
Vn 6 n-1 42 + n-1 33 (n-l)(n-2) 222^
_flk , J L  k + , 6N ,
LN 6 N-1 42 N-1 33 (N-l)(N-2) 222^ *
Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) gave some general results to get the 
variance-covariance formulae and the higher moments:
M(p2) - TK2] - TK2!
p-'n - RjN
M(pq) = TK K 1 - TK K ]
rn p qJn p qJN
M(p3) = rK3] -3[[K2}K 1 + 2fK3]
pJn l-L p-n p N p N
M(p’) = r d ,  - 4[[K23 k ]„ + 6rrK2i K 2tA -p^ "n P n P' p n pJN
3rK4i7- pJN
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Tracy (1963) gave more general formulae i.e. M(pm).
»(»” ) - v y v m
-  e n
m-2 ,
= E (-l)r(r) TK111"37] Kr + (-l)m '1(m-l)Km . (5.1)
r==o P n P . P
m
M(px. • -pm) - e n n  (k - K )
• 1 p. p •1=1 rl rl
= e e (-i)1 n k n _ _ k
N , -n • t P- P - £P"1 P •IcP . pi el *i 11
1
= e (-i) n_ k [n _ tk 3 , (5.2)
ICP. PieI Pi Pj6^ 1 Pj n
where I is a subset of P = {p^, . . ., p^} and I is the cardinality of 
I, and the summation is oyer all subsets I of P.
To obtain moment formulae involving the sample mean , Tracy (1963), 
using substitution products, derived recursion formulae:
M(pl) = TK K.1 - K K .p i  pi'
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Similarly
M(pqlm) =
From (5.2),
m (p 1p 2. •
Hence a recursion
M(p.. . .p 
1 1
m m-1
E (- l ) (t )k !t TK K K?_t] - E (-l)t(?)K k* [K K.m ]
t=o 1 p q 1 n  t=o • P 1 q l
m-1 m-2
- £ <-!)' (?) K K ^  pCK^-t]n +  tS() ( - l ^ l K K K j n ^
t=o
+ (-l)m+i (m+l)K K C  
p q 1
pmP) - e (-1)1 n k tk n k 1
ICP p.el Pi P p.eP-l pj
1 j
- K M(P]Lp2. . .pj .
formula is
a1) E
ICP ('1)IA  V * 1 k p A- k im (p iPi el PjeP •1 p3
•Pm1
(5.3)
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5.2 FINITE MOMENT FORMULAE FOR h-STATISTICS
Following the method of Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) and Tracy (1963),
we now obtain the seminvariant moment formulae for h-statistics and their
estimates through weight 8 when sampling is from a finite population of
size N. By letting N -* » and replacing Hrg . . .  by • »,we obtain
the corresponding moment formulae when sampling is from an infinite
population. In obtaining the moment formulae of h-statistics, the product
formulae of h-statistics obtained in chapter 4 are extensively used.
Let B(rs. . .) denote the finite population moment {(h^-H^)
(h -H ). . . Let [H H ] denote the expansion of H H . . .  with N 
s s r s n it s
replaced by n and similarly, fh^h^. . .3^ denote the expansion of . .
with n replaced by N. As in k-statistics, we call these products
'Tsubstitution products*’. Obviously, !"h h . . .1 = h h . . .
r  J r s Jn r s
and TH H . . . 3„ = H H . . .. As for k-statistics, E., (h . . .) = H . . ..
r s N r s N rs rs
If the moment functions are available as linear functions of the
H . . .  or if they are available in terms of suitable substitution 
rs J
products, their estimates can be obtained immediately by replacing H. . . 
by h. . ..
2
For example let us consider B (3 ), the variance of h^.
B(32) EN(h32-2h3H3+H32)
V h3> - 2H3 + H3
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CH32]„ ■ [“3 ] N
I u 3(2n-5) u , n2-2n+10 „ ^ 3( 3n2-12n+20)„
n o "  n(n-l) 42 + n(n-l) 33 n(n-l)(n-2) 222
= (I . Iw . o/2az5 . 2N^ 5\ (n^ lO N-10 v
n N 6 n(n-l) N(N-1/ 42 n(n-l) N(N-l)' 33
, ./3n2-12n+20 3N2-12N+20 \,T ,. .,
+ 'n(n-l)(n-2) " N(N-l)(N-2j 222 ’ - 1 • '
ihus, b o 2) - - h2 - rh32]B
_ ( L  1.U, 2n-5 2n-5 \ , m-10 N-10 \,
n ~ N 6 n(n-l) "n(N-1) 1 42 ' ln(n-l) “N(N-lV 33
, „/3n2-l2n+20 3N2-12N+20
n(n-l)(n-2)~ N(N-l) (N-2) 222*
Similarly
B(322) = rH3H2]n - I  H5H2 -
- -  H H - ln,'2rt'3)H H + 2H H2 
n 4 3 nln-1) 22 3 3 2
and thus for its estimate
B(322) = h3h2 - 1  [S * 2 \  - 21g,;^{10) rh3^
n [h4h3]n' L(n-lT^ *
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Now by letting N -» ® in (5.4) and replacing H . . .  by l-^g- • • » we 
2
obtain p.(h^ ) when sampling is from an infinite population, i.e.
u( o2\ _ 1 _ 3( 2n-5) n-10 2 3(3n2-12n+20) 3
^ 3 ] r  n 6 n(n-l) ^ 2  n(n-l) ^3 + n(n-l)(n-2) ^2°
Now transforming moments on the right into cumulants, we have
2 1 9 9 2 6 3
M-(3 ) = -  ^  + — [  \cA V2  +  ^  tc3 + (n.1.)(n_2) iC2 ’
which, as is expected, compares with Fisher's (1928, p. 210) result 
ic(32), since '
n(h2) - p(k2) - (c2(k3).
The above results may similarly be extended to the covariance 
formulae and higher moments just as Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) and 
Tracy (1963) did for moments of k-statistics. Thus
B(rs) = TH H I - TH H 1., r s-in r s-JN
B(r3) = Th 31 - 3[[h 21 H I + 2rH3].7
rJn r-ln r-'N rJN
etc.
and the recursion formula is
B (rlr2* * ^ m 1' 17 Hr. ^!1 nilrj^n " H]B r^1* • *ri.cp. r, el i r . eP-l
1 J (5• • • V J •
where I is a subset of P = (r ...rm  ^ and I is the cardinality of I.
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  . All> seminvariant moment formulae B(rs...)_ and their
estimates B(rs ,,,} through weight 8, when sampling is from a finite popu-
2
lation, are given below, Moments B(2 }, BC32), ... can be written directly
from Table 18 simply by multiplying the terms in the first column with the
2
corresponding terms in the columns BC2 ), B(32), respectively and then 
taking their sum, e.g,
Bf22^  - i h + n2~2n+? 
~ n 4 nCn-1) H22 - H2
while estimates fi(rs ,.,)may similarly be obtained by considering the 
second column, so that
B (2 ) = -  h. +
n -2n+3
n 4 nCn-1) 22 2 JN
Table 18. Finite Seminvariant Moment Formulae
Weight 4 Weight 5
Exp Est B(22) Exp Est B(32)
H4 h4
1/n H5 h5
1/n
. H22 h22
n2-2n+3
n(n-l)
\ H32 h32
n2-5n+10
n(n-l)
4 Ih2lN
-1 H3H2 [h h ]
N
-1
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Weight 6
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Exp, Est, B(42) B(32) B(23)
H6 h6
I/n 1/n
2
1/n
«42 h42
n2-2n+9/n(n-l) -3(2n-5)/n(n-l) 2(n2-2n+5)/n2(n-1)2
H33 h33
-4/n (n2-2n+10)/n(n-l) -2(3n2-6n+5)/n2(n-1)
H222 h222 -12/n(n-l) 3(3n2-12n+20)/
(n‘t-5n3+15n2-33n+30) /
nCn-l)(n-2) n2(n-l)2
H4H2 th4h2]„N
-1 -3/n
H32 thl] -1
L 3J H
H22H2 [h22h2^
’
-3(n2-2n+3)/n(n-l)
H2 K ]  '
N V
2
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Weight 7
BC52) BC43) BC322)
H7 *7 1 /n 1 /n 1 /n2
H52
Tj 'ii2f2n+ll 3C5-n) 2n2r-7n+21
52 n(n-rl) n (n*-l) n 1 Cn-1)
H43 h43 -5/n
n2-6n+17
n(n-l)
n 3-13n2+35n-35
n2 (n-l) 2
H322
-2 0 12(n2-7n+13) nlt-lln3+59n2-175n+210
322. n(n-l) n(n-l)(n-2) nz(n-l) 1
H5H2 [^5^2] -1 -2/n
H4H3 [h4h3]4N
-1 -1/n
H32H2 th32h2] „ J N
-2(n2-5n+10)
n(n-l)
H22H3 [h22h3]
N
(n2-2n+3)
n(n-l)
h3h2
[b3h2l
1 N
2
fc—  ...
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2 2 
Moments involving the sample mean i.e. B(2 l) , B(32l), B(32l ),. . . ,
etc., may be obtained by using recursion formula (5.5), Tracy (1963,
p. 94). Thus, for example
B(32) = EN (h3 - H3)(h2 -
rH3H2]n - H3[H21n - H2[H3]n + r„3„2][(
2
- H  + P 75ntv Hoo - H_[H ] - H J H  ) + TH H„]n 5 n(n-l) 32 3 2Jn 2 3 n 3 2JN
It may be noted here that for recursion formulae, we use B(32)
in the extended form and not in the form f"H,.H - rH„H_l.,.
3 2 n 3 2JN
Thus
B(32l) . = -  {—  - - H + H } + "5n^ P  (-H + - H H
n n n 42 51 n(n-l) Ln 4 2 n 33 n 222
+ H321> ' " ^ n  H3 + V  ‘ H2<n \  ‘ !  "22+ "311
+ H3H2H1 - H1B(32)
i  H +  1  H • +  a 2rl_Qn±15 H +  g 2-5n+10 R
n
2 6 n 51 21 » 42 2< \ 33n (n-1) n (n-1)
. n2-5n+10 „ 3(n2-5n+10) „ 1  u2
+ n(n-l) 321 2, H222 " n H3
n (n-1)
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2
-  H.H. + -- H _H_ H.H. - ~ ■r n| P  h_9H. 
n 4 2 n 22 2 n 5 1 n(n-l) 32 1
and
- H3H21 - H2H31 + 2H3H2H1
B (3212) = -  H., + H 1+ n,~1CH~15 {- H + -  H - -  H2 Ln n 52 61 2, Ln 52 n 43 n 322
n n (n-1)
+ H. 01 1 + ~  {~H + -  H._ - —  H 91 + H... 3421- n Ln 61 n 52 n 421 511
, n^~5n+10 r_2 j6 , 3(n2-5n+10)
+ 2, n 43 " n 322 331 2,n (n-1) n (n-1)
2
{- H _ + H0„. 1 + "-r nvv° {- H. . + - H„. + -  h _„9Ln 322 2221 nln-1) Ln 421 n 331 n 322
‘ n H2221 + H3211^ " n~ ^n H4"n H22+H31^
1 1 ^ 0 1 /
- H-{- H_. + -  H„„ + H01. } -----{- H - -  H + H. 1
3 n 31 n 22 211J n tn 5 n 32 41
+ n H2 n^ H32 + H221^  ~ H2^ n H41 + n H32 " n H221 + H311^
H 1 c 2 c , in 1 1
+ H 1 - f H  H f- H +  -  H n '■n n 42 51 n(n-l) In 42 n 33
- f H222 + “3211 + H3H2^ H2 + V  + H3M n  W
+ H,H, {i H, - - H,, + H,,1 - H-H H2 - H,B(32). 2 lln 4 n 22 31 3 2 1 1
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The chief advantage of using 11 substitution products'1, Schaeffer 
and Dwyer (1963), is that the same formulae could be used for estimation 
of the moments as well as for the moments themselves. Thus, as described 
above, both seminvariant moments and their estimates through weight 8 
can be read from Table 18.
These substitution products are also useful in obtaining numerical 
results for specific problems which in fact is the main statistical object 
of computation of moments of moments,with computer.
5.3 Relationship Between Moment Formulae For h-Statistics and k-Statistics
Using entries of Table 11, Chapter 3, the relationship between 
M ( .  . .), the moments of k-statistics and b(. . .), the moments of h-statistics 
may easily be established. Moments of k^, k^ and k^ are respectively the 
same as those of h^, h2 and h^ since k^ = h^, k2 = h2 and k^ = h y  For 
higher weights they may be established as illustrated in the following 
example.
2
Let us consider B(4 ) , the variance of hy.
Now,
h4 k4 + 3k22 »
H4 = K 4 + 3K22 .
Thus.
»<42) = EK(h4 - H4)2
EN ((k4 - K ) + 3(k22 - K22))2
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EN^k4 " K4^  + 6 k^4 " K4^k22 " K22^  + 9 k^22 " K22^  ^
= M(42) + 6M(4, 22) + 9M (22, 22).
Conversely
M(42) = EN(k4 - K4)2-.- b (4,4) - 6B(4,22) + 9B(22,22)
where M(22, 22), B(22, 22), . . ., denote the variance of 1*22’ k22’ * * ** 
etc. Relations between moments involving sample mean can be obtained from 
the relations not involving sample mean by attaching lrs in each bracket. 
For example
M(4,4,l) = B(4,4,l) - 6B(4,22,1) + 9B(22,22,l)
B(4,4,l) = M(4,4,l) + 6M(4,22,1) + 9M(22,22,l)
where M(r,s,. . .) and B(r,s,. . .) denote E„ f(k -K )(k -K ). . .1 and
N r r s s
EN ^ kr""\^ks”^ s^ * ’ resPectively* Thus, if one system of moments is 
known the other can very easily be procured. We list relations expressing 
seminvariant moments M(. . .) in terms of B(. . .) and b (. . .) in terms of 
M(. . .) through weight 8 below in Tables 19A and 19B respectively.
It may be noted here that the coefficients in the Tables 19A and 19B 
are the same as the corresponding relations of h Ts and k's (see Table 11). 
Relations between h Ts and k Ts are obtained by using o-multiplication 
(Tukey, 1956), eg.
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h44 h4oh4 (k^+3k2^-o(k^+3k22) k44+6k422+9k2222’
while relations between their moments are obtained by using oridinary 
multiplication eg.
B(44) - EN(h4-H4)(h4-H4) = EN ((k4-K4)+3(k22-K22))((k4-K4)
+ 3(k22~E22))
= M(44)+6M(4,22)+9M( 22,22).
But, both in o-multiplication and ordinary multiplication, coefficients 
are multiplied just as in ordinary multiplication. Thus, for example, 
coefficients in
M(44) = B(44) - 6B(4,22) + 9B(22, 22)
and B( 62) = M(62) + 15M(42,2) + 10M(33,2) + 15M(222,2)
are respectively the same as in
k44 h44 " 6h422 + 9h2222
and h&2 k&2 + 15k4 2 2 + 10k332 + 15k2222
However, it may be remembered here that Table 11 can not be used as it
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is, because o-multiplication of h!s or k's is not the same as their 
ordinary multiplication. For example
h 22 h2°h2 ^ h 2h2 h2 > 
k 32 = k 3°k 2 ^  k 3k 2 ' k 3k 2 '
Table 19A M(,,,) in Terms of B(,,,)
M (22) = B (22)
M (32) « B (32)
M (42) = B (42) - 3B (22,2)
M (33) = B (33)
M  (222) = B (222)
M (52) = B (52) - 10B (32,2)
M (43) = B (43) - 3B (22,3)
M (322) = B (322)
M (62) = B (62) - 15B(42,2) 10B(33,2) + 30B(222,2)
M (53) = B (53) - 10B(32,3)
M (44) = B (44) - 6B(4,22) + 9B(22,22)
M (422) - B (422) ^ 3B(22,2,2)
M (332) = B (332)
M (2222) = B (2222).
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Table 19B B(,.,) In Terms of M(,,,)
B (22) = M (22)
B (32) ■ M (32)
B (42) = M (42) + 3M (22,2)
B (33) = M (33)
B (222) - M (222)
B (52) = M (52) + 10M (32,2)
B (43) = M (43) + 3H (22,3)
B (322) = M (322)
B (62) = M (62) + 15M (42,2) + 10M (33,2)
B (53) = M (53) + 10M(32,3)
B (44) = M (44) + 6M(4,22) + 9H(22,22)
B (422) => M (422) + 3M(2.2,2,2)
B (332) = M (332)
B (2222) = M (2222) .
15M(222,2)
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5.4 Applications
It is both of theoretical as well as practical interest to obtain 
the moments of h-statistics. Having carried them to higher weights one
may look into the problem of approximating the sampling distribution of
1/2 3/2 2
ratio-statistics eg. h^ /h^» ^3/ ^ 2 anc* ^4 / ^ 2 when sampling from a finite
population. David (1949a) made some investigations for the distribution
1/2
of the coefficient of variation k£ /k^ for the case of infinite populations,
with emphasis on normal case.
We now give some details for examining the distribution of kurtosis
2
i.e. . Nagambal (1969,p. 175), using polykays, discussed the sampling
distribution of the coefficient of skewness i.e. k^/k^^). We assume that 
H^,H2 for the finite population are not zero. Then
h. H.+h.-H. H. h.-H, h 0-H0 -2
b ? = _ _4(1 + _ 4 _ &  )(1 + )
h2 (H2+hj-H2) ' H2 4 2
=  P2(l+cc,) ( 1-
h4-H4 h2-H2
where f30 is kurtosis in the parent population, <x = —   and oc
1 1 2
Thus,
^2 = 2 ~ “2 1“2°c:2+30C2 ~4cc2+5oc2 . . .)
H,
h 2
2 3 A 2 o a
“4°c2 +50=2+^“ 2cc^ cc2+3oc^ o=2-4oc^ o:2+5oc^ cx: +. . .).
"““W  = °-V“2> = °.V“2> = Jr1' = Iff:’...
H 2 4 2
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so that,
E (h ) = g d + M i i  _ 5biA  . ajAii j b u A
N 2 P 2 { 1 + ~ 2  „3 + „4 H . H„ + H .
H2 H2 Hj 4 2 4 2
. AB(423) 5B(424) ^+ + . . .;
H4H2 »4H2
Where B(. . .) can be expressed in terms of population H-parameters.
2 3  ^
Similarly E^(t>2) , E^(b2) and E^(b2) may be obtained. These moments may
be studied up to OC^) and for approximating the distribution a Pearson
n
curve may be fitted.
Tukey applied polykays to analysis of variance and used them to find 
variance components for balanced designs (1956a), unbalanced single 
classification (1957a) and balanced single classification (195 7b). 
Equivalently, generalized h-statistics may be applied to analysis of 
variance in order to find the variance components in the above situations.
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CHAPTER V I
ON STATISTICAL SEMINVARIANTS
In the foregoing chapters we studied two systems of statistical
seminvariants: i) cumulants, ii) central moments. Here in the first part
of this chapter we study another system of statistical seminvariants,i.e.,
linearly independent statistical seminvariants. In the latter part of the
chapter we obtain unbiased estimates of seminvariant products of cumulants
in terms of power sums.
It may be mentioned here that in chapter 3 we introduced generalized
h-statistics h . . . such that rs
E (h . . .) = u, ji
rs r s ’
E„(h . . .) = H N rs rs
In this chapter we obtain linearly independent statistical seminvariants 
in terms of powers and products of central moments. Thus, the unbiased 
estimates of the linearly independent statistical seminvariants can at 
once be obtained in terms of generalized h-statistics. For example, a 
linearly independent statistical seminvariant of degree 3 and of weight 5, 
Dressel (1940), is
and its unbiased estimate is
h5 + 2h3?/
213
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Dressel (1940) obtained certain relations between statistical serain- 
variants and algebraic seminvariants. The term seminvariant has been 
used at various times and by various statisticians for a system of moment 
functions. Dressel (1940) showed the moment functions of this system are 
actually algebraic seminvariant. He further showed that there are other 
systems of moment functions which are also seminvariant.
We review briefly some work of Dressel (1940) and later extend some 
of his • results to higher weights.
6.1 Algebraic Seminvariants
Let us consider a binary form
Definition 6.1 (Dickson, 1914, p. 31-36). Any function of the coefficients 
of the form f which is invariant under the transformation
is called an invariant, of the form f.
Definition 6.2 (Dressel, 1940). Any function of the coefficients of the 
form f which is invariant under the transformation
n n
c v / , n-r :f = £ lr)a x y
r=0
r (6.1)
CC.
1 2
x c^s + «2t , y = (3-^s + p2t A £ 0
(6. 2)
X +  OC t t (6.3)
2
is called a seminvariant of the form f
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Invariants and semivariants may also be defined through the use of 
two fundamental operators in the theory of algebra of invariants and 
semivariants,i.e.,.
n ' >  ' ' n *
Cl — E, r a , ——  and 0. = £. (n-r+l) a — ——
r=l r-1 ?a 1 r=l r ga ,• r r-1
The necessary and sufficient condition that a homogenous isobaric function 
of the coefficients of the form f be semivariant (or invariant) is that it 
is annihilated by Cl (or by both Q, Q^). (see, Elliot (1895, 2nd ed. 1913), 
p. 113, 124, 127).
n n
If we denote the roots of the equation £ (r) a x = 0 by
n
» /oc«» • • • > the form f may be written as 7T (x-oc y). MacMahon1 2  n 3 r*=l x J
(1884) showed that the seminvariants of the form f are identical, except for 
numerical factors, with those of symmetric functions of the roots of
n a
g = E -^7 xn-r = 0 .
r=0 r*
Such symmetric functions^when expressed in terms of sums of powers of these 
roots, do not contain s^? the sum of these roots. MacMahon called such 
symmetric functions 11 non-unitaryT’.
By applying transformation (6.3) to f we obtain a system of algebraic 
seminvariants, Dickson (1914, p. 47),
r r a 1 a
A = E (i) (--- ) r 1 , r n . . . .(6.4)
r . „ a ai=0 o 0
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Using MacMahonTs (1884) result stated above we can obtain another 
system of algebraic seminvariants. Obviously the power sums s , r > 1, 
are independent of s^ . Thus, if
n . n
E c. y1 = c II (1 y),
i=0 1 0 i=0 1
then, by Waring formula, Burnside and Panton (1881, P* 91-92),
/ _\0 / i\t ^ i  ^n ^ ^_ y  (-l) r (p-l) 1 , U  1 # m  n
s r -  2  TT 17T T 77 T c * * ' Ci i • o* * • • * r\ r\1--2--- n 0 0
where
n n
p = E 77. and r = E i ir .
• i 1 • n 1i=l i=l
Then for
n a.
v, i n-i 
g = E 77 x
i=0
Tt, „ 77_
_(,_!), s - s 1-1-)-p"1£.lLq.i1)j  (!i) 1 (V  n
r “  L * u {a ' ’ ' ' a^ > *
7F. J . . .  ir. J ( 2 1 )  . . .  (n.T ) n  °1 n
(6.5)
Replacing -(r-l).T s^ by B^, we obtain another system of algebraic 
seminvariants formed by B ’s.
MacMahon (1884) showed that the seminvariants of the form f form a 
system of linearly independent seminvariants. He further showed that the 
number of linearly independent seminvariants of a given weight m is equal 
to the number of non-unitary partitions (partitions not involving unit
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part) of m. The degree of each of them is given by the highest part in 
the corresponding partition. This system may also be obtained by expressing 
Dwyer's (1938) power products (augmented monomial symmetric functions) in 
terms of a 1s. However it may be remarked here that we may get the same 
system of linearly independent seminvariants if we express monomial symmetric 
functions in terms of a's, since power product sums are multiples 
of monomial symmetric functions.
Roberts (see, Burnside and Panton, 1881; Elliot, 1895) demonstrated 
the existance of a duality relationship between power sums, s’s, and a ’s 
such that corresponding to any seminvariant in terms of a's there exists 
a seminvariant in terms of s's obtained by replacing by s^ . This leads 
to statistical seminvariants.
6.2 Statistical Seminvariants
Using Robert's Theorem (Dressel, 1940), the system (6.4) of semin­
variants yields the well known system of statistical seminvariants^usually
sr Sr
called central moments. If u r = —  = —  , then (6.4) leads to' r  n s
o
= s (-D1 ^ . . U j ) 1
i=0
and similarly the system (6.5) leads to the well known system usually 
called cumulants, i.e.,
7T it
(~ll P-1rJ ( p-l) I (jX*) 1...(^) r 
k r 1^* * *' \* ( 2**) ^  . . . (r I)7tr
These systems have been treated in the preceding chapters.
Now, we proceed to study a third system of statistical seminvariants.
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6.3 Linearly Independent Statistical Seminvariants
In this section we extend some of Dressel’s (1940) results on linearly 
independent statistical seminvariants. As described above the system of 
linearly independent statistical seminvariants may be obtained by first 
expressing monomial symmetric functions in terms of a ’s and then applying 
Robert’s Theorem. Thus, for example, from the table of symmetric functions 
(David, Kendall and Barton, 1966), we have
Dressel (1940) obtained this system of linearly independent statistical 
■ seminvariants through .weight 8. For the sake of brevity he expressed them 
in terms of central moments. It may be mentioned here that Dressel’s 
results carry some errors. We list the corrections below.
(32)
By Roberts theorem, then
(32). = - - Suj’nj + 2 ^  +  8ji^'2 - 6|^2|^]
s s
since p.
r r
r n s0
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Weight Degree Seminvariants
7 7 - 21 |i5n 2 - 35^|i3 + 2 1 0 ^ ^
8 8 fig - 28(i6n2 - 5 6 ^ 3  ' 35,\  + 420^4M'2 + 560^3 " 630^2
, We extend DresselTs results through weight 12 and list them in Table 
20 below.
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Table 20 Linearly Independent Statistical Seminvariants
Weight Degree Seminvariants
9 y9-36V?y^8411^^12611^^+756^^2+252011^ ii +560v^7560v y®.
7 Hg+20v7H2T-84ii6li3*.l26v51ilf-420w5Ti2+560vllfi3V2+560v|+4200y
6 fi g-3 6 p yp 2+8 4fi 6ti 3-l 2 6v 5ti ^+7 5 6p 5v |-112 Oy ^-25 2 Oy 3v |
9 5 'yg-36'y7'y2-84y6y3+l54y5y1+-84y5y^280ylfy 3y2+560y3+840y3y2.
5 y q+2 on _y -84u cy +l4y u -8 4 Oy,y , v +5 6 OyI9 7 2 6 3  5 h h 3 2 3
4 y g~8y 7y 2+l 4 y 5y ^ 2  5 2y by |+5 6 Oy ^y 3 y 2-2 80y 3,
3 y9-36y7y2+168y6y3-126y5ytt+756y5y|-1260ylfy3y2+560y3.
3 y g+20y7y2-28y6y 3+14y5yi+.
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Weight Degree
......... ............_.......... .....  ..........-....... ,
Seminvariants
1 0 o~4 ^ 8^2"1 2 <^ 7 V3^2 1 (^ 6 N +1 2 6 0 V6^2"1 2 &y5+5 0 4 (^ 5 V3',J2+3 1 5 (>yi+M2+
42001^3-18900^^-37800^3112+22680^
8 V 1 Q  +27113^ 120112113-2 1 0 11^ - 7 5 6 11 6Ti2 -126ii2+1008P5li3li2+630y2H2+ 
420011^+1134011^2+ 2520ii^ii^22680ii^
7 yiQ -45n8H2+132ii7n3-210iiGiitt+1260y6p2_l26y2_252y5ii3ii2+ 
3150^112-462011^-1890011^+1512011^2+2268011!
6 y2u -45113-112-1 2 0 ^2113+ 2 9 4^ ^ ^ - 2 5 2^ ^ - 1 2 6^ 2+5 0 4 0 ^ ^ 3112- 
M 1 0 V % P 2 - 8 W v h n 23 + 1 8 9 0 0 v k v l - 2 2 6 8 0 \ i l } i l - 2 2 6 8 0 \ i l
1 0
6
5
1ilu +27y8H 2-120ii7y3+42y6ytf-126i^+1008y5V3li2-3150yJy2+
168 On ^ y 3 + 7 5 6 Oy 2 -5 04 3I4 2 •
^10 q V 2^ ^ - ^ y V s-2 1 0 ygytt+ 1 2 6 0 y0-y!+5O4y3~7560ygi3 1 3+ 
3150y2y2+4200yI+y3-18900ylfy!+25200y3y!+22680y!
-
5 yio -9y8y2+6y7y3-2lOy6y1++252y6y2+189y2b-2142y5y3y2+ 
1890yJy2-210ylty!-3780y1+y!+2520y^y!.
4 y10 -9y8y2-120y7y3+294y6ylf-l26Oy6y!-126y5+3024y5y3y2- 
630y^y2-840ytty3+3780y[+y2“2520ti3Vl2 *
4 yi0 -45y8vl2+132y7y3+42y6yi++504y6y2“126y5“252y5y3y2“630y4y2+
420y y^ . 
y 3
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6.4 Estimates of Seminvariants of Weight 9
Estimates of cumulants (k-statistics) have been given by many 
pioneer statisticians. In this section, we consider those given by Dressel 
(1940). Dressel obtained k and k (p.y^ l) in terms of power sums,
P p1p 2,-v  1
through weight 8. Ziaud-Din (1954), (1958) obtained k-statistics k^Q 
and Ziaud-Din and Ahmad (i960) gave k-statistic chapter 2,
we have presented a complete set of k-statistics, using ordered partitions, 
in terms of unrestricted-sums (power sums) through weight 6. In this section 
we obtain seminvariant polykays (i.e. not involving unit subscripts) in 
terms of unrestricted sums for weight 9 and this extends results of Dressel
(1940). These expressions are listed in Table 22 below.
Polykays in terms of unrestricted sums may be obtained by various 
methods,eg. i) using ordered partitions, ii) by expressing them first in 
terms of power product sums and then by transferring the power product sums 
into power sums which can be achieved by using Tables (David, Kendall and 
Barton, 1966), iii) using h-statistics, iv) using DwyerTs Double Expansion 
Theorem (1938). We achieve our aim by using DwyerTs Double Expansion Theorem.
DwyerTs Double Expansion Theorem (Dwyer, 1938) states that if any
isobaric sum of power products of weight r indicated by
- T ^  '"x.r J __________ , • , 1 t
(qr') i(q2J) 2 (qfc J) ^  ^  J.. . J qi ,,,qt
be expanded in terms of power sums (unrestricted sums) in a form indicated
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by
2 7TT r* Jf_ a n %  o (Pn)*!-- to.)*-
(p. (p I) 3 V ‘* J h U " P s 1 SX S X s
then the coefficient a o f  the power sum (r) in a sample function is 
given by
a —  V ( "I) ^  ( P~l) «rr»_____________ if TP
( P x W1 • • • ( P g J ) i • • • S s •’ P i ^ - ' P s 3
where the summation extends over all the partitions of r. The coefficient
a of (r.) (r J . . . (r );i.e. , of (r ...rj isr .■... r 1 I m ’ L 1 mi m
a
r-L...rm a a ...ai m rL r2 r.m
The barred product indicates a symbolic multiplication by suffixing of 
subscripts. Considering the same example as the one considered in sec. 
3.1.3, we have
A3 a^a3  ^b4_4b3i“3b22+12b 211~6bllll^b3~3b21+2blll^
= b - 3b + 2b - Ab + 2Ab - 14b +9b
A3 421 + 4111 331 3211 31111
•A2b22m  + 42b2 i m i  " 12blllllll•
Now for different values of b Ts we get different values of a^3 > tbe 
coefficient of {A3J for different sample functions. For the coefficients
2221
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of k-statistics, b's are defined (Dwyer, 1937) as
b D *i d tt.s _  .(.- l ) P ~ 1 ( c - l ) i
P1 U *P S s -  . (p)
Thus, for example
=■- a^{4}+ a31{31} + a22{22} + a 211 {211} + a ^ ^ H l l l  ,
where a4 = - 4b3]_ - 3 b22 + 12b 2 n  - 6b.m i
_ I .i_ , 3_ ,24. 36_
“ n + (2) + (2) + (3) + (4) n n n n
1 I 2 ,-T4) (n + n ) ,
-4(n+n2) 3(n-n3) 12n 6
and similarly a31 " , (4 ) ’ a 22 “ (4 ) * a 211 (4)’ allll ’ (4)
n n n n
Thus,
k4 = ^ ) r ( n 2+n3) {4}-4(n+n2) [31)+3(n-n2) [ 2 2 H l 2 n { 2 1 l } - 6 { l l i n ]  
n
which checks with the result of Dressel (1940).
In chapter 2, there is a complete set of k-statistics in terms of 
unrestricted sums through weight 6. In chapter 3, we found such expressions 
for h-statistics through weight 8. Here, using the above method, we
x
obtain seminvariant polykays (not involving unit subscripts) in terms of 
unrestricted sums, for weight 9, and list them in table 22 below.
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To obtain these polykays we express a ...(r+s+.. .=9) in terms of
IT S
brg.... Thus we obtain a's in terms of b's and present them in table 
21 below.
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Table 2 2 , Estimates of Seminvarlants of Weight 9
n (9)k72 n° n
2n 3n
4
n
5
n
6
n
7
n
{9} 1200 -2746 1917 -277 -93 -1
{81 > -10800 24714 -39933 2493 837 9
{72} 24000 -28936 -40760 -2866 331 50 1
{711} 19200 -69920 -37928 -4726 -3679 -86 -1
{63} -33600 1419544 -33096 -2534 364 42
{621} -67200 143920 -653492 41804 -3409 -476 -7
{613 } 67200 -75040 3738 10717 518 7
{54} - 16800 1437716 -35742 -28 -42 56
{531} 134400 -88928 -393736 24836 -r2016 -476
{522} 48384 -673260 756 2919 -210 -21
{5211} -201600 184800 -20958 6153 2562 63
{514} 20160 35472 -19992 -2058 -42
{441 } -84000 35420 -225890 5740 210 -280
{432 } 13440 -1098020 24780 1645 -210 -35
{4311 } 69200 45920 -8330 1855 2520 35
{4221 } 201600 -227640 262080 -23730 1680 210
{4213 } -50400 29820 11130 -9030 -420
{415 } -50400 15540 5670 210
{33 } 8960 -115920 1120 980 -140
{3321 } -13440 59360 137200 -18200 2100 140
{3313 } -100800 31640 6860 -4760 -140
(323 } 25200 139440 7560 -2310 210
{32211 } 201600 -178080 49980 -2730 -1470
{3214 } 100800 -71400 18900 2100
{316 } 13440 -10080 -840
{2 h l  }I -75600 85680 -35280 6930 -630
{2 313 } -50400 44100 -15750 3150
{2215 }! -10080 7560' -5040
{217 }
i
3240
{l9 } -720
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nC9)k 1 ,0 n n2 n 3 n 5 n6 n7
{9} -720 1214 -543 83 -33 -1
{81} 6480 -1092 4887 -747 297 9
{72} -14400 8376 816 -1086 156 18
{711}. -11520 35328 -20364 4074 -1344 -54
{63} 20160 1512 -8022 2561 -271 19 1
{621} 40320 -63168 18354 -81 -279 -183 -3
{613} -40320 35280 -9452 3322 . 248 2
{54} -10080 -2604 3108 -513 -12 21
{531} -80640 ‘ 1344 35700 -13314 1674 -198 -6
{522} 33264 -21546 2961 594 -153
{5211} 120960 -65520 14292 -2862 1152 18
{51**} -20160 7032 -3552 -948 -12
{441} 50400 13020 -15540 2565 60 -105
{432} -15120 11550 -3135 435 -15 -15
{4311} -40320 -38640 26160 -4860 930 30 •
{4221} -120960 73080 -5400 -4275 810 45
fO f-* CO 50400 -42780 15330 -3930 -120
{415} 10080 -2580 2520 60
,{33} -2240 -5880 5240 -1490 180 -10
{3321} 80640 6720 -34620 11670 -1560 150
{3313} 47040 -11800 -1300 -200 -140
{323} -15120 11340 -2640 90 30
{32211} -120960 80640 -18540 2790 -630
{321'**} -20160 5160 1440 960
£31 G} -2160 -360
{2**!} 45360 -304020 7920 -270 -90
{2 31 3 } 10080 -2580 -2070 870
{2 21 5 } 1620 -1620
{21 7 } 1080
{I9} -240
...
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n(9)k n 54 nQ n n2 it3 n4 n5 n6
7n
{9} 240 -370 201 -61 -9 -1
• {81} -2160 3330 -1809 549 81 9
{72} 4800 -2024 108 ^8 - 1 2 16
{711} 3840 -11296 7128 -2188 -312 -52
{63} -6720 -1736 2072 -342 -8 14
{621} -13440 19376 -6972 1082 108 -154
{613} 13440 -11984 4384 656 224
{54} 3360 1540 -806 -164 109 -8 1
{531 } 26880 4256 -9208 2708 -388 -52 -4
{522 } 12096 7452 -2022 417 -48 -3
{5211 } -40320 19824 -3264 -576 636 12
{51 n 8064 -4944 -696 -654 -6
{441 } -16800 -7700 4Q30 820 -545 40 -5
{432 } 6720 -5980 2070 -310 30 -10
{4311 } 13440 12880 -12120 3460 -60 40-
{4221 } 40320 -19320 3900 -1155 150 45
{421 3 } -20160 12360 -960 -1200 -120
{41 5} 1080 1134 54
{3 3} 3280 -2000 440 -40
{3321 } -266880 -5600 9720 -2720 240 40
{331 3 } -13440 9680 -2800 -80 -80
{32 3} 5040 -3360 1050 -240 30
{32211 } 40320 -26880 7320 -300 -300
{321 M -2160 1620 540
{31 6 } . -1296 -216
{2^1} -15120 10080 -3150 720 -90
{2 31 3 } 1080 -1620 540
{221 5} 972 -972
{21 7 } 648
{l9} -144
in * * ____ ... . . .  ...1
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n(9>k522 n n n2 n3 n * n5 ne n7
(9} <*208 396 -226 36 2
{81} 1872 -3564 2034 -324 —18
{72} -4608 4680 -1648 278 -20 -2
{711} -2880 9576 —6488 1018 92 2
{63} 7392 -4788 658 132 -34
{621} 10080 -18396 9562 -2342 242 14
{613 } -10080 8764 -814 -376 -14
{54} -4032 2484 -674 139 -16 -1
{531} -28224 18792 -1252 -1348 268 4
{522} 6048 -1620 -1602 767 -112 4 1
{5211} 30240 -23604 7514 -904 -56 -2
{51*} -1344 -2536 1016 49 1
(441) 20160 -12420 3370 -695 80 5
{432} -10080 12780 -7130 2300 -430 40
{4311} -10080 -3220 3850 -560 -70
{4221} -30240 29400 -10735 1850 -140 -5
{4213 J 3360 -2060 -400 350 10
{ 415 } 3360 -856 -189 -5
(33} 4480 -7920 4320 -960 80
{3321} 20160 -10360 -560 1000 -160
{3313} 11200 -4760 80 200
{323} -2520 2410 -860 140 -10
{32211} -20160 15920 -4120 340 40
{3214} -6720 4400 -990 i o
{ 316 } -896 456 20
{2^1}• 7560 -7230 2580 -420 30
{ 2 313 } 3360 -2760 780 -120
(2215) 672 -342 174
{217} -108
(I9) 24
----4
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n C9>k*432 nO n n* n3 rt* n5 n6 n7
{9} 8 -10 2
{81} -72 90 -18
{72} 384 -172 1 “s4 to 47 -6 -1
{711} -96 172 —288 -47 78 1
{63} -1008 770 -209 29 -1 -1
{621} 336 -1106 1131 -416 45 10
{ 613 } 336 -82 387 -212 • -9
' {54} 672 -598 207 -31 3 -1
{531} 3360 -2228 426 .-50 -6 10
{522} -3024 3834 -2139 690 -129 12
{5211} *-1008 246 -57 132 -69
{5lM -552 252 48
{441} -3360 2990 -1035 155 -15 5
{432} 5040 -6726 3549 -930 125 -9 1
{4311} 336 , -474 435 -50 -36 -1
{4221} 1008 48 -660 270 -33 -3
{ 4213 } 540 530 195 5
{ 415} 336 -40 -126 -2
{ 33} -2240 3064 -1608 418 -58 4
{3321} -672 276 -42 22 -4
{3313} 448 -552 52 48 4
{ 323 } -84 162 -102 57 -3
{32211} -672 960 -300 -15 27
{321^} -672 752 -252 -38
{ 316 } -224 168 14
{ 2^1} 252 -486 306 -81 9
{ 23 l3 } 336 -516 231 -51
{2215 > 168 -126 84
{ 217 } -54
{I9} 12
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n(9)fc333 nG n
n2 n-3 n" n5 n6 n7
{9} 80 -132 .62 -12
i
2
{81} -720 1188 -558 108 -18
{72} 1152 -504 -216 126 —18
{711} 1728 -4248 2448 -558 90
{63} -672 -1764 1572 -447 54 -3
{621} -6048 8820 -3204 459 -36 9
{613} 4032 -3576 996 -186 -6
{54} 1476 -900 198 -18
{531} 4032 4680 -5832 1890 -252 18
{522} 6048 -10692 5832 -1296 108
{5211} 12096 6696 -1620 270 -54
{5in 2016 -684“ 144 36
{441 } -7380 4500 -990 90
{432 } -10080 13788 -7236 1881 -261 18
{4311} 4032 3816 -2646 531 -63
{4221 } 12096 -7420 837 243 -54
{421 3} -5040 4230 -1305 225'
{41 5} -1008 378 -126
{3 3} 4480 -5232 3280 -1206 241 -24 1
{3321 } -8064 -576 -1125 144 -9
{331 3 } -4704 1308 42 -12 6
{32 3} 1512 -1152 297 -27
{32211 } 12096 -8208 1998 -243 27
{321 4 } 2016 -756 36 -36
■ {31 6} 72 12
{2 *3 } -4536 3456 -891 81
{2 %. 3} -1008 378 27 -27
{221 5} -54 54
{21 7} -36 -
{1 9} 8
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nC9)k3222
n Q n n2 n 3 n4 ■ 5 6 7 n n n
{9} 36 -66 36 —6
{81} 320 -324 594 -324 54
{72 > 720 -816 336 —66 6
{711 } 576 -1560 960 -150 —6
{63} -1008 756 -176 6 2
{621 } -2016 3444 -1824 444 -48
{613} 1344 -1024 54 46
{54} 504 -336 105 -24 3
{531 } 4032 -3192 636 60 -24
{522 } -756 723 -258 ' 42 -3
{5211} -4032 3072 -906 96 6
{51 **} 372 -117 -3
{441 } -2520 1680 -525 120 -15
{432 } —84 162 -102 27 -3
{4311 } 1344 348 -528 93 3
{4221 } 4032 -4101 1596 -291 24
{421 3 } 336 -90 135 -45 !
i
r
S
LO<3*
w-* -336 63 21
{33} 336 -256 66 -6
{3321 } -2688 1656 -186 -54 12
{3313 } -1568 828 -88 -1 2
{32 3} 294 -270 95 -15 1
{32211 } 2352 -1824 459 -39 -3 ii
{321 4 } 672 -462 102 3 ii
{31 6} 112 -48 -1
:
{2 **i} -882 810 -285 45 -3
j
{2 31 3 } -336 301 -81 11
{221 5 -84 36 -15
{21 7} 9 ;
U 9} , "2
:
..... i
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SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
Chapter Wise Summary
In chapter 1, the basic material is reviewed, studying ordered 
partitions and the sample symmetric functions. The generalized k-statistics 
as defined by Tukey (1950), (1956) are studied. Tukey's (1956) method of 
multiplication of angle brackets (symmetric means) and k-statistics is 
discussed and illustrated by examples. Dwyer and Tracy's (1962) combinatorial 
method for products of generalized k-statistics and its modification, to 
the present combinatorial method for products of generalized h-statistics 
are discussed with the use of examples.
In chapter 2, some theorems concerning the properties of ordered 
partitions are presented. A technique to generate ordered partitions 
is developed. Using ordered partitions, relations of k-statistics with 
other symmetric functions such as symmetric means and unrestricted sums 
(s-functions) are established. A direct method to find the inverse of a 
matrix, involved in these relations, is given. Carney's (1970) method 
for double products of generalized k-statistics, using ordered partitions, 
is extended to multiple products. In order to systematize and to reduce 
the computational work, certain rules are devised. A complete set of 
specific products formulae for generalized k-statistics of weight 7 is 
given.
In chapter 3, Dwyer's (1937) definition of h-statistics is given.
Two other ways of defining h-statistics are discussed. Generalized 
h-statistics, using three different approaches, are introduced. The 
relations of generalized h-statistics with other symmetric functions
246
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such as k-statistics, symmetric means and unrestricted sums are established.
Tables expressing generalized h-statistics in terms of symmetric means and
k-statistics and vice versa, through weight 12, are presented. Expressions
giving generalized h-statistics in terms of unrestricted sums through
weight 6 and seminvariant h-statistics of weights 7 and 8 are given.
In chapter 4, a direct method, a method using ordered partitions and
a combinatorial method for obtaining products of generalized h-statistics
are developed. Dwyer and TracyTs (1962, 1964) and Tracy’s (1963) rules
for products of generalized k-statistics are modified to rules applicable
to products of generalized h-statistics. General formulae for products of
generalized h-statistics,i.e., h.Ji ,where {1 symbolizes any set of
<■* rlr2r3
subscripts and r^t-^+r^ ^ 3, are given. A complete set of products formulae
through weight 6 and seminvariant products of weights 7 and 8.for generalized
h-statistics are given.
In chapter 5, finite moment formulae B(p,p„...) = E„f(h -H )(h -H ). . .1
1 2  N . P1 P1 p2 P2 
and their estimators B(p^p2*«.) f°r using ’’substitution products’’,
(Schaeffer and Dwyer, 1963), through weight 8 are tabulated. Relations
between B(...) and M(...), finite moments of k-statistics, are obtained.
The possibility of using these moments for approximating the sampling
2distributions of ratio-statistics such as h ^ f h . ^ is indicated.
In chapter 6, certain relations between Dwyer’s (1937) a ’s and b ’s 
are given. Dressel's (1940) system of linearly independent statistical 
seminvariants and moment functions is extended through weight 12. His 
results on estimates of seminvariants are extended to weight 9. 
h-statistics in perspective. James (1958) considered the sampling properties 
of a general set of statistics z^, z^,... (z being homogenous polynomial
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symmetric functions of the sample values of degree r) instead of the set of 
k-statistics. James indicated that for any such set of z-statistics there 
are three problems which can be solved by an extension of Fisher’s 
combinatorial method.
(i) p.’zp.’-problem:- The expression of (ordinary or mixed) moments of the
z^ in terms of population moments, (with z = k, m, m ’, ... as appropriate). 
The moments of the zr are to be taken about zero; so are the population 
moments. But if the z-statistics are seminvariant, and z^  is not 
involved, we may take the origin at the mean and so express the 
sampling moments in terms of moments about the mean.
(ii) p.’zR>-problem: - The expression of (ordinary or mixed) moments of the
z in terms of cumulants. r
(jui) lozx'-problem: - The expression of (ordinary or mixed) cumulants of the
z in terms of cumulants. r
James (1958) gave certain rules applicable to these three problems 
with appropriate proofs.
I
The first problem, when z-statistics are seminvariant, was also 
considered by Kendall (1942). His purpose was to see whether a set of 
sample statistics could be found which would obey even simpler rules than 
Fisher’s, and his conclusion was negative, provided one also required the 
new statistics to be seminvariant.
In this work we consider the first problem with z-statistic as 
h-statistic which is seminvariant. By considering the rules of the combin­
atorial method for products of generalized h-statistics, it may be seen 
that this system (h-statistics) obeys simpler rules and can be handled 
with greater convenience than Fisher’s k-statistics. The expressions of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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h-statistics involve fewer partitions than those of k-statistics since they 
all have only one non-unit part. If h-statistics are expressed ii terras 
of symmetric means (see, Table 10), coefficients involved are much smaller 
than those in similar expressions for k-statistics. However, in spite of 
h-statistics being simpler than k-statistics, k-statistics can not be 
ignored since they estimate unbiasedly the cumulants which have nice 
properties, such as ^ = 0, p > 2 when population is normal.
Dwyer (1964) defined polykays of deviates, called d-statistics, as
d. . . = k. . .(x-k^)
For a finite population,
D... = K. . .(x-K^).
The d-statistics were found useful in developing finite moment formulae 
and checking results.
In appendix II, we discuss generalized h-statistics of deviates and
conclude that these do not possess the same good properties as d-statistics.
\ .
Possibilities for Further Work
Since h-statistics are simple to handle, it is in line to carry • 
further the problem of approximating the sampling distributions of ratio- 
statistics such as coefficient of variation, coefficient of skewness and 
kurtosis, when sampling from a finite population, using h-statistics 
(as indicated in chapter 5).
Extension of the theory along the following lines may be considered.
(i) The system of generalized h-statistics may be extended to bivariate
and multivariate systems. Such extensions of polykays was considered 
by Kendall (1940), Cook (1951a), Kaplan(1952), Kendall and Stuart
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(1958),Milfoail (1965)» Kinney (1971) and others.
(ii) A combinatorial method for expressing products of bivariate and multi­
variate h-statistics as linear combination of such statistics may be 
developed. The corresponding finite moment formulae may then be 
obtained. James (1958), following Kaplan (1952), gave some rules
for the combinatorial method for multivariate z-statistics. Taking 
z-statistics as h-statistics some general theory in this direction 
may be developed.
(iii) With such solutions available it should be worth considering to find 
further approximations of the sampling distributions of correlation 
coefficient and regression coefficients when sampling from a finite 
population.
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APPENDIX I
KRONEGKER PRODUCTS
Let A = (a. .) be an (m,n) matrix and B an (s,t) matrix, then the 
Kronecker product ASB is defined as the (ms, nt) matrix
A a  B =  a^ i j B  ^ *
We state some properties of the Kronecker product. Some of these 
properties have been used in this work.
The matrices involved are assumed to be conformable.
(1) (a a b)(c a d) =  (ac a bd)
(2) (a a b )-1 = a"1 a b "1
(3) (a a b )t = at a bt
(4) (a+b) a  (c+d) = (a a c) +  (a a d) +  (b a c) +  (b a d)
(5) a a (b a c) =  (a a b) a c
(6) If A and B are positive definite, then A a B is positive definite
(7) (aA) a B = A a (aB) = a (A a B)
(8) If A and B are diagonal matrices, then A 8 B is a diagonal matrix
(9) If A and B are upper (lower) triangular matrices, then A a B is an
upper (lower) triangular matrix.
For more details, see Graybill (1969, p. 197-212), Bellman (i960, 
p. 227-228).
251
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APPENDIX II 
GENERALIZED h-STATISTICS OF DEVIATES
Dwyer (1964) defined d-statistics as polykays of deviates x-k^„ He 
presented certain formulae and examined the properties of d-statistics.
In particular, he obtained formulae for d-statistics in terms of polykays 
having no unit subscripts. He also derived certain relations involving 
d-statistics and applied them to finite moment formulae involving the sample 
mean. Here we examine the parallel concept of generalized h-statistics 
of deviates.
For a specified partition P of weight p, with kp = kp(x^,...xn) = 
kp(x), dp is defined as
dp = kp(x-k^) , d1 .= 0
For a finite population of size N, kp becomes Kp, dp becomes Dp,
and
Dp - KpU-KjJ , Dx = 0 .
Dwyer gave a general formula for dp-^ r*
For r = 0, Tukey (1956) showed that k (x-k..) = k (x), when p > 1.
P 1 P.
Thus, dp = kp .
Dwyer developed expressions for d i-n terms of k Ts by expressing 
kpk^ as a linear sum of polykays and replacing the values of x by'(x-k^). 
Thus,
kpki = » kp®i + kn  ’ p > 0
252
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where k .is the sura of the functions which result from adding unity inPwl
turn to each element of the specified P. For example, if P = p^pgP^j
k^-i = k . + k ,. + k
P©1 Pj+lt P2>P3 P1»P2+1» P3 Pj* P2» P3+1*
Then replacing x by (x-k^), we have
dPl kPl “n kP01
Again
kPlkl n kP$l,l + ^ P 2 + kPl2
'e‘> dPl2 = - ^ m ,i ■ J kP2
= . I  (_ I  k ) . I u
n n P®l®r n P 2
I  . i  ,
2 P01©1 “ n P2
n
2rkP®2 + kP@ll^ " n kP2 ‘ ^
n
By a similar argument, from the expansion of kp^r-1 kp>we have
Using these formulae, Dwyer (1964) gave some general moment formulae 
involving the sample mean.
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In a similar manner one can define generalized h-statistics of deviates 
which we call ^-statistics. One can also derive the general formulae 
Spjr* However we may mention here that the general formulae 5p^ r are not 
as simple as dp^r since 8p^> which is the basis for Spptj involves more 
terms than dp^. We define g-statistics as
8p = hptx-hp) , •= 0 .
Now, using the formula for h ^  h^, we have
hPhl n hP01 " n hP-l,2 + hPL ^
where h„ . 0 is the sum of the functions resulting from subtracting unity 
r-i, /
in turn from each element (> 2) of the specified P and attaching 2.
For example if P = 432
hP-l,2 h3322 + h4222
Thus in (4), replacing x by (x-h^) , we have
SP1 ‘ n hP01 + n hP-l,2 ’ ^
We compare dp  ^and by considering a simple example, P — 643.
Then
d_ = - ~  -^k .. + k,__ + k .
PI n 743 653 644
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while Spi - - i I>743 + *653 + h644] + £ rt>5432 + >>6332 + h6422:i-
We conclude that the problem of generalized h-statistics of deviates 
may be considered for theoretical interest, but it does not seem to have 
any practical advantage over the polykays of deviates.
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